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Preface
The current work presents studies of the nuclear structure in the region of the
doubly magic 100Sn. These studies are based on two experiments and the theoretical
interpretation of the experimental results.
The first experiment, which studied the β-decay of 100In, the one proton-hole
and one neutron-particle neighbour of 100Sn, was carried out in November 2000,
at the GSI-ISOL and the online mass separator. The fusion-evaporation reaction
50Cr(58Ni,αp3n)100In was used to produce this nucleus. The recoils were stopped
in a thermal ion source. After ionization and extraction from the ion source, the
beam delivered by the GSI mass separator was directed to the high-resolution or
to the total-absorption set-ups. The A = 100 beam was implanted into a tape
during 16 s, with the tape being moved at the end of this interval. The high-
resolution βγγ set-up, which was placed around the implantation point, consisted
of a plastic scintillator, an EUROBALL cluster, a VEGA superclover and a LEPS
detectors. It provided high-resolution γ-spectroscopy data which was analyzed by
Dr. C. Plettner. The total-absorption spectrometer consists of a large NaI crystal of
356 mm diameter and 356 mm length and is equipped with ancillary detectors for
registering β particles, protons, and X-rays. The low-resolution Total Absorption
spectroscopy data was analyzed by Dr. L. Batist. The shell-model calculations used
in the interpretation of the decay scheme and the GT-strength distribution are part
of this thesis and have been done by the author himself. The comparison of the
experimental and theoretical GT-strength distributions favours Ipi = 6+ for the
ground state of the 100In. The hindrance factor for the total GT-strength, which
has to be applied with reference to the shell model value, in the case of 100In amounts
to h = 4.1(9).
The second experiment was performed to study in-beam the prompt and delayed
γ radiation of 98Cd, which is the two proton hole neighbour of 100Sn. The five-day
experiment was carried out in April/May 2001 in Strasbourg with the EUROBALL
IV multidetector γ-ray array in a configuration with ancillary detectors. The 4pi
Si-ball EUCLIDES for detecting α particles and protons was mounted around the
thin target inside the reaction chamber. The Neutron Wall was used for neutron
detection replacing the tapered γ detectors in the front 1pi of solid angle. In forward
direction, right after the ball, a special delayed spectroscopy set-up was constructed
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and installed, consisting of a catcher foil and in close geometry around it, two
Cluster and one Clover unshielded detectors. The studied nucleus was produced in
the α2n exit channel of the 46Ti+58Ni → 104Sn∗ fusion-evaporation reaction. The
technical subject of this work was the gain and offset correction, the calibration, the
sorting and the analysis of the data from all different detector systems. The results
for 98Cd are the discovery of a new delayed high-energy γ transition assigned to
depopulate a core-excited Ipi = (12+) state and the determination of new half-lives
for the Ipi = (12+), (8+) and (6+) levels. From the (8+) half-life a new limit of
δepi < 0.4e for the proton polarization charge is inferred. The experimental results
are used together with shell model calculations to make a new improved estimate of
6.46(15)MeV for the 100Sn shell gap.
Outline
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the definitions and observables used later
in the thesis. Further on, the topic of exotic nuclei is presented. The importance
of the region of the doubly-magic 100Sn for the study of the proton-neutron (piν)
interaction, proton dripline, Fermi- and GT-decay, particle emission and the astro-
physical rp-process, together with the experimental status in this region are also
discussed. At the end of the chapter, the nuclear reactions, γ spectrometers and
ancillary detectors used in the experiments to study the region of 100Sn are briefly
mentioned.
Chapter 2 describes the experimental techniques used to produce and study the
exotic nuclei in the region of 100Sn. These are the reaction mechanism, the ISOL
and the fragment separator technique, the in-beam gamma spectrometry with one
of its best examples the EUROBALL IV multidetector γ array. Additional atten-
tion is payed to some of the ancillary detector systems used in configuration with
EUROBALL IV, like the EUCLIDES 4pi Si-ball for light charged particle detection
and the 1pi Neutron Wall array for detection of evaporated neutrons. The specially
constructed delayed gamma spectroscopy set-up used in the 98Cd experiment is also
described. At the end of the chapter a general description of the EUROBALL data
acquisition and trigger system is given. All these instruments have been used in
order to obtain the results of this thesis work.
Chapter 3 describes the analysis of the data from the 98Cd experiment. The exten-
sive work and the procedures performed to align and calibrate in time and energy,
and to analyze the data from the multiple detector systems are presented. Some
representative energy spectra, used in the analysis, gated with different time and
particle conditions are shown. Details on the half-life determination, with the three
different methods used, are given.
Chapter 4 presents the experimental results for the studied nuclei. As mentioned
in the preface, the experimental results for the decay study of 100In come from my
GSI colleagues, but these results are the basis for comparison and the motivation
for the theoretical shell model calculations done by the author. The final results of
the 98Cd delayed gamma spectroscopy analysis are also presented.
Chapter 5 introduces the Shell Model codes, model spaces, single particle energies,
and the sets of residual interactions used in the theoretical interpretation of the two
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studied nuclei.
Chapter 6 discusses the spin-parity assignments in the cases of the 100In and 98Cd.
The study of the experimental and theoretical 100In GT-decay distribution and the
quenching of the observed strength in comparison to theory is presented. A com-
parison of the 98Cd experimental and the calculated level energies and transition
strengths is done, followed by conclusions for the effective core polarization proton
charge, the size of the 100Sn shell gap and for the quality of the realistic interaction
used in the large-scale shell-model calculation. Besides the description of the experi-
mental data, the theory also gives predictions for other interesting structure features
of nuclei in that region. Finally, some consequences for the nuclear structure of the
132Sn region are discussed.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results and the scientific contributions of this work.
Chapter 8 gives an outlook for future experiments, technical developments and
structure topics to be studied.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atomic nuclei are unique quantal systems, which consist of two species of particles:
protons and neutrons. The nuclei are characterized by different sets of experimental
observables, e.g. binding energies, nuclear moments, excitation and decay spectra,
etc. Nuclear physics is the branch in physics that studies the atomic nucleus. Its
main goal is to provide some day a consistent, non-contradicting and universal model
that describes the properties of all known nuclei and that predicts the properties of
yet unexplored ones. Both theoretical and experimental achievements and a good
interplay between them are needed in order for this goal to be achieved. Theory
needs input and test data so it relies on the experiment. The experiment itself needs
some prediction, not only to better plan and measure the nuclear properties, but
also to give an interpretation for many new results.
Nowadays there are some well established approaches to address nuclear prop-
erties from theoretical point of view. Most of them have been inspired by some
new phenomenon that was experimentally discovered and have been developing in-
fluenced by algebraic and numerical limitations. In general there are two main
approaches: collective models [Bohr75, Ring80, Slav92, Cast00] and nuclear shell
models [deSh63, Brus77, Slav92, Heyd94, Pove01, Graw04].
1.1 Definitions and observables
The main problem of the nuclear structure physics is to define the real Hamiltonian
and to solve the Schro¨dinger equation for the system of interacting protons and
neutrons.
HΨ = EΨ (1.1)
The experimental data on nuclear properties of the ground state (g.s.) like the
mass, spin-parity, magnetic moments, together with the so called “magic” numbers,
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i.e. numbers of protons and/or neutrons at which the number of stable isotopes
or isotones is greater, brought the analogy with the atomic shell model. The basic
assumption of the nuclear shell model is that to a first approximation each nucleon
moves independently in a potential that is generated from the interaction with all the
other nucleons in the nucleus. The independent motion of the nucleons in the nucleus
is justified by the short range of the nuclear force and the Pauli principle. In the
year 1949 Jensen [Jens49] and Go¨ppert-Mayer [Go¨pp49] have succeeded in merging
the assumption of a central potential with the ingenious idea of a spin-orbit force.
Then the Hamiltonian is split into kinetic energy term (T ) and one-body mean-field
potential U . The latter was empirically constructed by adding a strong spin-orbit
splitting to a surface corrected harmonic oscillator.
H = T + U ,with (1.2)
U(r) =
1
2
mω2r2 +D~l2 − C~l.~s , (1.3)
where
−~l.~s = −1
2
(~j2 −~l2 − ~s2) = −1
2
(
j(j + 1)− l(l + 1)− 3
4
)
(1.4)
= l + 1 for j = l − 1
2
= −l for j = l + 1
2
,
where l is the orbital angular momentum, s is the intrinsic spin, and j is the total
spin. The spin-orbit splitting and the approximate positions of single particle levels
lower than 1g of the nuclear mean field are shown in Fig. 1.1.
Even if the radial quantum number n and the total spin j of two nucleonic states
are the same, they could still differ in the projectionm of the ~j onto the quantization
axis. There are 2j + 1 projections of a ~j state, which in a spherically symmetric
potential are degenerate. So every j state forms a sub-shell (orbit/orbital) that can
be occupied by 2j + 1 protons or 2j + 1 neutrons. As it is shown on Fig. 1.1, the
spin-orbit splitting groups some of the sub-shells together, and introduces energy
gaps between the groups. A group of sub-shells lying close in energy is referred to
as a major shell. The figure shows to the right the “magic numbers” (2, 8, 20, 28,
50, 82 and 126), i.e. the particle numbers at which shell closures occur , as deduced
by the spherical mean field with spin-orbit term. For some nuclei, both the proton
and neutron numbers are magic and one speaks about doubly-magic nuclei. They
are much more stable and have higher binding energy per nucleon compared to the
neighbouring ones. The reproduction of the empirically found “magic” numbers
and g.s. properties of many nuclei was the main goal and success of the mean
field theory and it served as a trigger for development of the nuclear shell model.
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Figure 1.1: The single particle levels of the spherical mean field. To the right the predicted
magic numbers. (from [HYPhys]) Note that the definition of the radial quantum
number n in the figure is different from the rest of the thesis. Here n counts the
node at r = 0, whereas the usual convention does not (1g vs. 0g).
However, in contrast to the atomic shell model with a spatially well defined central
Coulomb potential, in the nuclear shell model, the central mean field potential is
created by the individual nucleons. The principle idea of nucleons, i.e. equality of
the protons and neutrons with respect to the strong force, naturally introduces the
isospin quantum number t, which is a vector in the isospin space with a length of
1/2. Like the s quantum number it can only have 2 different projections onto the
quantization axis Z. The nuclear physics nomenclature defines that tz = −1/2 for
protons and tz = 1/2 neutrons.
Further experimental results have shown that also two-body and three-body
forces should be considered. If we limit the interactions between the nucleons in the
nucleus to only two-body interaction, we can express the Hamiltonian as the sum
of the kinetic (T ) and potential (V ) energy:
H = T + V =
A∑
i=1
~p2i
2mi
+
A∑
i>k=1
Vik(~ri − ~rk) (1.5)
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To bring it back to the solvable case we introduce a one-body nucleon potential
Ui and split the Hamiltonian into the independent-particle Hamiltonian H0 and the
residual interaction Hamiltonian Hres.
H =
[
A∑
i=1
~p2i
2mi
+
A∑
i=1
Ui(~r)
]
+
[
A∑
i>k=1
Vik(~ri − ~rk)−
A∑
i=1
Ui(~r)
]
= H0 +Hres (1.6)
The solutions of a Schro¨dinger equation with H0 are the nucleon single particle ener-
gies (SPE) in a central potential. The smaller the Hres, the better the multi-nucleon
wave-function is represented by the independent-particle wave function. The Hres is
often represented by a matrix, which elements define the strength of the mutual in-
teractions of the valence nucleons. These matrix elements in a general many-particle
configuration can be calculated from two-body matrix elements (TBME) only.
In most of the cases we expect that the separation between a block of orbits and
the rest is valid even when the residual interaction is turned on. For a given nucleus
the mean field prescribes which orbits are filled (those under the Fermi level) and
which are empty (those above the Fermi level). But mostly the states close to the
Fermi levels are dictating the nuclear properties. The residual interaction can mix
them and produce correlated states. These states naturally form a valence space,
where the configuration of the occupying particles will have a dominant effect on
the nuclear properties. Therefore, the infinite set of the mean field orbits will be
separated in three parts: (i) Inert core: the orbits that are forced to always be fully
occupied; (ii) Valence space: the orbits available to the valence particles, which will
partially occupy the orbits according to the mean field and the residual interaction;
(iii) External space: the remaining orbits that are assumed to be always empty. The
set of specific orbits included in the valence space is referred to as model space.
In practical applications[Brus77, Graw04] SPE are obtained from an empirical
globally adjusted central potential of e.g. the harmonic oscillator [Brus77], the
Woods-Saxon [Brus77], folded Yukawa [Mo¨ll97] type or can be extracted from the
single particle(hole) states in the neighbouring nuclei of a doubly-closed shell nu-
cleus. The TBME of the residual interaction are derived in three ways. Empirical
interactions can be extracted from experimental data, in the simplest approach
from the binding energies of closed shell (CS), CS ± 1 and CS ± 2 nuclei, but
giving the SPE and only the diagonal TBME, which means that for more than
one orbit, the configuration mixing is neglected. For not too large model spaces
one can apply the χ2-fitting method to determine SPE and TBME (including non-
diagonal) from an abundant data set of experimental binding and excitation ener-
gies of states. Good examples of empirical interactions can be found in the Refs.
[Cohe67, Gros76, Blom85, Brow88a, Richt91, Honm02, Lise04]. A χ2-fitting pro-
cedure is greatly simplified by assuming a schematic interaction that can be spec-
ified by a few parameters. But the restrictions and symmetries of a given analytic
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function introduce deficiencies in the energies (pairing, level density) and electro-
magnetic (EM) transition rates (configuration mixing) calculated in the shell model
application. Some of the schematic interactions are the Yukawa [Heyd94], Gaussian
[Heyd94], delta [Heyd94] and surface delta [Arvi66] interactions. Another type of
schematic interaction is widely used in mean field calculations employing the HF
method, namely the Skyrme [Skyr59, Vaut72] and Gogny forces [Gogn75]. They
have been successfully used to calculate gross properties as masses, shapes, radii,
level densities and single particle energies, but do not reproduce well the nuclear
excited states and transition rates, and therefore are not used in the detailed shell
model spectroscopy. Realistic interactions are derived from effective nucleon-nucleon
potentials, which were fitted to experimental data on nucleon-nucleon scattering.
The problem of obtaining a regularized effective interaction in a given valence space
was solved in the pioneering work of Bru¨ckner [Bru¨c55] by calculating the G-matrix
needed to eliminate the strong repulsive core in the bare nucleon-nucleon potential.
The modern developments in this field can give reasonable results [HJen95], when
the number of the particles (holes) outside the inert core is relatively small. This
method introduces a mass (A) dependence in the extracted TBME, thus requiring
a new calculation for every new core nucleus.
Chapter 5 gives further details about the shell-model codes, valence spaces and
interactions used for the theoretical calculations performed in order to interpret
the experimental results. The interpretation of the Gamow-Teller decay of 100In by
employing a large-scale shell model calculation with a realistic interaction is a result
from this thesis work (see Sect. 5.2.1).
The observable energy is the eigenvalue of the Schro¨dinger equation. Another
result of the solution is the non-observable wave function, which can also be used
to calculate other observables, such as spectroscopic factors, electromagnetic and β-
decay transition rates and static moments. The shell model calculations are tuned to
reproduce binding energies and level schemes, which can be achieved with different
interactions and model spaces. Therefore, the corresponding wave functions will
generally be different and consequently the observables calculated from them could
differ a lot.
From the experimental point of view we have access to observables like γ-ray
energy, half-life, time difference, reduced transition strength and multipolarity of
an EM transition, spin, parity and static moments of a nuclear state, mass, charge,
spin alignment, kinetic energy and momentum of a nucleus, coincidence relations
(γγ, αpnγ, βγ) of the particles emitted and registered in a nuclear reaction or decay
process, etc.
Gamma rays are associated with high-energy EM transitions which have nuclear
origin. They are usually emitted in the process of nuclear de-excitation. This means
that if the nucleus is in an excited state it can emit a γ ray and decay to another
nuclear state at lower energy. It is often said that these nuclear states are connected
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via this γ-ray transition. The energy of the γ ray corresponds to the energy difference
of the two excited nuclear states.
The γ-rays interact with matter in three ways. These are Compton scattering
in which only part of the γ-ray energy is transferred to the matter, and electron-
positron pair production and photoeffect in which the full energy of the γ ray is
transferred to the matter. To register the energy and time of the radiation, special-
ized γ-ray detectors are made. The nature of interaction of the γ-ray radiation with
matter explains the detector spectrum. The energy of the full absorption (i.e. pho-
toeffect, pair production or Compton scattering with successive photoeffect of the
scattered γ quantum) of the γ ray in the detector volume is called photopeak energy
and corresponds to the total γ-ray energy. The detector output is an electric signal
with a certain amplitude which corresponds to a certain γ-ray energy. Certainly the
detector signal can be connected to a timing system and the time of detecting the γ
ray could be measured with respect to a reference point in time. The time reference
could be given by various sources, like the time signal of a beam pulsing system,
or the time signal of another registered γ ray or particle or even the ion that has
emitted the γ ray itself. Thus, the time of the γ event can be determined and for a
number of events a time distribution can be built up.
The uncertainty principle defines the relation of the energy width and the lifetime
of a nuclear state:
h¯ ∼ Γτ (1.7)
So the narrower the state is the longer the lifetime of this state is. In a certain
nucleus the state lowest in energy is called the ground state and is usually the most
stable one. However, there are also some excited states that live long enough to be
detected and discriminated from the ground state. These states are called isomers
or metastable states and often are marked by an m in the isotope notation, like 98mCd
for example. These states are subject to great interest in the nuclear structure stud-
ies since they provide valuable information about the in-medium nucleon-nucleon
interaction and on the other hand they can be studied in detail. Due to their
metastability, it is easier to measure them separately or under a reduced level of
contamination. The first property which could be measured is their lifetime. That
is done by analyzing the decay of that isomeric state. The lifetime of a single isomeric
state is determined when the time distribution of the measured decay radiation (α,
β, γ) is fitted with an exponential function to satisfy the radioactivity law, which
gives the number of the survived nuclei as a function of time:
N = N0e
−t/τ (1.8)
The half-life T1/2 of such state is defined as the time for which N = N0/2. That
is e−t/τ = 1/2 or t/τ = ln 2 and:
T1/2 = τ ln 2 (1.9)
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Obviously one can talk about the probability of that process to happen, or about
the transition strength. In the perturbation theory the transition strength is defined
by Dirac’s “golden rule” [Slav92]:
Wfi =
2pi
h¯
|〈f |HINT |i〉|2g(Ef ) (1.10)
where g(Ef ) is the density of the final states and HINT is the operator of the time
dependent interaction between the initial and the final states. For photons we can
transform the above equation into [Slav92]:
Wfi(λ, kIm) =
8pi(I + 1)
h¯I[(2I + 1)!!]2
(
Eγ
h¯c
)2I+1
|〈f |Oˆ(λ, kIm)|i〉|2 (1.11)
where Oˆ(λ, kIm) is a generalized multipole transition operator and λ, k, I,m are
quantum numbers. Usually the experimental transition strength is a sum over tran-
sitions to/from all m states which are degenerate and are resolvable only in exper-
iments with polarized ensembles. Therefore we end up with a following expression
for the total transition strength [Slav92]:
Wfi(λI) =
1
2Ii + 1
∑
mf ,mi,m
Wfi(λ, kIm) (1.12)
It is accepted to write the transition strength as follows [Slav92]:
Wfi(λ, kIm) =
8pi(I + 1)
h¯I[(2I + 1)!!]2
(
Eγ
h¯c
)2I+1
B(λI, Ii → If ), (1.13)
where
B(λI, Ii → If ) = 1
2Ii + 1
∑
mf ,mi,m
|〈f |Oˆ(λ, kIm)|i〉|2 (1.14)
is the so called reduced transition strength. These B(λI, Ii → If ) contain information
about the wave functions of the nuclear states. For EM transitions these reduced
transition strengths are noted by B(EL) or B(ML), where E stands for electric
and M for magnetic transition, and the L is the multipolarity of the transition.
Besides the natural units of B(EL)[e2fm2L] and B(ML)[µ2Nfm
2L−2], very often the
so-called Weisskopf units [W.u.] are used. They are based on an estimate for the
single-proton strength [Weis51, Brus77, Cast00] and defined as:
BW.u.(EL) =
1
4pi
(
3
L+ 3
)2
R2Le2 [e2(fm)2L] (1.15)
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and
BW.u.(ML) =
10
pi
(
3
L+ 3
)2
R2L−2µ2N [µ
2
N(fm)
2L−2] (1.16)
where R = 1.2 · A−1/3 [fm] is the nuclear mean radius, e – the elementary charge
and µN – the nuclear magneton. These units give a basis for comparison of different
transition strengths and a scale to discriminate the single-particle from the collec-
tive phenomena. They also give typical transition strengths and may be used to
distinguish between E and M transitions for a given L.
Reduced transition strengths can be calculated assuming an EM interaction be-
tween the initial and the final states. On the other hand experimentally measured
half-lives can be used to extract the reduced transition strengths, and then to com-
pare and adjust the theoretical interaction. Therefore, measuring half-lives is a
primary experimental goal.
When one knows the γ-ray transitions that connect some excited states with
the ground state, one can build up a level scheme of the excited levels and their
energies relative to the ground state. There is a special set of excited levels which
is called the yrast line. This is the set of excited states with the lowest energy for
a given spin. The term was initially introduced by Grover in [Grov67]. The γ-ray
multipolarity is the angular momentum l that this γ-ray carries and this defines the
change in spin from the initial to the final state that it connects. The study of
the γ-ray angular distribution gives information on the γ-ray multipolarity. This
is true, but to use it we need to know the spin orientation of the emitting nucleus
and in most of the nuclear reactions this spin direction is difficult to be determined.
In this respect, a very favorable case is the nuclear fusion-evaporation reaction (for
details see Sect. 2.1.1). It has a feature that most of the produced excited nuclei
have their spin perpendicular to the axis of the beam direction. This preferential
spin orientation of the product nuclei is called spin alignment. This means that the
γ-ray intensity distribution will be symmetric around the beam axis, but will exhibit
the effects of γ-ray multipolarity when looking at the γ-ray intensities at different
angles. By taking ratios of intensities at forward (backward) angles to the ones at
∼ 90◦ one can deduce the character and the multipolarity of the γ-ray transition.
Thus, by a comprehensive study of the γ-ray properties one could built up a level
scheme starting from the ground state and assigning a defined spin and parity to
each excited state that is being de-excited by the detected γ-ray. To this end the
angular momentum coupling and γ-ray selection rules are exploited. For a given
L the parity of the transition, as given by (−)L for electric (E) and (−)L+1 for
magnetic (M) transitions, has to be determined. This requires a measurement of
the polarization of the emitted γ-ray, which is often replaced by arguing with typical
strengths for a given L.
The experimental achievements in the nuclear γ spectroscopy have been quite
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considerable so that nowadays the measurement of single γ rays is most often not
sufficient for extracting new information on the nuclear properties. Therefore it has
become a practice to use many detectors and not only measure γ-ray energies, times
and angular distributions, but also γγ-coincidence relations. The analysis of the
data is greatly simplified by the information on γγ coincidences. They can help
also in cleaning up the spectra from contaminants. In many cases one can use these
relations to establish parallel branches in the level scheme of the excited states. The
properties of the correlated γ rays can be sorted in various ways to have access to
new information. This was the case in the current work when the detection time of
γ rays with a certain energy was used as a start and the detection time of γ rays of
another energy – as stop. This time difference produced a time distribution which
is inaccessible to direct measurement, but which was used to estimate the half-life
of a nuclear isomeric state (see Sect. 3.4.2).
When the studied nuclei are difficult to produce, i.e. with small production
cross-sections, even multiple γγ-coincidence relations are unable to clean the spec-
tra. This is also the case when the nucleus of interest has a relatively small number
of excited levels and therefore the γ multiplicity (the number of the emitted γ-rays
in a single de-excitation cascade) is small. In such cases we need additional detec-
tors to help in some way for discriminating γ rays originating from different nuclei.
These detectors are often called ancillary or auxiliary detectors. They include de-
tectors for light charged particles, detectors for neutrons and detectors for heavy
ions (HI). The purpose of these ancillary detectors is to detect the particles that
are correlated with the detection of the γ rays. Then by requiring a certain condi-
tion for the additionally measured particles one can select only that part of the γ
rays that have been in relation with the imposed condition. In fusion-evaporation
reactions it is very useful to detect α, protons and neutrons that are emitted in the
evaporation phase of the reaction (see Sect. 2.1.1) and build up the correlations of
the type αpnγ. In the β- or α-decay studies it is a routine to use correlations of the
type βγ and αγ, correspondingly. Else, there would be a complete domination of
the background for weakly populated reaction channels. The typical usage of the γγ
or particle-γ coincidences is to set a gate on one of them and look at the spectrum
of the other. The gate is simply a window/range, in the spectrum of one of the
coincidence partners, used as a condition for the construction of the spectrum of
the other partner. If the distribution of a single observable like the γ-ray energy is
represented by a one-dimensional spectrum, then the representation of two observ-
ables in coincidence relations is a coincidence matrix. For the case of three and more
observables in coincidence relation the representation is a coincidence cube in the
corresponding three and larger dimensional space. Nowadays sorting and analyzing
such matrices and cubes is widely used. This is also done in the present work with
respect to the experimental data analysis and has been described in Chapter 3.
All these efforts are being done in order to be able to measure even more “exotic”
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nuclei. In the last years it has become a fashion to study and talk about all kinds of
“exotic” nuclei. There are many possible interpretations of this word and since this
is a work that is also on “exotic” nuclei, in the following I will give some details on
this topic.
1.2 Exotic nuclei
To understand what is exotic we have to define what is normal. First in the year
1896 the natural radioactivity was discovered by Bequerel. The radioactive material
contained heavy elements like Thorium, Uranium, Polonium and Radium which
have extremely long half-lives. In year 1902 this phenomenon was described with
the radioactivity law by Rutherford and Soddy. Later, by using the natural α-
particle beam sources from Polonium α decay and a target of natural Aluminum,
I. Curie and P. Joliot studied the first artificially produced radioactive isotope 30P.
The isotope as defined in the beginning had the same chemical properties of a given
element, but different atomic mass. As we would define them now, two nuclei are
isotopes when they have equal number of protons and different number of neutrons.
The increasing number of isotopes brought the necessity of systematization which
naturally appeared in the form of a table. The so called table of isotopes or the Segre´
chart is a chart presenting the nuclei in an XY plane. It has the neutron number
N on the horizontal axis and the proton number Z on the vertical axis. Then the
nuclei of the different elements and their isotopes are represented by squares each
one at the proper number of N and Z.
Figure 1.2 shows this chart in one of its contemporary versions with some ad-
ditional information. It is assumed, though not exactly known, that Emilio Segre´
invented the chart around 1935. Quoting from “A Mind Always in Motion: the
Autobiography of Emilio Segre´”, 1993, Univ. of California Press:
“Tables of natural radioactive isotopes go back to Curie, Rutherford
and their colleagues. With the discovery of artificial radioactivity, they
became much larger. A first one was drawn up in Rome by our group
and by G. Fea. I drew a useful diagram, following Heisenberg, while still
in Rome.”
A quote from the proceedings of the CSEWG Symposium in 2001 [Hol01U] brings
clarity to this issue:
“A member of Fermis group, Emilio Segre, introduced a scheme for pre-
senting data on all known nuclides in a chart form, where he represented
the neutron number, N, in horizontal rows along the left side of the
chart and the atomic number, Z, as vertical columns along the bottom
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of the chart. A revised edition of Segre’s Chart from May 15, 1945 was
published with classified data omitted [Segr46].”
In the very first years of the nuclidic chart’s introduction one could only see the
black squares and the very close neighbours around them. These black squares rep-
resent the nuclei that are naturally abundant and are practically stable against any
decay. These nuclei were available from the very beginning to be used in reactions
and measure their properties.
Figure 1.2: The chart of nuclides with some of the magic numbers noted.
The chart of nuclides gives a natural definition not only to the term isotope,
but also to the terms isotone and isobar. The isotopes are nuclei with Z = const,
that is every horizontal line in this chart defines a set of isotopes. The isotones are
nuclei with N = const, which corresponds to the nuclei in a single vertical line of the
chart. And finally, the isobars are nuclei that have equal mass, that is A = const,
and since A = Z +N this corresponds to diagonal lines such that the sum of Z and
N is constant. The backbone of this chart are the stable nuclei (black squares) which
form a kind of line and this line is called the line of stability. The other nuclei are
subject to decay. It is the β decay, driven by the weak interaction, that determines
the position and the form of the stability line. The empirical nuclear mass formula
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of Bethe and Weizsa¨cker [Weiz35, Beth36] could show that if the nuclear mass is
plotted as a function of Z, the masses of each set of isobars form a parabola with
a minimum around the middle. The nuclei with masses in this minimum are stable
against β decay, while the ones on the slopes do decay into the neighbours of smaller
mass. The set of all isobaric mass parabolas looks like a valley with rising slopes on
both sides. The stable nuclei are located in the valley and the β-unstable ones on
the slopes.
Originally nuclei far from the line of β-stability [Pori64] were called exotic. Those
nuclei are of a special interest due to their extreme composition of neutrons and
protons. They are characterized by an unusual, compared to the stable ones of the
same mass for a given region of nuclei, z component of the nuclear isospin defined as
Tz = (N−Z)/2. The extremeness of isospin depends on the mass of the nucleus and
the region of the nuclidic chart. While light nuclei with N = Z are nearly stable,
with increasing proton number in the nucleus, the stability line turns to direction of
neutron rich nuclei. This is caused by the increasing Coulomb repulsion of protons
in the nucleus, that has to be compensated by the strong nuclear force that binds
protons and neutrons together. Hence, the heavier the nucleus is, the greater excess
of neutrons in the system is needed for the nucleus to be stable. Already with a
hundred nucleons and Tz = 0, the nucleus
100Sn (i.e. N = Z = 50) lies on the
proton dripline [Haus88, Doba94]. Higher mass nuclei with this value of Tz become
unbound with respect to the proton decay. Similarly the Tz for the very neutron rich
nuclei will be characterized by much larger value for heavier nuclei then for those of
a small mass.
Now it is widely accepted to call a nucleus “exotic” whenever it is at a “limit”.
That means nuclei with high angular momentum, excitation energy, deformation,
extreme Z value and, of course, the discussed case of extreme isospin.
High angular momentum is usually connected to the nuclei that exhibit collective
structure, with rotational bands that become yrast at high spin. The spin value
record (' 70h¯) in the system belongs definitely to nuclei in the superdeformed
phase. In this range of excitation the nuclear shape is very exotic, where the prolate
deformation reaches the value of β ' 0.5 (β is a parameter related to the ratio of
the two semi-axes of the ellipsoid). Even higher spins and deformation are predicted
to exist in the third nuclear potential minimum — the hyperdeformation phase of
the nucleus. A superdeformed nucleus, being de-excited by γ rays, loses angular
momentum and becomes usually only slightly deformed or almost spherical in the
ground state. The nuclei with deformed shapes lie generally in the regions between
the closed shell nuclei.
The island of superheavy elements (SHE) is the possibly existing region of nuclei
that is supposed to show an evidence of predicted shell closures and doubly-magic
nuclei. So far there are many controversial calculations on the highest magic num-
bers. The experimental data there are still scarce, but there is certainly progress
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going on. It is only recently that spherical SHE have become accessible, the known
ones lie in the deformed region and therefore give only indirect evidence for spherical
shell gaps.
All known or predicted doubly-magic nuclei gain a lot of interest when these
nuclei are close to proton or neutron dripline, since for those nuclei the binding
energy per nucleon is expected to be larger than for the neighbouring ones. This is
called the shell closure effect and is a basic signature of the nuclear shell model.
The aim of these kind of studies is to examine the nucleus in its extreme con-
ditions, where some specific features of the nuclear structure are largely enhanced
with respect to the situation when the nucleus is not excited and/or is close to the
stability valley. This provides a stringent test and necessary parameters for the
nuclear structure models, which often are formulated and parameterized according
to information obtained from less exotic nuclei. The doubly closed shell nucleus
100Sn, the nuclei in the region around it and their properties are of great importance
for understanding nuclear structure. The following section gives an overview of the
specific nuclear-structure phenomena in that region.
1.3 The region of 100Sn
Atomic nuclei near 10050 Sn50 play a special and important role in the study of exotic
nuclei, since they exhibit several exceptionally interesting nuclear-structure phenom-
ena, i.e.
• the double shell-closure N=Z=50 with an ls-open core giving rise to strong
spin-flip g−19/2g7/2 and stretched ∆l = 2 g
−1
9/2d5/2 core-excitations,
• the isospin symmetry (N∼=Z), which relates to questions concerning proton-
neutron pairing and isospin mixing,
• the neighbourhood of the proton drip-line,
• fast Gamow-Teller (GT) β-decays of the type pig9/2 → νg7/2 (“southeast” of
100Sn) and/or pig9/2 → νg9/2 (“southwest” of 100Sn),
• the occurrence of an island of α, proton and maybe even cluster radioactivity,
• the astrophysical rp-process is supposed to end in the neighbourhood of 100Sn
[Scha98].
The study of these very neutron-deficient isotopes has attracted considerable
interest recently, in particular since the doubly closed-shell nucleus 100Sn and some
of its neighbouring isotopes have been identified [Schn94, Lewi94]. The present
experimental status on decay properties of Z∼=N nuclei in the Palladium-to-Tellurium
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Figure 1.3: Section of the chart of nuclides showing the region around 100Sn and the
knowledge status. For some of these nuclei the decay properties were studied and
for some in-beam spectroscopy was performed. The stars show some of the most
often used compound nuclei to access this region via fusion-evaporation reactions.
region, displayed in Fig. 1.3, is based almost exclusively on measurements performed
by using beam-line spectrometers or isotope separator on-line (ISOL).
The experimental progress in this field includes the measurement of the mass
of 100Sn and 100In [Char96], the in-beam spectroscopy of 99Cd [Lipo02], 102,103Sn
[Lipo96, Fahl01] and 98Cd [Go´rs97, Grzy98, Blaz04], the β-decay studies of 94Ag
[SchK94, LaCo02, Plet04, Mukh04], 95Ag [Doer03], 100−104In [Plet02, Gier03, Szer95,
Szer97, Karn98], 101Sn [Jana95], 102,104Sn [Karn04, Stol01], 103,105Sn [Kava04], and
the observation of proton radioactivity for 112Cs [Page94] and for 105Sb [Tigh94], the
latter of which is questionable according to the recent investigations [Shib97, Liu04].
Some other experiments performed recently and still being analyzed are the decay
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Figure 1.4: Energies of single-particle orbits for the doubly-magic nuclei 56Ni and 100Sn,
obtained either from experiments or from “shell-model extrapolation” [Graw01a].
Both nuclei 56Ni and 100Sn are ls-open cores. The levels are drawn subtracting the
Coulomb repulsion and normalized to the middle of the shell gap. The energies are
given in MeV.
study of light Sn and Sb isotopes, including attempts for 100Sn at the GSI-ISOL
facility and an in-beam spectroscopy of 100In at the EUROBALL IV multi-detector
gamma array.
The proton and neutron orbits relevant to the structure of nuclei in the 100Sn
region are given in Fig. 1.4. According to the knowledge [Graw95, Graw01a] prior
to this work, the N = 50 and Z = 50 gaps amount to 6.8 and 5.9 MeV, respectively.
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Figure 1.5: The single-particle orbitals that are active in the region of the doubly-magic
nucleus 100Sn in their native scale and approximate position. The arrow shows the
GT β-transition pig9/2 → νg7/2 occurring in the 100Sn region.
As a result of this work a new more precise estimate for the N = 50 shell gap of
6.46(15) MeV is given [Blaz04]. While filling the 0g9/2 level with protons, one follows
the elements from niobium (Z=41) to tin (Z=50). Neutron orbitals 1d5/2 and 0g7/2
are getting occupied when crossing the N=50 line. They are energetically quite close
to each other, almost degenerated, according to the present understanding of the
nuclear structure in this region [Skou93, Brow94, Graw95, Graw01a].
The unique nuclear structure features of nuclei in the region below 100Sn make β
decay interesting, as it is characterized by a fast pig9/2 → νg7/2 Gamow-Teller (GT)
transition (see Fig. 1.5). Within the extreme single-particle shell model, such a tran-
sition involves protons in the (partially filled) g9/2 orbital, with the corresponding
GT partner shell νg7/2 being completely empty. This model predicts the total GT
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strength, summed over the entire QEC value, (ΣB(GT )), to be
ΣB(GT ) =
N9/2
10
(1− N7/2
8
)B0(GT ) (1.17)
where N9/2 denotes the number of protons filling the g9/2 orbital, N7/2 the corre-
sponding value for the g7/2 orbital, and B0(GT ) =
(2j>+1)4l
(2l+1)
= 160
9
= 17.78 the
ΣB(GT ) value of 100Sn. However, the ΣB(GT ) values obtained from experiments
are significantly smaller than those from theoretical predictions. This “hindrance”
or “quenching” of GT transitions can be expressed as the ratio between the theoret-
ically and experimentally determined GT strengths. In this work, the GT hindrance
factor h is used with reference to the extreme single-particle shell model. The h val-
ues for the N = 50 even-even nuclei 96Pd and 98Cd are 4.6(2) [Ryka85] and 4.1(9)
[Ploc92], respectively, according to the experimental B(GT) values deduced from
β-decay studies.
In an attempt to explain the observed GT hindrance, Towner [Town85] has taken
the contributions from pairing correlations, core polarization and higher-order effects
into account. As we will further discuss (see Sect. 6.1), the core-polarization and
higher-order effects are both large and together can account for most of the observed
hindrance. However, one probably needs correlations between the 0g9/2 and 0g7/2
orbitals which go beyond the core-polarization model, such as those incorporated in
the recent Monte-Carlo shell-model calculations [Koon97], in order to fully account
for the observed hindrance.
The GT strength can be experimentally determined by measuring β-delayed
particles and γ rays. The EM radiation is normally measured with high-resolution
germanium detectors. However, in the cases of odd-even and odd-odd nuclei with
high QEC values, it is expected that a significant part of the total β-decay strength
is distributed over many daughter states at large excitation energy, where the level
density is very high. Since the β feeding to individual levels is often very weak, and
moreover the γ de-excitation might proceed through several partly parallel cascades,
standard high resolution γ-γ spectroscopy is generally insufficient to determine the
complete GT-strength distribution due to its limited detection sensitivity.
Alternatively, the β strength can be obtained from total-absorption spectrometry
by using 4pi detectors. A highly advanced version of a total-absorption spectrometer
(TAS) (see Sect. 4.1.3) has been installed at the mass separator on-line to the heavy-
ion accelerator UNILAC of GSI [Karn97] for studying the β decay of nuclei around
the doubly-magic nucleus 100Sn.
Since the TAS technique is based on recording cascades of β-delayed γ rays, and
the energy resolution of NaI detectors is poor compared with germanium detectors,
the evaluation of TAS data depends strongly on the knowledge of the response func-
tion of the TAS spectrometer for each particular cascade. The information required
to obtain the response function concerns excited levels and their de-excitation pat-
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tern, which can be determined from high-resolution experiments. Thus, the “double
strategy” of combining high- and low-resolution β-delayed γ-decay studies provides a
tool to map the GT-strength distribution to high excitation energies in the daughter
nucleus.
A major goal of γ-ray spectroscopy along the N = Z line is to study 100Sn, the
heaviest self-conjugate doubly magic nucleus which can exist. The single particle
energies and residual interactions with respect to the 100Sn core can be deduced
directly from properties of excited states of 101Sn(νp), 99In(pih), 98Cd(pih − pih),
100In(pih− νp) and 102Sn(νp− νp) which have one or two nucleons outside the 100Sn
core. Spectroscopy of 100Sn, although still a distant goal, would reveal the properties
of the core itself.
The main reaction mechanism used to access the region of the 100Sn is the fusion-
evaporation reaction. The fusion of two light stable nuclei produces a compound
nucleus that is close to N = Z line and is on the proton-rich side of the beta-
stability line. Typical heavy ion reactions used in experiments to study this region
are 46Ti+58Ni→ 104Sn∗, 50Cr+58Ni→ 108Te∗ and 40Ca+58Ni→ 98Cd∗. Certainly, the
fragmentation and in-flight separation/identification is the other major technique to
produce nuclei from the region of 100Sn. Often this is done by fragmenting 124Xe,
112Sn or 106Cd isotopes.
In-beam γ-ray experiments in the 100Sn region require both high γ-ray detec-
tion efficiency and ancillary detectors providing excellent reaction channel selection.
Relatively small Ge-detector arrays such as OSIRIS [Lied84] at the Hahn-Meitner
Institute in Berlin or NORDBALL [Hers85] at the Niels Bohr Institute in Denmark
combined with charged particle detectors and neutron detectors already proved to
be very powerful tools for in-beam studies in this region. The further progress into
even weaker channels, at the microbarn level and beyond, required the high effi-
ciency of multidetector γ-ray arrays like GASP [Ross93], EUROBALL [Simp97] and
Gammasphere [Lee90] combined with an improved exit channel selection.
The most promising way of enhancing exit channel selection from the contempo-
rary point of view appears to be the addition of ancillary detectors to the multide-
tector gamma array. In the case of EUROBALL these are the NEUTRON WALL
array [Skep99], the EUCLIDES array [Farn97], the DIAMANT detector [Sche97],
the PYRAMID PPAC array [Gerl98], the SAPhIR detector [Thei98], the Recoil
Filter Detector for EUROBALL [Spoh95]. The list of analogous devices for Gam-
masphere contains the MICROBALL array [Sara96], the Fragment Mass Analyzer
(FMA) [Davi89], the Neutron Shell [Sara04], the CHICO detector [Simo00]. Part of
this thesis work is the analysis of data from a EUROBALL IV plus Neutron Wall,
EUCLIDES and a delayed gamma set-up experiment. Therefore, details of the mul-
tidetector spectrometer as well of the used ancillary arrays are given in Sect. 2.4.
Chapter 2
Experimental Techniques
2.1 Nuclear reactions used to access the region of
100Sn
Two reaction mechanisms are used to access the very neutron deficient nuclei in
the region of the doubly magic 100Sn. The traditional and most employed one is the
fusion-evaporation reaction mechanism. Along with it in the last years the projectile
fragmentation has been used in many pioneering experiments.
2.1.1 The fusion-evaporation reaction
In 1936 Niels Bohr came up with the idea that when bombarding a target with a
light particle, a compound nucleus [Bohr36] in a highly excited state is produced, and
it decays purely statistically and independently on the entry channel. When a heavy
ion is used, additionally a large angular momentum is transferred to the compound
nucleus. A considerable amount of its excitation energy is released by evaporating
(emitting) particles. Most often these are neutrons, protons and α particles. The
process of neutron evaporation brings the nucleus into bound states with energy up
to 10 MeV above the yrast line. To remind, the yrast line is the set of the excited
states with the lowest energy for a given spin. After reaching the yrast line, the
de-excitation would follow it by a cascade of γ rays typically ending at the ground
state of the nucleus (see Fig. 2.1).
Depending on the impact parameter of the bombarding ion the reaction follows
different patterns. At very large values of the impact parameter one observes quasi-
elastic scattering. If the impact parameter is small enough, it is possible to transfer
considerable energy and momentum to the internal nucleons and observe a deep-
inelastic collision. At even smaller impact parameters the bombarding and the
target nuclei can fuse. Then the whole kinetic energy of the impinging nucleus is
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Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the fusion-evaporation reaction mechanism.
used to introduce high angular momentum and excite the compound system. If
the fission barrier of the compound nucleus is small then fission will follow. The
population of high angular momentum is much higher in the fusion-evaporation
reaction than in all other reactions: deep-inelastic, quasi-elastic and fission. This
is what makes fusion-evaporation the preferred reaction to study high-spin nuclear
structure. Generally speaking, the heavier the bombarding ion is, the higher the
angular momentum of the compound nucleus will be. The angular momentum of
the system is limited only by the fission process. Figure 2.2 shows the simulated
cross section for producing the compound nucleus 104Sn* with a certain angular
momentum in the reaction 58Ni(215MeV) + 46Ti. The simulation was done with
the fusion-evaporation Monte-Carlo code PACE4 [Tara03]. This distribution shows
clearly that in the reaction used in the 98Cd experiment (part of this work), the
residual nuclei are produced with high spins. This spin distribution will be compared
with the one resulting in the fragmentation reaction (see Sect. 2.1.2).
The decay of the compound nucleus is described by the statistical nuclear reac-
tion model introduced by Weisskopf and Ericson [Weis52]. This model assumes that
the decay of each state is independent on its creation and it follows one of the open
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Figure 2.2: The partial cross section as a function of the populated spin in the compound
nucleus in the fusion-evaporation reaction 58Ni(215MeV) + 46Ti→ 104Sn* simulated
with the fusion-evaporation Monte-Carlo code PACE4 [Tara03].
decay channels. The decay probability is defined only by the width of the channel.
Open channels for the fusion reaction are fission, evaporation of neutrons, protons,
α-particles and excitation of giant nuclear resonances. The γ-ray de-excitation pro-
ceeds in two steps. The first step is the emission of statistical γ rays which de-excite
the nucleus with little change in the angular momentum. And the second step are
cascades of γ rays which connect states from the yrast line or parallel to the yrast
line. The latter are mainly of M1 and E2 character and reduce the energy and the
angular momentum of the nucleus. Several systematic studies support the idea that
the statistical γ rays are not connected to any structure, but only to the temperature
of the nucleus, while the yrast-like γ rays at low energies form a distribution that
depends the nuclear structure of the specific system [Hill79, Dele78].
It should be pointed out that the main disadvantage at present of the fusion-
evaporation method is the impossibility to populate neutron-rich nuclei. So far
only stable isotopes were used for the beam and the target. The line of stability
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is bending toward the neutron rich isotopes with increasing mass number. The
consequence of this is that the compound nucleus is always on the proton rich side
of the of the β-stability line. The limiting case is populating nuclei close to the line
of β stability. On the other hand when approaching in heavy proton-rich systems
nuclei with large fissility parameter (Z2/A), the fast fission of the compound nucleus
becomes the dominating process. Certainly, the usage of radioactive beams would
open possibilities for other studies, e.g. spectroscopy of neutron-rich nuclei. The
prospects of using radioactive targets, up to now, are very limited and subject to
strict safety regulations. Besides the radioactive ion beams, the nuclear fission opens
a wide possibility to populate neutron-rich nuclei.
2.1.2 The fragmentation reaction
Another mechanism to produce exotic nuclei is the projectile fragmentation. The re-
action mechanism can be understood by a two step model [Rein94]. The first step is
the collision phase, which is described as the overlap of the projectile and the target
nuclei. In the simple “Abrasion-Ablation” model [Gaim91] the loss of mass of the
projectile has a pure geometrical explanation. Since the projectile velocity is higher
than the velocity of the nucleons at the Fermi-surface, then the nucleons outside
the collision zone will preserve their intrinsic velocities and original direction even
after the collision, and thus form an excited prefragment. A realistic description is
obtained when looking at the individual nucleon-nucleon collisions in a intranuclear
cascade model [Yari79]. In the second stage of the reaction, the de-excitation phase,
the prefragment is being de-excited via emission of light particles (p, n, α) and γ
rays. Neutrons are the most emitted particles, since they have no Coulomb barrier.
This makes the distribution of the produced isotopes to lie on the proton-rich side of
the valley of stability. If the projectile energy is considerably higher that the Fermi
energy (∼ 40 MeV·A), then the production cross-sections are independent of the
beam energy. The isobaric distribution of the produced fragments has a Gaussian
shape with a steeper slope on the neutron deficient side. For fragments with small
loss of mass (< 15%), the centroid of the isotope distribution lies close to the projec-
tile [Su¨mm00]. Additionally the position of the distribution depends on the neutron
excess of the projectile relative to the β-stability line. Based on this “memory” ef-
fect, the production of neutron deficient fragments is easier starting with a neutron
deficient projectile.
In an experiment at GANIL a beam of 106Cd at 66.5 MeV·A was fragmented
on a natNi target. One of the final fragments that were studied was the nucleus
98Cd. It is produced after the removal of 8 neutrons from the projectile. On the
basis of the measured γ rays it was inferred that in this fragmentation the nucleus
is populated up to spin I = 8. The question whether and with what probability
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Figure 2.3: The spin distribution of the produced 98Cd nuclei in the fragmentation of
106Cd at 66.5 MeV·A on a natNi target, as simulated [YordPC] by the fragmentation
Monte-Carlo code “ABRABLA” [Gaim91].
higher spins are populated in that reaction is a very important one. On my request,
in order to better understand the spin population in the specific reaction, Dr. Orlin
Yordanov has simulated the above reaction with the Monte Carlo fragmentation code
“ABRABLA” [Gaim91]. The code is optimized for higher energies of the incident
projectile of about 400 – 1000 MeV·A, which are typically used in experiments at
the GSI FRagment Separator (FRS). Therefore, the calculation shown on Fig. 2.3
gives the spin distribution of the produced 98Cd only qualitatively [YordPC]. Even
if we know from the experiment that spin I = 8 is populated, the shape and the
centroid of the spin distribution, shown on Fig. 2.3, tell us that in this fragmentation
reaction the population of low spins is preferred and the cross-section for 98Cd nuclei
produced with any spin higher than 8 is steeply decreasing. Even if only qualitative
this is a very important difference to the case of fusion-evaporation reaction where
nuclei with predominantly high spins are produced.
Examples of other fragmentation reactions and the experimental techniques for
fragment separation and identification are given in the Sect. 2.3.
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2.2 The isotope separator on-line (ISOL) method
2.2.1 Ion source at the GSI-ISOL facility
The isotope separator on-line (ISOL) is an instrument to select specific reaction
products out of the bulk of products formed in fusion, fission, or multi-nucleon
transfer reactions. A sketch of the ISOL facility at GSI is shown in Fig. 2.4.
The products are stopped in a hot catcher inside the separator ion source, from
which they are released via solid-state diffusion and surface desorption. A fraction
of the particles is re-ionized to charge-state 1+, accelerated to typically 55 keV, and
separated unambiguously according to atomic number A in a magnetic sector field;
in favourable cases an additional separation according to element number Z may be
Figure 2.4: Sketch of the ISOL method used at GSI. (from [Hu98b])
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reached by catcher/ion-source techniques. Several of these separated beams may be
investigated simultaneously: either in the focal-plane chamber or in the three subse-
quent beamlines. The monoenergetic beams as such may be subject of investigation
or, alternatively, the products may be implanted into fixed or moving tape collectors
to give thin point-like sources for decay spectroscopy. Various detector set-ups for
β-particle, γ-ray, X-ray, conversion-electron, or charged-particle spectroscopy are
available to be used either at the irradiation positions or in the counting positions
of tape stations. The tape stations as shown on Fig. 2.4 are used for collection
the mass-separated beam to measure the activity of interest and after a predefined
period of time to quickly remove the point-like source where the activity from the
long-lived isobars (usually not interesting for the experiment) starts to dominate. A
description of the most recent developments at the ISOL facility at GSI Darmstadt
is given in Ref. [Roec03].
There are three main modes of measurement synchronized with the tape station
operation. The first one is the so-called decaymode. In the decay mode the activity is
collected outside the detector, then quickly transported to the measurement position
and after the measurement time is over, the active spot of the tape is again quickly
transported away, to suppress the unwanted activity. It is very common while
measuring the first implanted sample, to continue collection of the second one, so
that after the next transport of the system there is a radioactive sample to continue
the next measurement cycle. This method is good for half-life determination, but
requires enough mass-separated beam intensity to collect a good radioactive sample
for each measurement cycle. The second mode of measurement is the grow-in mode.
This means the activity is measured, while being implanted and so the total activity
is growing up to the saturation limit, when the new implanted activity equals to the
decayed one. After the predefined measurement time, the sample is removed and
a new clean peace of the collection/transport tape is moved to the collection spot.
This mode is very good and necessary when the mass-separated beam intensity is
low since it utilizes all of it. The half-life measurements, though, could be subject
to systematic errors. The third mode of operation combines both above mentioned
and is therefore called grow-in-and-decay. The measurement starts together with
the collection of the source (the grow-in phase), then the collection is stopped and
the measurement continued (the decay phase), after the time is over, the cycle is
repeated. For all modes the times for collection and measurement can be optimized
for the beam intensity, the detector set-up and the expected half-life of the isotope of
interest. For example, the total-absorption spectrometer (see Sect. 4.1.3) is operated
only in decay mode, and all the cycle optimization should be done for decay mode.
With respect to extraction, acceleration, magnetic deflection, and beam handing
as a whole, this facility has essentially remained unchanged since the first on-line
experiments performed about thirty years ago till the end of its operation in January
2004. The ion source and the collector/detector arrays, however, have been improved
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continuously during this period.
The most important part of any ISOL facility is the target/ion source system,
and there is a continuing effort to increase the release efficiency and to improve
the chemical selectivity [Kirc96]. An important technique for determining these
parameters has been extensively applied at GSI. This method consists in implanting
stable-isotope beams from the UNILAC into the catcher positioned inside the ion
source and measuring the release-time profile for this isotope [Kirc92].
The Forced Electron Beam Induced Arc Discharge (FEBIAD) ion source [Kirc92]
in its normal operation mode is used in cases in which the distribution of fusion-
evaporation cross-sections and/or the choice of catcher material guarantees sufficient
chemical selectivity. The heaviest N = Z odd-odd nucleus, 94Ag, was identified
[SchK94] and studied extensively [LaCo02, Plet04, Mukh04] and the prerequisite for
the success of these experiments is the high release ion-source efficiency of 42% even
for the short-lived T1/2 = 0.39(4)s I
pi = (21+) isomer [Mukh04].
In cases where the FEBIAD source in normal or bunching mode [Kirc92] does
not result in sufficient chemical purity of the mass-separated beams, the thermal
ion source (TIS) [Kirc90] offers an alternative for elements of low ionization poten-
tial. This solution was chosen in the experiment to study the β decay of 100In, the
heaviest odd-odd, TZ = 1 nucleus with known decay properties [Szer95, Plet02].
The shell-model calculations for the theoretical interpretation of this GT decay are
part of this work (see Sects. 5.2 and 6.1 for details). The nucleus of interest 100In
was produced via the 50Cr(58Ni,αp3n) reaction. A 58Ni beam of 6.20 A·MeV was
delivered by the UNILAC accelerator of GSI Darmstadt. The beam impinged on a
96.9% enriched 50Cr target of 3.5 mg/cm2 thickness, backed by a molybdenum foil
of 2 mg/cm2 thickness. The reaction recoils were stopped inside a catcher of a ther-
mal ion source. The indium has a lower ionization potential than the anticipated
contaminants, silver and cadmium. Therefore, the suppression of the isobaric silver
and cadmium contaminants was achieved by choosing an ionization potential that
was above the one of the indium, but below that of the silver and cadmium isotopes.
After ionization and extraction from the ion source, the mass-separated beam was
directed to the high-resolution and to the total-absorption set-ups.
It is worth mentioning that other solutions for reducing the isobaric background
in ISOL experiments could be the laser ion source [Mish93] or the extraction from
the sources of molecular ions instead of atomic ions, which was described so far. The
fluorination ion source [Kirc97] combines high release efficiency with very efficient
suppression of cesium and other contaminants. It was applied to separate and iden-
tify 114Ba, the heaviest known TZ = 2 nucleus, and to measure the decay properties
of this and neighbouring barium isotopes [Gugl95, Jana97]. The most recent and
exciting molecular ion technique is the sulphurization [Kirc03], which permitted a
powerful on-line chemical separation of tin from isobaric indium, cadmium, silver
and palladium isotopes.
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2.2.2 Total-absorption spectrometer (TAS)
The total γ-ray absorption technique is a powerful tool for the study of nuclear
states with large excitation energies. It is specially useful in the investigation of
those nuclei where the spacing between excited levels becomes so small that a sta-
tistical description of the nucleus becomes appropriate. Correspondingly, the total-
absorption method is adequate for the study of β-decay very far from the β-stability
line, where the decay energy windows are large and high-lying states in the daughter
nucleus can thus be fed.
Figure 2.5: A schematic view of the total-absorption spectrometer. (from [Hu98b])
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After the shut-down of the SuperHILAC at LBL Berkeley, the total-absorption
spectrometer (TAS), constructed there, was moved to the GSI on-line mass separa-
tor. A schematic view of the TAS is shown in Fig. 2.5. As it was mentioned before
(Sect. 2.2) that TAS allows operation only in decay mode, which means a limitation
for short half-lives due to transport times and only ∼50% utilization of the ISOL
beam. Altogether these imply a limitation for measurements with low yields.
A special platform was built above the mass separator where the entire set-up
was placed. The mass separated beam is deflected by 90◦ by means of an electrosta-
tic mirror, refocused by electrostatic lenses and implanted on a transportation tape
which moves the radioactive sample via differential pumping stages to the measure-
ment point within 0.5 s. At this position the sample is viewed by a ∆E detector
for electrons and positrons comprised of two 0.5 mm thick silicon wafers. Above
the top wafer a high-purity germanium X-ray detector (10 mm thick) is installed
for registering characteristic X-rays following electron capture (EC) decay. Together
with the top silicon wafer it can also serve as a β telescope for electrons up to 9
MeV energy. All detectors are contained in the 5.1 cm long and 5.1 cm diameter
cavity in the center of large NaI(Tl) crystal. The well is closed off by a 15.2 cm long
and 5.1 cm diameter “plug” detector. Further on in the text, the top and bottom Si
detectors are often called BOT Si or TOP Si, while the small HpGe X-ray detector
is nicknamed GeX. Similarly the TAS spectra which are produced by a condition
on some of the other detectors have notations of the type TAS(BOT). For instance,
TAS(β+) is a TAS spectrum with a condition on the positron spectrum registered in
TOP and BOT detectors, while TAS(EC) is a TAS spectrum gated on some X-ray
transition visible in the GeX spectrum.
The detailed technical description and the performance are reported in Ref. [Karn97].
However, due to the limited (close to, but not 100%) efficiency of the TAS, the de-
termination of the β-feeding distribution from the experimental spectra requires
thorough knowledge of the detector response and application of deconvolution pro-
cedures [Karn98, Cano99, Gier03]. Partial decay schemes resulting from the high-
resolution studies are used as a constraint in the unfolding procedures and thus both
techniques, i.e., high-resolution and total-absorption spectroscopy remain comple-
mentary.
2.2.3 γ- and β-arrays
Besides total-absorption spectroscopy the γ radiation following some decay can be
measured with low efficiency, but high resolution Ge-arrays. The other advantage is
that unlike the TAS at GSI these arrays allows for in-(ISOL)beam measurements,
i.e. grow-in and grow-in-and-decay measurement modes, which implies optimum
utilization of the beam at low yields.
Usually these Ge-arrays are accompanied by a plastic scintillator or silicon de-
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tector for measuring the β, p and α particles. In general there were built and used
many different set-ups, depending on the experimental needs and detector avail-
ability. The biggest Ge-array ever used at the GSI-ISOL is a cube-like array of six
EUROBALL Cluster germanium detectors called the CLUSTER CUBE [Hu98a].
It was used to measure very extensively the decay of 97Ag [Hu99], 98Ag [Hu00],
and 102In [Gier03]. Another powerful set-up was used in the last 94Ag experiment.
There the implantation point was surrounded by a prism-shaped array of silicon (Si)
detectors [Mukh03], each 1 mm thick, having a total efficiency for charged-particle
detection of 65%, and an array of germanium (Ge) detectors. The Ge array con-
sisted of a Cluster [Eber96], two Super-Clover detectors [Gerl94] and two single Ge
crystals, resulting in a total photopeak efficiency of 3.3% for a γ-ray energy of 1.33
MeV. The Si detectors were used for detecting both positrons and β-delayed pro-
tons. The segmentation of these detectors represents a considerable improvement
with respect to the preceding 94Ag experiment [LaCo02].
In the 100In experiment the high-resolution βγγ set-up was similar to that used
in a previous experiment [SchK00]. The A = 100 beam was implanted into a tape
during a 16 s interval, with the tape being moved at the end of this interval to sup-
press long-lived activity. The total number of tape cycles amounted to 18600, which
corresponds to 83 hours. The implantation point was surrounded by a plastic scintil-
lator of 70% efficiency used to detect positrons. Gamma-ray detection was achieved
by means of a hyperpure germanium detector (HPGe), a cluster of the EUROBALL
type [Eber96], a superclover from the VEGA array [Gerl94] complemented by a
LEPS detector. Beta-γ and βγγ coincidence data were taken by using signals from
individual germanium (Ge) detectors (single-hit mode) and time-digital converters
with time windows of 1µs for the cluster and 400 ns for the other Ge detectors. List
mode data were accepted if the events occurred within a coincidence window of 8
µs. Energy and efficiency calibrations for each of the 13 individual Ge detectors
together with the gain matching were performed off-line. Standard γ-ray sources of
133Ba and 152Eu were used for this purpose, covering an energy range from 30 keV
to 1408 keV. The photopeak γ-detection efficiency amounted to 2.7 % at 1.33 MeV
γ-ray energy. By using the aforementioned values for the γ and β efficiencies, the
intensity of the mass-separated 100In beam was determined to be approximately 2
atoms/s at an average primary 58Ni beam intensity of 43 particle-nA.
2.3 The fragment separator method
Having in mind the projectile-fragmentation mechanism introduced in the Sect.
2.1.2, the production of 100Sn was tested with a primary beam of the closest neutron
deficient stable isotopes, namely 124Xe and 112Sn.
In an experiment at the FRagment Separator (FRS) at the GSI, Darmstadt,
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Germany, in 1994, employing projectile fragmentation of 124Xe at 1 GeV·A on a Be
target, the doubly-magic 100Sn was for the first time identified and its decay studied
[Schn94]. The production cross section for 100Sn was measured to be σ = 11 pb.
Close in time another experiment at GANIL, France, has produced 100Sn via the
fragmentation of 112Sn at 63 MeV·A on a natNi target [Lewi94]. The corresponding
cross-section for production of 100Sn was given to be σ = 120 pb.
It is the fragment separator and the detectors put in the flight path, that make
it possible to identify the mass and charge of the produced fragments. To illustrate
the method, the work of the FRS spectrometer is presented below.
Figure 2.6: The FRagment Separator (FRS) at GSI.
The FRS is a high resolution zero degree spectrometer which could separate
in-flight monoisotopic, exotic secondary beams of all elements up to Z = 92 ef-
fectively by combination of ion-optical devices [Mage94]. It is constructed for the
isotope selection of projectile fragments by their momentum-loss and is called also
momentum-loss achromat [Geis87].
The FRS facility which is schematically shown in Fig. 2.6 consists of 4 dipole
sections arranged symmetrically to a dispersive intermediate focal plane, one set
of quadrupoles before and one set after the dipoles to achieve first-order focusing
conditions. The ion-optical system can be corrected for second-order aberrations
by using sextupole magnets placed in front of and behind each dipole magnet. The
required sextupole fields are relatively low, implying that the induced aberrations of
third and higher order are minimized. The act of separating an individual isotope is
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a combination of two different selection criteria. These selections can be presented as
line-cuts in the nuclear chart. The cuts correspond to nuclei, which are deflected to
the same positions in the intermediate focal plane and at the exit of the separator,
respectively. The separation of fragments is based on the measurement of their
magnetic rigidity (Bρ: between 4− 18 T.m [Geis87]) in front and behind an energy
degrader mounted in the central plane. Thus the selection could be described as
follows :
In the first stage, the ions produced by fragmentation at the entrance production
target (with a thickness in order of 10% of the projectile range) of the FRS are
deflected and roughly separated according to their A/Z ratio or with nearly the
same Bρ values by the first two dipoles (see eq. 2.1). Where
A
Z
=
p
q
= βγ
mc
q
=
Bρ e
βγ
1
cu
(2.1)
with the relativistic parameters β = v
c
and the Lorentz factor γ =
√
1
1−β2 , the speed
of light c, the elementary charge e and the atomic mass unit u. The assumption
that the fragments are fully stripped (q = Z) could be ensured in the first stage of
the FRS.
Even if the velocity distribution of each isotope is narrow, this separation can not
select a single isotope, and so a variety of nuclei with A/Z ∼ const still reaches the
intermediate degrader. The momentum loss in this thick degrader (in order of 50%
of the range of the fragments) depends on the parameters (A,Z, v) of the fragments
in a different way compared to the magnetic deflection in the first stage. Thus the
separation of a single isotope becomes possible.
In the second stage, the shape degrader situated in the middle focal plane slows
down the fragments following their residual magnetic rigidity. Then, the ions pass
through the other dipoles, which again deflect and separate them according to their
charge and A/Z. Dependent on the magnetic rigidity of the ions in the first stage,
the profile of the degrader can be chosen in a way that the momentum (energy)
dispersion of a selected fragment is compensated by the second dipole section that
means the system is achromatic. The identification set up associated with the
FRS is in charge of measuring the fragments in position, energy loss and time of
flight. Different kinds of detectors are used for this purpose: the x position of
each fragment is deduced at each focal plane by using plastic scintillation detectors,
whereas the combination of the two scintillator time signals gives the Time Of Flight
(TOF) between the two focal planes (S2-S4) [Voss95].The energy loss information is
obtained from the ionization chambers called MUSIC (MUltiple-Sampling Ionization
Chamber) [Pfue94]. Position (x, y) sensitive Multi Wire (MW) chambers [Stel91]
are placed before and behind the MUSIC to measure the position information, which
is later used to correct the energy loss of each fragment. These parameters are, in
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principle, sufficient to determine completely the mass A and the charge Z of each
ion reaching the final focal plane.
This enables to perform spectroscopy at the level of a single ion with the frag-
ment separator method. Finally at the end of the FRS the experimentalists can
put an active or a passive catcher and surround it with all the needed detectors for
the specific experiment. Some of the exciting experiments are the decay studies in
the region of 100Sn [Stol01] and K-isomer spectroscopy at 0.2 ion/s production rate
[Podo00].
2.4 EUROBALL multidetector array
EUROBALL is an European project to build and operate a highly efficient and
powerful γ-ray spectrometer for nuclear spectroscopy. The countries involved are
Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden and the UK. The story of EUROBALL
begins with EUROGAM in the early 90’s. EUROGAM was a UK-French collab-
oration to build an array of γ-ray detectors for nuclear spectroscopy studies. In
its first phase (1993), at the Daresbury Laboratory, UK, it consisted of 45 large
volume Ge detectors, each surrounded by a BGO suppression shield. In its sec-
ond phase (1994-96), at the Centre de Recherches Nucleaires in Strasbourg, France,
EUROGAM was composed of 30 phase-one-type detectors + 24 clover detectors.
EUROGAM then became an European project: EUROBALL, involving 6 countries
(Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, UK). In its third phase, (1997-98), the
array consisted of 30 phase 1-type detectors, 26 clovers and 15 clusters and it was
installed at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Legnaro, Italy. In November 1998,
EUROBALL was moved to IReS Strasbourg and upgraded to include an inner BGO
ball.
Euroball IV has ceased its operations in the middle of year 2003. Now the
Euroball resources are used in a series of new international projects. These include
RISING at GSI, Jurogam at Jyva¨skyla¨, and CLARA/PRISMA at Legnaro.
2.4.1 EUROBALL Ge-detector array
The quality of a Ge detector depends on its efficiency, energy resolution and peak-to-
total ratio. Throughout the period of the EUROBALL project the size and quality
of hyperpure Ge (HPGe) crystals has increased. The drive for bigger and bigger
detectors was given by the nuclear structure community because of the need for
higher and higher detection efficiency. Today HPGe crystals with relative efficiency
of up to 200% are available, but usually the spectrum quality is poor due to Doppler
broadening. Ideally, large detectors with high granularity are needed.
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The EUROBALL multi-detector γ-ray array is based on two main advances in
detector technology. The first is the Compton escape suppressed spectrometry. That
is realised by surrounding the main detector by another additional detector with high
γ efficiency. The additional detector gives a signal whenever it detects a γ-ray in
coincidence with a γ-ray event in the main detector. We assume then that the
detected γ-ray has scattered in this detector and has escaped into the surrounding
detector. So the γ-ray energy registered in the main detector is incomplete and the
event from the main detector is then rejected(supressed). Fig. 2.7 shows a typical γ
spectrum from a 60Co source with and without Compton escape suppression.
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Figure 2.7: Typical gamma spectrum from 60Co source with and without Compton escape
suppression.
The spectrum quality can be expressed by the Peak-to-Total (P/T) ratio defined
as:
P/T =
Npeak
Ntot
(2.2)
where Npeak is the full-absorption peak area and Ntot is the total spectrum area. In
case of two neighbouring peaks (60Co) the definition (2.2) can be used and Npeak has
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Clover Cluster
Figure 2.8: The segmentation of the two types of composite detectors developed and used
in the EUROBALL project.
to be defined as a sum of the two full-absorption peaks. In case of multiple peaks
spectra the (2.2) is incorrectly defined and it is better to use the following form:
P/B =
Npeak
Nbg
(2.3)
where Nbg is the background counts on the left peak side. The spectrum quality
can be considerably improved by an escape-suppression (anti-Compton) shield sur-
rounding the detector. Nowadays the shields are usually made of bismuth germanate
better known as BGO (Bi4Ge3O12). For
60Co the P/T can increase from ∼ 25% to
typically 65% with suppression. This improvement in the P/T is crucial in high fold
coincidence spectroscopy since the photopeak-photopeak coincidence probability is
proportional to P/T .
The second strength of the EUROBALL multidetector array comes from using
composite Ge-detectors. In the EUROBALL project there were developed two types
of composite detectors. The first one is the Clover [Eber96] detector, which consists
of four independent HpGe crystals packed together like a four-leaf clover. The second
one is the Cluster detector, which consists of 7 semi-hexagonal tapered detectors
separately encapsulated. Partial sections of both can be seen on Fig. 2.8.
The total photopeak efficiency of a composite detector (²pω)t can be written as
a sum over all N detector efficiencies (²pω)i:
(²pω)t =
N∑
i=1
(²pω)i (2.4)
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Figure 2.9: Cross section of the EUROBALL multi-detector γ-ray array. On the picture
the beam comes from the right side.
It can be increased using the add-back procedure but when it is applied “phan-
tom” peaks could appear in the spectra.
A composite detector with N crystals will have an efficiency which is higher than
the efficiency defined in eq.(2.4) if the add-back mode is applied. Let us suppose that
one γ-ray has Compton-scattered into several crystals of one composite Ge detector,
with exception of the last crystal where it is absorbed by photoeffect. Then by an
adequate algorithm the initial γ-ray energy could be restored by summing (adding-
back) the energies deposited in the hit crystals. Thus, the total composite detector
efficiency will be:
(²pω)t =
N∑
i=1
(²pω)i +
M∑
j=1
(²pω)j (2.5)
where (²pω)i is the i
th crystal efficiency, (²pω)j is the photopeak efficiency of two and
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more Ge crystals fired simultaneously. N is the number of the single crystals and
M is the number of combinations of two and more crystals. Obviously, the total
efficiency obtained with eq.(2.5) is higher than the previous one defined by eq.(2.4).
A single crystal has relative efficiency of 20% for clovers and 59% for clusters.
The relative efficiencies of these two composite detectors in add-back mode are 123%
and 595% respectively.
The EUROBALL IV in its main configuration (see Fig. 2.9) is built-up from 239
individual Ge crystals mounted in 71 Compton escape-suppressed spectrometers.
These are 15 composite Cluster detectors placed in the backward quadrant with
respect to the beam direction, 26 composite Clover detectors placed in two rings close
to 90o and 30 individual Ge detetors (Tapered) positioned in the front quadrant.
In many cases the γ-coincidences and multiplicity restrictions are not enough
to clean up the spectrum and therefore additional ancillary detectors are required.
Some of them like the Neutron Wall and the EUCLIDES Si-ball array are discussed
in the following sections. They are designed to detect specific particles emitted in
the decay of the compound nuclei and thus help in the exit channel identification.
2.4.2 Neutron Wall
The EUROBALL Neutron Wall detector array [Skep99] is designed, built and man-
aged by groups from Sweden, Germany, UK, and Poland. It is mounted in the
forward hemisphere of EUROBALL, replacing the tapered Ge spectrometers and
covering a solid angle of about 1pi (see Fig. 2.10). The array consists of 15 pseudo-
hexagonal detector units in three rings and a central pentagonal unit. Each hexag-
onal unit is subdivided into three hermetically separated segments, each viewed by
a 130 mm diameter PMT (Philips XP4512PA). This amounts to a total granularity
of 50 segments and a total volume of 151 liters. The scintillation liquid used is
BC501A. The distance from the focal point to the front face of the detectors is 510
mm.
Neutron-γ discrimination is made by using a combination of the zero-cross-over
(ZCO) time signal and the difference in measured time of flight (TOF) of neutrons
and γ rays. Neutrons interact in the detectors mainly by elastic scattering with the
protons of the scintillation liquid. When the recoiling protons are slowed down in the
liquid, they give rise to a larger proportion of the slow component of the scintillation
light than the recoiling electrons, which are produced by γ-ray interactions. This
gives rise to a difference in the pulse shape of the anode signal, a difference which
is observed as a delayed ZCO time signal for neutrons interacting in the detector
compared to γ rays. In the Neutron Wall set-up, n-γ discrimination works very well
down to an equivalent electron energy of at least 100 keV, which corresponds to a
neutron energy of about 0.5 MeV.
The external time reference signal, needed for the TOF measurement, is usually
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Figure 2.10: The Neutron Wall detector array as viewed from the downstream side of
EUROBALL. Here the central pentagonal detector is not included. (from [EBrep])
made as a precisely time aligned OR of all the Neutron Wall constant fraction
discriminators (CFD) signals (self-timing mode), or taken from the RF system of a
pulsed beam.
The measured total neutron efficiency, i.e. the probability of detecting and iden-
tifying one neutron out of one emitted, in coincidence with γ-rays detected by the
Ge spectrometers of EUROBALL, is ∼25-30% [EBrep] for symmetric reactions with
compound nuclei in the A∼100 region. For studies of the most neutron deficient
nuclei, reaction channels in which more than one neutron is evaporated are most
interesting. The major problem of clearly identifying such reactions, with a closely
packed neutron detector array, is the scattering of neutrons. In the Neutron Wall
the scattering probability, i.e. the probability that one neutron is detected as two
or more neutrons, is about 7% [EBrep].
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2.4.3 EUCLIDES
The EUCLIDES array is a charged-particle detector array developed and built within
a collaboration of the Institito Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) groups in Leg-
naro, Padova and Firenze, Italy, as well as the University of Liverpool and the Dares-
bury laboratory, UK. EUCLIDES is composed of 40 ∆E-E Si telescopes 130 µm and
1000 µm thick, correspondingly. The geometry of the array is shown on Fig. 2.11,
which is the same as the geometry of the ISIS Si-ball [Farn97]. Figure 2.11 shows also
Figure 2.11: Schematic design of the EUCLIDES detector array from the GEANT3
Monte-Carlo simulations.(from [EBrep])
the planned segmentation of the forward 1pi, but so far only the five forward elements
are electrically segmented in four parts. This was the status of the EUCLIDES at
the time of the 98Cd experiment. The ∆E detector is mounted in reversed configura-
tion, enabling charged particle discrimination with pulse shape techniques [Paus95].
The front-end electronics is composed of charge-sensitive preamplifiers and of spe-
cially designed single-unit CAMAC modules, called Silicon Shaper Analyser, which
provide linear (Gaussian and stretched) and logic (fast timing and crossover timing
for pulse shape analysis) outputs. Data are collected through FERA ADCs and
TDCs and sent to the EUROBALL data acquisition via the Fera-VXI interface (see
Sect. 2.4.5).
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The performance of EUCLIDES as a standard ∆E-E array is very satisfactory.
The discrimination capability is excellent, since less than 0.01% of the detected
particles are misidentified. The detection efficiency depends strongly on the reaction
and on the absorbers used to stop the scattered beam ions. Values of ²p ∼60% for
protons and ²α ∼40% for α particles can be obtained.
In the 98Cd experiment we had to distinguish between events for which the γ-
rays were emitted at the target and at the catcher position, and the charged particle
efficiencies of the EUCLIDES array were different in coincidence with γ-rays from
the target and those measured around the catcher foil. This difference is a result of
the correlation between the evaporated charged particles efficiency and the residues
hitting the catcher. The catcher covers the most forward part of the recoil cone.
Due to the reaction kinematics this corresponds to preferential forward and backward
particle evaporation, where the detection efficiency is reduced by the holes in the
EUCLIDES array for the beam entrance and exit, and by the absorption in the
detector absorbers. Therefore, the effect is largest when the recoiling nucleus was
created after an α-particle evaporation. The efficiencies of the EUCLIDES array
based on γ-rays emitted at the target (catcher) (see Sect. 2.4.4) position were 60%
(55%) for protons and 40% (15%) for α particles.
The EUCLIDES experimental spectra and the particle identification (discrimi-
nation) are shown and discussed in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2.
2.4.4 Delayed γ-spectroscopy set-up
In the 98Cd experiment a pulsed beam of 58Ni served as projectile and as a time refer-
ence for the 46Ti(58Ni,α2n)98Cd reaction. The pulse repetition time was ∆t= 330 ns.
The 46Ti target of 1 mg/cm2 thickness was made of a material enriched to 86%.
The EUROBALL [Simp97] spectrometer consisting of 26 Clover [Duch99] and 15
Cluster detectors [Eber96] was used in combination with the EUCLIDES [Farn97]
Si-ball and the Neutron Wall [Skep99]. In this way the identification of the reaction
channel was assured and prompt γ rays emitted directly from the target were mea-
sured. Downstream from the thin target, at a distance of 1.19 m, a catcher foil was
mounted where the recoiling nuclei were stopped after a flight time of about 100 ns.
The whole experimental set-up is schematically shown in Fig. 2.12.
The catcher foil had an inner hole to let the non-interacting beam particles pass
through. The outer diameter of the catcher foil was 10 cm and the central hole had
a diameter of 1 cm. To know what amount of the residual nuclei of interest would
land on the foil, one has to know the realistic angular distribution of the residual
nuclei. The angular distribution of residual 98Cd nuclei in the 46Ti(58Ni,α2n)98Cd
(58Ni beam at 215 MeV) reaction was estimated before the experiment with the
simulation code PACE [Spoh94] to about 40%, which includes reaction kinematics,
slowing down and multiple scattering processes in the target. The value of 81.6%
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Figure 2.12: Schematic sketch of the 98Cd experimental set-up.
Angular distribution of the 98Cd residual nuclei in the 
fusion-evaporation reaction: 58Ni(215MeV) + 46Ti
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Figure 2.13: A Monte-Carlo simulation for the angular distribution of 98Cd residual nuclei
in the 46Ti(58Ni,α2n)98Cd fusion-evaporation reaction, performed by the program
PACE4 [Tara03]. The points represent the integral values for the corresponding
range of neighbouring integer scattering angles, i.e. 0◦ − 1◦, 1◦ − 2◦, etc. The solid
line connecting the distribution points was smoothed to resemble simulations with a
smaller scattering angle step. The two dashed lines give the angular range covered
by the catcher foil in the experiment.
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catching efficiency in the previous experiment [Go´rs97] is about twice larger.
Here I present a new Monte-Carlo simulation (see Fig. 2.13 and figure caption)
done recently with the updated code PACE4 [Tara03]. The total number of simu-
lated incident beam particles is 106. The dashed lines on Fig. 2.13 mark the angular
range covered by the catcher foil in the current experiment, i.e. 0.24◦ − 2.41◦. To
extract the catching efficiency, the simulated distribution points were fitted by a
sixth-order polynomial function which for the region 0◦ − 6◦ excellently reproduced
the simulated points. This function was integrated in the angular range covered by
the catcher foil in our experiment and the integral divided by the total number of
simulated residual nuclei. Thus, the new estimate of the catching efficiency is 26%.
The reduced catching efficiency is due to many limitations among which are: (i)
that we could not place the foil together with the delayed-γ set-up closer to the
target; (ii) that the diameter of the vacuum tube, i.e. foil, was limited and (iii)
the increase of the foil diameter would move the Ge-detectors away thus reducing
their gamma efficiency. So under these conditions the set-up was very close to
optimum. Unlike the previous experiment [Go´rs97], the catcher foil was exchanged
only once during the five-day experiment, so the built-up long-lived activity brought
considerable contamination in the delayed γ spectra (see Sect. 3.3).
Around the catcher an array of two Cluster and one Clover detector was placed.
In order to assure high efficiency for γ-rays from decaying isomeric states which
lived long enough to survive the flight time between the target and the stopper, the
BGO shields were not used and the detectors were placed in a close geometry around
the stopper foil. The efficiency of the delayed γ-spectroscopy set-up after applying
add-back procedure was 2.8% at 1.3 MeV γ-ray energy. This was estimated relative
to the efficiency of the γ-ray spectrometer around the target which had eγ =6.6% in
this configuration, i.e. without the Ge-tapered detectors. For details on the energy
and efficiency calibrations as well as the add-back procedure see Sects. 3.2 and 3.3.
A photograph of the partial ready set-up is shown on Fig. 2.14(see the figure
caption for details).
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Figure 2.14: A photo of the experimental set-up in a preparatory stage. At the position of
the delayed gamma spectroscopy set-up only the two Cluster detectors are mounted.
Behind them one can see the Neutron Wall, where in the hole of the missing central
pentagon, half of the target chamber is visible. The EUCLIDES array, that would
be placed in the target chamber, the downstream beam pipe with the catcher foil
inside and the Clover detector, to be put from the bottom of the delayed set-up, are
missing at the time of taking the picture.
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2.4.5 EUROBALL Data acquisition and trigger system
As described in the numerous documents [EDOC], the EUROBALL electronics sys-
tem is a modular, open system in which there are specific cards designed for different
detector types. These include Cluster detectors, Clover detectors and conventional
single crystal tapered Ge detectors. The cards are built in the D-sized VXI standard
[VXIs92] which permits the implementation of both analogue and digital electron-
ics in the same chassis. VXI is VME bus with extensions to make it suitable for
instrumentation by providing analogue and emitter coupled logic (ECL) power sup-
plies, triggering features and larger board sizes. The selection of VXI was made
on 2 grounds: firstly it is the best bus system available, at the time when the
project started, for building large spectroscopy systems, and secondly it recycles
EUROGAM’s considerable investment in VXI cards and systems [McPh92]. EU-
ROGAM’s use of VXI has proved that it is a suitable environment for high resolution
(13 bit) γ-ray spectroscopy electronics [Laza95a]. Standards have been agreed within
the European nuclear structure physics community for the use of the “user defined”
VXI features [EDOC] and all EUROBALL VXI electronics adheres to these. The
VXI cards: Up to 13 VXI cards can be located in a single VXI crate. Two of these
cards are “infrastructure” cards: the Slot 0 controller (Resource Manager) [Cole90]
and the crate readout card [EDOC]. The remaining 11 slots are usable for detector
electronics although 1 slot in one crate must be allocated to the system’s Master
Trigger card. The VXI cards used in EUROBALL are:
• Slot 0 controller/Resource Manager
• Clover Detector card (4 Ge channels +1 spare + a BGO shield channel)
[Laza95b]
• Cluster Ge card (7 Ge channels + 1 spare) [EDOC]
• Cluster BGO card (18 BGO channels + 1 spare + 1 sum energy channel)
[EDOC]
• Master Trigger card
• Crate readout card (STR8080)
• Tapered Ge card (6 channels) [Richa91]
• BGO shield card (6 channels, for use with tapered Ge card) [Boss91]
The EUROBALL system comprises 9 VXI crates for the main escape suppressed
Ge detectors plus a crate each for Neutron detector electronics and for Si detector
electronics, giving a total of 11 VXI crates handling over 1000 detector output
signals. Each VXI crate reads data in parallel and writes it into a buffered crate
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readout card where it is stored together with a subevent header, including a 16 bit
event number and an end subevent trailer. Data stored in the crate readout card
are transferred to the event collector over the DT32 bus [Alex92, EDOC] and stored
in VME buffers in the event collector.
Ancillary detectors may be connected in 3 different ways. The preferred route
is by designing a VXI card for a particular type of detector. This is done for the
Neutron detectors. An alternative is to use FERA ADCs and connect them either
via the EUROGAM FERADT32 interface or directly to the event collector buffer
memories which can have their DT32 interface module swapped for a FERA interface
module. The third method is to use NIM ADCs and the EUROGAM NAM (NIM
ADC Module) card. Figure 2.15 shows a typical EUROBALL system configuration.
A CAMAC system is shown to illustrate how nonVXI data acquisition equipment
can be connected if necessary using the second method from the paragraph above
involving a FERA input stage for the event collector buffer memories. Several DT32
bus chains are shown to illustrate the possibility of having single or multiple VXI
crate configurations on a DT32 bus. After merging the event is sent to the in-line
processing farm and further to the tape server and the histogram processing servers.
The EUROBALL system is designed to operate in parallel mode, that is more than
one event being processed in parallel. The parallelism operates at the detector level
for Cluster and Clover detectors i.e. if any of the detector’s crystals detects a γ ray,
the whole detector is dead until the processing of that γ ray is complete.
The EUROBALL trigger system was first suggested in the original EUROBALL
proposals [Ende90] and later implemented in EUROGAM [Laza92]. The concept
of the trigger is that each channel of electronics has some timing and logic, called
a local trigger, which is programmed according to the particular experimental set-
up. The local trigger’s timer is started by the channel’s discriminator and two
programmable delays are used to test for the presence or absence of the global first
and second level trigger pulses known as the fast trigger and the validation. The
first level trigger occurs within 1µs of the CFD firing, and the second level trigger
within 10µs of the discriminator firing. The global fast trigger and validation trigger
pulses are generated by the master trigger module as a result of two programmable
user defined logic decisions. Typically only Ge multiplicity is used unless ancillary
detectors are attached, which was the case in our 98Cd experiment.
The trigger diagram is shown on Fig. 2.16. A fast trigger was generated when
at least one gamma ray (prompt or delayed within about 1800 ns) was registered
together with at least one prompt neutron pre-discriminated from γ rays detected
in the Neutron Wall by hardware pulse shape analysis. The average trigger rate
throughout the experiment was about 3− 3.5 kHz. In the off-line processing of the
data it became clear that a total number 9.6× 108 “good” events with detection of
prompt/delayed γ rays have been collected during the experiment (see Sect. 3.2).
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Figure 2.15: A simplified diagram of the EUROBALL data acquisition system (from
[EDOC]).
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Figure 2.16: A diagram of the delayed trigger timing used in the 98Cd EUROBALL
experiment. (from [NWweb])
Chapter 3
Data Analysis
The aim of this chapter is to describe in details the 98Cd EUROBALL experiment
data analysis. The complexity of the EUROBALL experimental data is very high,
due to the fact that in this experiment one of the most sophisticated EUROBALL
set-up configurations was used. It included γ-ray spectrometers, 209 Ge crystals
for measuring prompt and 16 for delayed γ rays, 55 charged particle detectors in
the EUCLIDES array and 45 neutron detectors from the Neutron Wall array. More
than a thousand experimental parameters (see Table 3.1) were registered on tapes,
which in five days of experimental time resulted in an extremely large data set.
The tapes used to store the online stream of data were of the type DLT-IV with
a raw data capacity of 40Gb. The raw data including calibration runs amounted
to about 300Gb. This was done to enable a sophisticated off-line processing of the
data. The analysis of the data has roughly three stages. The first one is called
alignment, the second sorting and the third spectra analysis. The first stage took a
very long time and in addition the sorting and analyzing the coincidence relations
spectra, matrices and cubes were also time consuming. Therefore, the analysis of
the experimental data is still in progress and more results are to be expected. So
far the stress was put on the delayed γ-ray spectra and the search of the expected
higher lying core-excited isomer in 98Cd, which is part of this thesis and will be
presented in the following. The experimental term run is used for a period of the
experiment between start and stop of the data acquisition system (DAQ). Usually
runs differ by some experimental condition and therefore it is useful to mark and
separate the data from different runs. In the production runs (i.e. without counting
test and calibration runs) a total number of 1.15 × 109 raw events were collected.
In the analysis, the program ALIGN [Pala96] and parts of the software packages
TSCAN [Jin97U], RADWARE [Radf95] and ROOT [Brun96] were used.
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Table 3.1: Parameters stored on tapes in the 98Cd EUROBALL experiment.
parameter number of detectors
Ge prompt γ low energy (≤ 4MeV ) 209
Ge prompt γ high energy (≤ 20MeV ) 209
Ge prompt γ time 209
Ge delayed γ low energy (≤ 6MeV ) 16
Ge delayed γ high energy (≤ 20MeV ) 16
Ge delayed γ time 16
Neutron energy 45
Neutron time of flight (TOF) 45
Neutron zero-cross-over (ZCO) 45
EUCLIDES ∆E energy 55
EUCLIDES E energy 55
EUCLIDES ∆E time 55
EUCLIDES E time 55
Trigger pattern 1
RF 1
3.1 Alignment
Each detector is subject to instabilities and shifts in gain and offset. For short
measurements this is usually not important as the changes are very small, but for
longer measurements it becomes a real problem for sum spectra. These floating and
shifts of the peaks in the spectra are summed up and lead to decrease of resolution,
and in some cases may even distort the spectrum completely. Therefore, one has to
account and correct for these effects for each individual parameter of the detectors.
The parameters collected in the 98Cd EUROBALL experiment are summarized
in Table 3.1. This makes a total of 1032 parameters stored on tape. By reducing
the resolution of the less important parameters and selecting off-line the “good”
events, the size of the pre-sorted data was reduced to more than half of the original
size. In the pre-sort the stability corrections for all parameters, together with gain
matching and energy calibration of all Ge detectors were applied. The gain matching
is the procedure when the corresponding spectra of different detectors are matched
together so that the spectra summing is possible. And certainly one needs not only
the total spectrum, but also its calibration, in energy or time, in order to read it
properly. The advances in hardware and software have enabled certain optimizations
of the data handling. Until recently the only way to store and sort such amounts of
data was to use magnetic tapes with high capacity and the correspondingly high-cost
tape drives. In the course of this work, the relatively slow and cumbersome tape
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sorting was replaced by sorting of the data, which was stored on the local hard disk.
This gave a factor of about 10 in the data processing speed compared to the standard
tape sorting. Finally it should be mentioned, that together with an optimization of
the sorting algorithm the time required to sort the five-day experimental data, for
example into 20 different coincidence matrices simultaneously on a standard PC,
is now less than an hour. All the file/tape handling was realized by the routines
included in the TSCAN [Jin97U] package. The user subroutine containing all the
event-by-event processing algorithm, written in the programming language C, is a
result of the author’s work. It was based on an existing subroutine for previous
experiment provided by Dr. Marcin Palacz.
The whole data set was scanned for possible gain and time shifts and matched
mostly with the help of the program ALIGN [Pala96, PalaPC]. The full description
of the program is given in the above cited scientific reference, but for completeness
I will shortly introduce the highly-automatic method of shift and gain correction of
arbitrary spectra. This method is based on the calculation and minimization of the
sum of differences (χ2) between the bin contents in one selected spectrum and each
of the test(model) spectra, i.e. the ones which are used as a sample to align to. The
method does not require the presence of any particular shape in the analyzed spectra
and as such can be used for the discrete γ-ray spectra as well as for any ancillary
detectors spectra. It is sensitive to deviations occurring anywhere in the spectra
and not only in certain regions. It is usually applied to align the spectra from one
and the same detector since it is supposed to have the same pattern structure, but
to some extent it can be also used to match also spectra from different detectors of
the same type.
In this method the model spectrum is treated as a tabulated functionm(x), where
m(x) is equal to the counts in the bin number x(integer), and for x non-integer m(x)
is interpolated. Then the problem of finding the required transformation fa along
the x-axis is equivalent to fitting the following function to the data points (xi, yi):
M(x) = Cm(fa(x)) , (3.1)
where C is the normalization factor and a are parameters of the fit. Palacz et al.
[Pala96] have defined the transformation by the following formula:
fa(x) = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + a3x
3 + a4
√
x , (3.2)
but usually only the a0 and a1 coefficients are allowed to vary, while the others are
fixed to zero. The reason is that in most applications a linear transformation is
enough, but their experience in spectroscopy has suggested that in rare cases other
transformations are also required.
The sum of the squares of differences between the values yi and the values M of
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the calculated function is:
χ2 =
1
ndof
ihigh∑
i=ilow
(yi −M(xi))2wi , (3.3)
where the number of degrees of freedom ndof is equal to the number of channels
between the lower limit channel ilow and the higher limit channel ihigh, which are
set manually to define the alignment range. The standard weights wi are equal to
the inverse of the variance of the number of the counts in a bin [Pala96].
Figure 3.1 shows a typical summary of the χ20, χ
2
min, the transformation coeffi-
cients, in this case a0 and a1 and the bottom plot the ratio of the total counts in
the section spectra to the model spectrum. The last plot could often give an idea
if the detector is not working or has statistics higher than usual often suggesting
a detector malfunction. The alignment procedure has shown that most of the Ge
parameters were relatively stable throughout the experiment, except for a few crys-
tals that had technical problems. In addition the ancillary detectors spectra are of
crucial importance for the particle-γ coincidences (see Sects. 3.2 and 3.3) and had,
therefore, also to be aligned. In the cases of Ge prompt-γ-time, neutron TOF and
ZCO, only the a0 coefficient was varied to preserve internal time calibration since
there was no time calibration run. Unfortunately EUCLIDES ∆E and E time spec-
tra were seriously misaligned even in short period spectra and were used without
any physical time gate of the detected particles, but gated to exclude the regions of
electronic noise. The Ge delayed γ-time spectra, however, contain a peak structure
due to the beam pulse repetition frequency (see Sects. 3.2 and 3.4), which allowed
for a more precise linear transformation in the alignment.
In this work the model spectrum for each parameter was created by summing the
raw data from the last 1/8 of the experiment when the performance of the system
proved to be most stable and least affected by shifts. These data were also closest to
the energy calibration runs done after the production runs, and thus the energy cali-
bration from the calibration run can be used without any additional transformations.
In order to obtain the characteristic spectral shape for each parameter, the model
spectra need higher statistics, than the spectra which are to be aligned. The latter
were produced splitting the whole data into 82 consecutive sections having roughly
the same amount of raw events ∼ 1.4×107. For each of the one thousand parameters
a separate spectrum was created for each of the 82 sections. Each parameter section
spectrum was compared by the program ALIGN to its model spectrum and then
the transformation coefficients yielding best matching, i.e. minimum χ2, were writ-
ten in a file. The automation procedure contains inspection of the transformation
coefficients as well as the χ2 before and after the alignment. In any case a visual
inspection is also included, especially in cases of transformation quite different from
unity. Since the author needed every piece of statistics, a detailed visual analysis of
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the trouble cases was performed. After finding all transformation coefficients and
deciding in which cases to abandon(skip) the data for specific detectors/sections,
all transformation coefficients were gathered into a file and used as an input for the
data pre-sort.
The pre-sorted data was then used to sort spectra, coincidence matrices and
cubes, which were of interest and were analyzed in the final stage of the procedure
(see Sects. 3.3 and 3.4). During the pre-sort, prompt γ-rays were corrected for the
Doppler effect, due to the velocity of the emitting nuclei. The analysis of the prompt
γ-rays is beyond the scope of this work and is not discussed here.
Figure 3.1: A typical summary of the transformation coefficients, output from the ALIGN
[Pala96] program, of the energy spectra of Ge-clover detector crystal 000 for the
spectra of 82 experiment sections. The top panel shows the χ20 before alignment
(solid line), and the χ2min(dashed line) after alignment as a function of the section
number. Similarly, the second and third panels from top, show the transformation
coefficients a0 (in channels) and a1, respectively. The bottom panel shows the
number of counts of the section spectrum normalized to the number of counts of the
model spectrum.
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3.2 Sorting
The experimental set-up and the structure of the data allowed to sort coincidence
spectra between prompt and delayed, prompt-prompt, and delayed-delayed γ rays
gated with different particle and time range conditions. The technical realization
was the same as in the pre-sort (see Sect. 3.1), only the user subroutine, again in
event-by-event mode, was changed in order to satisfy the new goals addressed in the
sorting:
• based on the aligned parameter spectra, set one- and two-dimensional gates
to establish the particle and γ multiplicity;
• optimize the time range for isomer γ spectroscopy;
• implement when necessary additional processing of the parameters, i.e. like
an add-back of the Ge γ-ray energy or a procedure to discriminate the true 2n
or 3n events against events where neutron scattering has falsely increased the
neutron multiplicity;
• sort the relevant data in various coincidence and non-coincidence spectra, sym-
metric and non-symmetric matrices and cubes for the use of further physics
analysis (see Sects. 3.3 and 3.4).
Following the list order, Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 show sample two-dimensional (2D)
spectra which are built during the pre-sort in order to visually inspect the spectra
and manually set particle 2D gates (bananas). The ancillary particle-detectors’
spectra of different detectors are not gain matched. In this work, they were used
only for particle gating and therefore it was easier to set individual 2D gates for each
detector, rather than gain match and calibrate the ancillary detectors. The 2D gate
for γ rays on Fig. 3.2 was practically not used and is shown only for completeness.
The important message of Fig. 3.2 is that the performance of the Neutron Wall
together with the approach of plotting ZCO vs. TOF result in a perfect separation
of the neutrons and γ rays registered by the neutron detectors. Figure 3.3 also shows
the typical charged particle telescopes approach to plot the ∆E vs. E 2D spectrum.
It has a very good separation of the one-proton, two-proton and α-particle events
located in different regions, marked by the corresponding 2D gates which were used
in the sorting procedure. This easy discrimination is not found, for example, in the
corresponding 1D spectrum of the ∆E energy, shown in the inset of Fig. 3.3. The
advantage of the 2D over the 1D discrimination is obvious. In case when only one
of the ∆E-E telescope detectors is working, i.e. present, 1D gates can still be set
to discriminate the light charged particles, although less effectively than on the 2D
plot.
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Figure 3.2: A typical Neutron Wall ZCO(abscissa) vs. TOF(ordinate) two-dimensional
spectrum showing the perfect n-γ discrimination of this approach, and the corre-
sponding two dimensional gates used in the sorting procedure. The time is running
to the left and to the bottom, correspondingly.
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Figure 3.3: A typical EUCLIDES ∆E vs. E two-dimensional spectrum showing the dis-
crimination of the one-proton, two-proton and α-particle events separated in differ-
ent regions marked by the corresponding two dimensional gates used in the sorting
procedure. For comparison in the inset, the one dimensional spectrum of the ∆E
energy is shown.
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Figure 3.4: The total sum of the delayed γ time spectra. The time increases to the left.
Isomer γ spectroscopy for A ∼ 100 is optimal in the time range 90− 1240 ns, which
is marked on the plot. The equally spaced comb-structure peaks are result from the
Coulomb excitation of the RF-pulsed beam. See text for details and Sect. 3.4.1 for
time calibration.
Figure 3.4 shows the sum of the delayed γ time spectra, or as could also be
said – the total projection of the delayed γ energy-time matrix onto the time axis.
After analysis of the energy-time matrix, and additional inspection of some strongly
populated isomers, mainly the 8+ isomer in 100Cd [Albe92, Go´rs94] (see Sect. 3.4),
the optimum time range (window) for isomer γ spectroscopy could be determined. It
is indicated on Fig. 3.4 and ranges from 90 to 1240 ns after arrival of the beam pulse
on target. The lower limit is due to the time of flight of the residues, while the upper
limit is set to avoid the electronic noise at the end of the time range (see channels on
the left on Fig. 3.4). There are 1.9× 108 delayed γ rays present in the time window
optimized for isomer spectroscopy. It should be noted that unfortunately, the larger
portion of these γ rays comes from the β-decay of the longer-lived activity built-up
on the catcher foil (see Sect. 3.3). An immediate inspection of the time spectrum
shows the following. The peak at channel 3400 corresponds to the prompt γ burst
detected at the catcher position after a γ-ray flight (target → catcher) time of 4ns,
and it is used to give the time zero of the event. Therefore, the background found
earlier in time, i.e. channels above 3400 on Fig. 3.4, corresponds to β-delayed γ rays,
which follow decays with half-lives much longer than the measurement time window
and therefore give a flat background time distribution. Now, looking in time after
the time zero of the event, i.e. at channels below 3400 on Fig. 3.4, one can see a
similar peak close to the prompt γ peak. This second peak corresponds to the γ-rays
following the Coulomb excitation (Coulex) of the beam nuclei in the catcher foil.
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Figure 3.5: The γγ coincidence matrix for part of the pre-sorted delayed γ rays. Both axes
show energy in channels. The diagonal lines with x + y = const show Compton-
scattered γ rays.
Since the beam pulse repetition time is shorter than the measurement window there
appears a regular comb-like peak structure. Starting with the first Coulex peak in
the time spectrum, one can follow and see several such peak in the channels below
3000 on Fig. 3.4. This structure was used to manually gain-match the time response
of the delayed γ spectrometers and to time calibrate the spectrum (see Sect. 3.4).
Finally, the sorting procedure included an add-back for prompt and delayed γ-
rays detected in the neighbouring crystals of a composite Ge detector. This proce-
dure has been discussed many times [Hu98a, Wilh96, Lalk03] and applied especially
to improve the γ-efficiency for high energies. To illustrate the necessity of add-back
in this work, Fig. 3.5 shows the γγ (energy) coincidence matrix built for part of
the pre-sorted delayed γ rays. The diagonal lines of the type x + y = const show
intensive γ rays which have Compton-scattered once and have been detected as two
γ rays. Therefore to restore the initial γ-ray energy, an add-back is applied dur-
ing the event-by-event sorting. This add-back algorithm checks in each event for
γ-rays registered in different crystals but one composite detector, and depending on
the relative geometrical position of the “fired” crystals decides if the γ-ray energies
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detected in the single crystals should be added-back or not.
In order to properly do the add-back one needs to include γ rays from the very be-
ginning of the measurement time window, since the “start” of a Compton-scattered
γ ray could be earlier than the isomer spectroscopy optimized time window (see
Fig. 3.4). Therefore, during the sort γ rays with channels up to 4000 (see Fig. 3.4)
were accepted. This is certainly true for the γ rays that “end” after the isomer
spectroscopy window. But the presence of electronic noise at the end of the time
range, made it dangerous to include γ rays after the upper limit of the isomer spec-
troscopy optimized window in the add-back procedure. Thus, in the sorting γ rays
with time between channels 4000 and 480 (see Fig. 3.4) were added-back, but for
building energy spectra and matrices, the range was reduced to time channels 3200
to 480 (see Fig. 3.4), since the other channels 3200 to 4000 contain irrelevant γ rays,
which only contaminate the energy spectra.
3.3 Energy spectra
The energy and efficiency calibrations were performed using standard sources (i.e.
56Co, 152Eu and 133Ba). The energy calibration of the delayed γ-spectroscopy array
above 3.5 MeV was analyzed via comparison of extrapolations of first and second
order polynomial fits and accounting for the energies of the single escape peaks. The
relative efficiency of the downstream array was estimated by joining the calibration
points from a 152Eu + 133Ba calibration run, which has its maximum calibration γ
peak at 1408 keV (152Eu), and a 56Co calibration run which has a range of 848 keV
to 3.5 MeV. The points in the overlapping range 848− 1408 keV were used for nor-
malization of one relative efficiency curve to the other. Then all renormalized points
were fit together and the resulting relative efficiency, shown on Fig. 3.6, was used
in the γ-intensity analysis. Unfortunately, the absolute activity of the sources was
unknown. Therefore, the absolute efficiency of the downstream array was estimated
relative to the target array (Clusters and Clovers). In a separate measurement the
absolute efficiency of the Ge-clusters plus Ge-clovers array was estimated to be 6.6%
[DorvPC]. Using this value and knowing the absolute measurement time in the cal-
ibration runs at the target and the catcher, I could deduce the absolute efficiency
of the delayed γ-spectroscopy set-up to be 2.8%. The specific goal to measure high-
energy γ transitions predicted in the range 3.5− 4.5 MeV had to be adapted to the
standard number of channels for matrices, i.e. 4096x4096 (4k x 4k). That is why
Fig. 3.6 presents the energy calibration of 1.4 keV/channel introduced in the sorting
of the delayed γ-ray spectra.
As discussed in Sect. 2.4.1, the add-back procedure could produce “phantom”
peaks. In the add-back procedure, an intense γ line (Es) could be added to another
one (E0), most often when both are in a prompt cascade. The intensity of the
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Figure 3.6: Relative efficiency for the sum of all Ge delayed γ detectors after the add-back
procedure (see text for details).
“phantom” peak at E0+Es for the current add-back procedure was estimated to be
∼ 1.6% from the intensity of E0. Thus, to avoid the “phantom” the analysis would
have to discard any γ lines with intensities less than 2%. On the other hand, the
estimated increase of the γ intensity with add-back compared to the non-add-back
spectrum is on average ∼ 16%, which shows the positive effect of the add-back on
the relative γ efficiency, especially for the high-energy part of the spectrum.
The γ-ray energy spectra were analyzed exclusively with the help of the program
GF3, part of the RADWARE package [Radf95]. Figure 3.7 shows several delayed γ-
ray spectra. Plot (a) shows “singles” γ rays, i.e. without requirement for coincidence,
in the full time range optimized for isomer spectroscopy (see Fig. 3.4). This is
actually close to the spectrum produced with the original EUROBALL trigger. The
dominating e+e− annihilation peak at 511 keV is a strong indication for the presence
of β-delayed γ transitions. Plot (b) shows a spectrum produced by gating on the
Coulex peak at time channel 1000 (see Fig. 3.4) with subtracted β-decay background.
Therefore, the γ peaks seen on plot (b) are exclusively γ-transitions following the
Coulomb excitations of the catcher foil material (93Nb) and the 58Ni beam. Plot (c)
shows the β-decay background, which is seen by gating on time channels 550− 850
(see Fig. 3.4). This type of β-delayed γ transitions originate from the long-lived
activity from evaporation residues built-up on the catcher foil. The highest portion
of β-decay background comes from residues with the highest fusion-evaporation
cross-section and their daughters from β+/EC-decay chains, i.e. 102In, 100,101,102Cd
and 100,101,102,103Ag. Plot (d) shows the γ-energy spectrum created by a gate on time
channels 2800− 3200 (see Fig. 3.4) with subtracted β-decay background. Since the
gated region corresponds to the arrival and decay of the initial isomeric states, the
peaks seen on plot (d) do represent the γ decay of populated isomers. It should be
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noted that in the high-energy region, i.e. the inset of plot (d), a peak at about 4.2
MeV is clearly visible. Finally, plot (e) of Fig. 3.7 shows an energy spectrum for
the full time range optimized for isomer spectroscopy, like plot (a), but this time
with a particle gate, i.e. on α, proton and neutron multiplicity, such as that the
α2n exit channel of 98Cd is selected with highest statistics (see below). It is again
worth noting that the inset of plot (e) contains, even cleaner, the 4.2 MeV high-
energy peak. Eventually, this peak was attributed to the γ-transition de-exciting
the core-excited isomer in 98Cd.
The “singles” γ-ray spectra with various combinations of coincident particles
were used for the identification of the reaction exit channel. The high-energy part of
the γ-ray spectra created with different particle conditions is shown in Fig. 3.8. The
relative intensity of high-energy γ-transition 4207 keV shows a clear dependency
on the particle gate. Inspecting Fig. 3.8 one can draw the following conclusions.
First, the absence of the line in the 1p gate and the high efficiency for protons,
proves that proton exit channels are excluded. Second, the presence of the 4207
keV in the gates with evaporation of neutrons and α clearly testifies a xαyn exit
channel. The standard exit-channel analysis involves taking ratios of the γ-peak
intensity in different particle gates and then plotting these ratios with their error-
bars. The position of the intensity ratio relative to theoretically calculated values
is then used to assign the most probable particle exit channel. The method applied
here is described in Appendix A and the results are shown on Fig. 4.8 in Sect. 4.2.1.
The fact that the 98Cd exit channel is α2n was used to decide on the optimum
particle gate for the 98Cd γ-ray analysis. To exploit the full statistics all possible
particle conditions were used for the summed energy and time spectra, namely
0α0p1n, 0α0p2n, 0α0p3n, 1α0p0n, 1α0p1n, 1α0p2n and 1α0p3n (see Fig. 3.8). Since
discrimination of the scattered neutrons was not applied, the 3n condition also
provides γ-rays correlated with the (1α2n) exit channel. Therefore, the analysis of
98Cd delayed γ rays employed both the optimum particle gate and the optimum
isomer-spectroscopy time range. Figure 3.9 shows the x-projection of the γγ-matrix
created with the above particle and time gate. The origin of the marked γ peaks is
now easy to determine, looking at the different plots of Fig. 3.7. The rich spectrum,
shown on Figure 3.9, testifies the complexity of the delayed γ analysis and the high
level of contamination, which in many cases ”hides“ the low-energy γ transitions
of interest. The inset shows the high-energy part with the pronounced high-energy
peak at 4207 keV. Since 4207 keV belongs to the 98Cd exit channel (see Fig. 4.8), it
is expected that this γ line is in mutual coincidence with the known delayed 98Cd
γ-ray transitions [Go´rs97]. This is shown in Fig. 4.9 (see Sect. 4.2.1). In the actual
analysis, however, the order of cross-checking was the reverse one, i.e. initially, the
4207 keV line was discovered to be in mutual coincidence with the known 98Cd γ-
ray transitions [Go´rs97], and only then, the exit channel was determined via particle
gates and ratios (see Figs. 3.8 and 4.8).
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Figure 3.7: The “singles” delayed γ rays, with various gates on time (see Fig. 3.4): (a) – all
γ rays for the isomer-spectroscopy optimized range , (b) – gate on the Coulex peak
at channel 1000 with subtracted β-decay background, (c) – gate on time channels
550− 850, i.e. mostly β-decay background, (d) – gate on time channels 2800− 3200
with subtracted β-decay background, i.e. mostly isomer γ decay transitions, and
(e) – like (a) but with a particle gate optimized for 98Cd exit channel. The insets
show the corresponding high-energy part. See text for details.
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Figure 3.8: High-energy portion of the “singles” γ-ray spectrum gated by various condi-
tions on evaporated particles as follows: (a) 0α0p0n, (b) 0α0p1n, (c) 0α0p2n, (d)
0α0p3n, (e) 0α1p1n, (f) 1α0p0n, (g) 1α0p1n, (h) 1α0p2n, (i) 1α0p3n, (j) 2α0p1n.
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Figure 3.9: The x-projection of the delayed γγ-coincidence matrix, created with particle
gate on 0α0p1n, 0α0p2n, 0α0p3n, 1α0p0n, 1α0p1n, 1α0p2n and 1α0p3n. The legend
in the plot shows the origin of the marked γ peaks.
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3.4 Time spectra
There are certainly some important prerequisites in order to extract half-life infor-
mation from time-proportional spectra. The first one is to calibrate the spectral
channels into time units. The second is to find the best estimate of the possible
background in the time spectrum. Then if possible to subtract it from the gated
time distribution, and also take the background into account when applying a decay
fit to the distribution. In addition, the type of the decay fit function and the region
to which it is applied is also an important issue. Having in mind all of this, one can
see how difficult it is to reliably determine a half-life.
These subjects and their concrete application are addressed in the following,
where I will concentrate explicitly on the time spectra of the delayed γ spectrometers,
since they could give us the information about the measured decay of isomeric states.
3.4.1 Single exponential fit
The first step, as already mentioned, is the time calibration. It was determined on
the basis of the peaks generated by the Coulex γ activity of the RF-pulsed beam
(see Fig. 3.4). The frequency of the beam was a little bit higher than 3 MHz, so that
the distance between two peaks is ∆t = 327.12 ns and taking the average distance
of the Coulex peaks in the spectrum, the corresponding time calibration constant
is at = 0.42483
ns
ch
. Other information about the sum time-spectrum is the time
resolution of the spectrum, which is influenced by the quality of the alignment and
the gain-matching, the internal time resolution of the detectors, the beam pulse
length and the half-life of the Coulomb-excitation transitions forming these peaks.
The FWHM of a beam Coulex peak in the sum time spectrum is ' 16.14 ns. Since
the half-life of the Coulomb excited levels is in the picosecond range, its contribution
should be negligible. Therefore the main effect on the resolution is considered to be
the combined effect of the internal time resolution and the beam pulse length. The
small differences in the distances between the Coulex peak could be a hint for some
problems of the alignment or about non-linearities in the TDC modules, but in this
work this effect was not studied.
Since the production rate of 98Cd is very small (20(10)µb [Go´rs97]), one needs
a test case to optimize the analysis procedure. Therefore, in order to optimize the
background subtraction, the fitting range and the type of the fitting function, the
time distribution of the strongly populated 8+ isomer in 100Cd was studied in detail.
The time distribution shown on Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 is a result of a gate on the γ
transition of 1004 keV following the γ decay of the 100Cd isomer. The optimized
background subtraction results in the disappearance (see Fig. 3.10) of the Coulex-
peaks structure. Here, the direction of the time axis is still reversed but beside the
sign of the exponent this does not change the conclusions of the study.
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Figure 3.10: Background subtracted time distribution of 1004 keV γ line (100Cd) with
error-bars. The fit parameters are given in the inset, while the fit function is dis-
cussed in the text. The time increases to the left.
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Figure 3.11: This figure is a zoom showing channels 2800−3200 of the plot from Fig. 3.10.
Here, the fit function and the individual channel values with their error-bars are
visible. The fit parameters are shown on Fig. 3.10. The time increases to the left.
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Figure 3.12: The background subtracted time distribution gated on the 4207 keV γ ray.
The fit is done by the ROOT package [Brun96]. The fitting method and function
are discussed in the text.
Even with the very good background subtraction, the inclusion of a constant
background parameter in the function was tested and improved the fit. Thus, the
fitting function used for further half-life determination, including the half-life of the
core-excited isomer in 98Cd, had finally this form:
f(x) = p2 + p1 ∗ ep0∗x , (3.4)
where p2 is a parameter for the constant background, p1 corresponds to N0 in the
radioactivity law formula (1.8), while −p0 = 1/τ . The result from this fit for the
half-life of the 8+ isomer in 100Cd, with a conservative error estimate, is 61(1) ns,
which is in perfect agreement with, and more precise than, the known value of
60(3) ns [Go´rs94].
An inspection of Fig. 3.11 gives additional information on the beginning of the
optimum fitting range, i.e. which points should enter in the fit. For the beginning
of the fit this is related to the TOF of the residual nuclei, which in this reaction
depends on their mass and velocity distribution due to reaction kinematics. The
end of the fitting range was just equal to the end of the time window optimized for
isomer spectroscopy (see end of Sect. 3.2). The similarity in mass of 98Cd and 100Cd
suggested for the fit of 98Cd to use the fitting range optimized in the case of 100Cd
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without further modifications.
The background subtracted time spectrum, in ns, gated on the 4207 keV tran-
sition is shown on Fig. 3.12. The fit shown on Fig. 3.12 includes the optimized
fitting range 102∗ − 1240∗ ns. It is marked with ∗, because these numbers are not
corrected for the TOF of prompt γ rays, which are used to set the time zero in
the delayed γ spectrum. This TOF of prompt γ rays from target to the catcher
position is about 4 ns depending on the velocity distribution and therefore the real
time of the range is 106 − 1244 ns. The absolute time does not affect the fit and
is mentioned here only for completeness. The formula (3.4) was programmed as a
user fitting function in the fitting routine of the ROOT package [Brun96]. For small
statistics the maximum-likelihood method gives better results than the χ2 method.
Therefore the maximum-likelihood method included in the ROOT fitting package
was used together with the option for fitting non-integer values of x and y, since the
time-calibrated background-subtracted spectrum, which was fitted, had non-integer
x and y values. Another detail is that some points of the time distribution have
negative values, which is due to the background subtraction and the discreteness
(discontinuity) of the spectra. Negative values of time distribution, of course, do
not have a physical meaning, but have their weight in the fit. The result is presented
in Sect. 4.2.2 and discussed 6.2.2.
3.4.2 γγ time difference
After the half-life of the higher-lying (12+) isomer in 98Cd (see Sects. 4.2.3 and
6.2.1) has been determined, one can address the half-life of the lower-lying (8+) iso-
mer, which so far had two contradicting values 460(160) ns [Go´rs97] and 190(20) ns
[Grzy98] (see Sect. 6.2.2). Therefore this work was important for solving the is-
sue. It is now obvious that the longer value of the experiment employing a fusion-
evaporation reaction [Go´rs97], which populates mostly high-spins (see Sect. 2.1.1),
was influenced by the newly discovered higher-lying (12+) isomer [Blaz04]. On the
other hand the value of the experiment employing projectile fragmentation of 106Cd
[Grzy98], shown to populate mostly low-spins (see Sect. 2.1.2), was probably little
distorted by the (12+) isomer, and therefore close to the true value.
The γγ(∆t) method, as its name shows, uses the coincidence of two γ rays and
takes the time difference between them to build a time distribution. In other words,
the first γ ray is used to give the “start” and the second one to give the “stop”
signal for the time distribution. Usually the first γ ray is directly above the isomeric
level of interest, while the second one is the one that de-excites the level. One can
understand this, for example, by looking at Fig. 4.13 and considering the following
scenario. The emission (detection) of 4207 keV γ transition actually gives the time
zero of population of the (8+) isomer. And then the emission (detection) of 147 keV
γ transition would mark the decay of the this isomer. Figure 3.13 shows part of the
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2D-matrix produced by requiring a γγ coincidence where one of the γ rays is the
4207 keV γ ray, and then plotting the energy of the other coincident γ rays versus
the time difference relative to the time of the 4207 keV γ ray. The time differences
are always calculated by subtracting the time of the 4207 keV line. Therefore the
sign of this time difference shows whether the other γ ray was before or after the
emission of the 4207 keV γ ray. One can see in Fig. 3.13 the regions and the arrows
marking the energy positions of the 98Cd γ-lines known prior to this work [Go´rs97].
Their time difference distributions are in all cases positive, which clearly fixes the
fact that 4207 keV line precedes them, and thus, the only possible placing of the
4207 keV line is on top of the (8+) state in the known level scheme [Go´rs97].
Now, looking at the time difference distribution of the 147 keV γ ray (Fig. 3.13),
there are several problems. The first one is that statistics are small and the vis-
ible intensity of the neighbouring background is comparable with the ∆t distrib-
ution. Thus, a reliable single-exponent-decay fit for γ(4207)γ(147)(∆t) cannot be
performed. One can think of another approach to use this γ(4207)γ(147)(∆t) for
extraction of the (8+) half-life, namely the centroid-shift method [Andr82]. Running
ahead, this method is also not applicable for γ(4207)γ(147)(∆t) due to low statistics
which prevents finding reliably the zero-time line for this low-energy region. Details
about this method and terms are given in Sect. 3.4.3. So the solution was to take
the ∆t distribution of another γ-ray below the (8+) isomer. This was possible for
the γ(4207)γ(1395)(∆t) and γ(4207)γ(688)(∆t). Both are practically background
free and the issue of the shifted zero-time is not relevant for their energy ranges
(see Fig. 3.13). Both ∆t distributions have been fitted independently with the fit-
ting routine of the ROOT package. As in the case of the t(4207) distribution (see
Sect. 3.4.1), the maximum-likelihood method was used together with a single ex-
ponent fit, this time without a parameter for constant background. Then a result
for the half-life was found from the weighted average of both fits. Alternatively, the
sum distribution of γ(4207)γ(1395)(∆t) and γ(4207)γ(688)(∆t) was built and a fit,
as described above, was performed, which gave the final result of 170+60−40 ns value
(Fig. 4.11) for half-life of the (8+) isomer [Blaz04] (see also Sects. 4.2.2 and 6.2.2).
In addition, the small statistics inspired the author to apply another test to the
∆t distributions just to inspect better their characteristics. The new statistical test
procedure, developed by K.-H. Schmidt [SchKH00] for the analysis of α-decay chains
in superheavy elements studies, allows to evaluate whether a set of radioactive-decay
data is compatible with the assumption that these data originate from the decay of
a single radioactive species. This test is applicable to samples of exponential dis-
tributions with two or more events and therefore the resulting γγ(∆t) distributions
with second gate on 1395 keV and 688 keV, shown on Fig. 3.13, were examined with
this procedure. The tests proved that both ∆t distributions match the criteria to
have radioactive-decay origin. This also shows that the background is negligible,
otherwise the figure of merit would be outside the limits [SchKH00].
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Figure 3.13: A two dimensional plot of part of the coincidence matrix produced by sorting
the experimental data, requiring a γγ coincidence where at least one of the γ rays
belongs to the 4207 keV energy window, and building the time difference of the
coincident γ-ray times. The marked regions and arrows show the energy position of
the previously known 98Cd γ transitions. Their positive time difference distributions
show that they clearly proceed after the 4207 keV transition. The zero-time line is
drawn only to guide the eye.
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3.4.3 Centroid-shift method
The centroid-shift method was introduced already in the year 1950 by Bay [Bay50,
Bay52], who continued and developed the “Statistical theory of delayed-coincidence
experiments” [Bay55]. In its simplest form the method uses the fact, that the lifetime
of the single-parent decay is equal to the first moment, e.g. the centroid, of the decay
time-distribution. Later, the generalized centroid-shift method was introduced by
Andrejtscheff et al. in Ref. [Andr82]. The authors gave also a specific procedure
for the analysis, which is applicable for contemporary, also high-resolution, detector
systems. Certainly, the method needs the decay time-distribution and its centroid.
But it also requires the precise determination of the beginning or the “zero” of the
time axis. Since the γ rays experience “walk” with energy, i.e. the response of the
detector timing unit (constant fraction discriminator) is dependent on the energy
(i.e. pulse height) with an increasing delay when γ-ray energy is reduced, one has
to determine the zero for all the necessary energies. The set of all time-zero or zero-
time points for different energies builds the time-zero line. It is known [Andr82],
that the Compton-scattered γ rays provide a good estimate (with precision ∼0.3
ns [Andr82]) of the time-zero point. The authors point out that the RF-signal
of an accelerator, often has worse time definition than the Compton background.
The Compton background from both sides of the γ line of interest can be used to
determine the time-zero points and then interpolate between them to find the time-
zero point for the energy of interest. Once the time “zero” is known, one can find
the centroid of the decay time-distribution and take its difference, which would give
then the lifetime of the decay.
The power of this method is that it can be applied for half-lives in the range
around and even below the time resolution of the detector system. For longer half-
lives one can obviously use the slope method, i.e. fitting with an exponential func-
tion.
In order to estimate the possible half-life of the (6+) level in 98Cd [Go´rs97], one
can apply the centroid-shift method. In fact, the above introduction of the method
suggests to use it, since the resolution of the delayed γ time-spectra, in this work
∼ 16 ns (see Sect. 3.4.1), is of the order of the shell-model predicted half-life for the
6+ state, i.e. 10− 20 ns [Go´rs97].
To build a time distribution characterizing the decay of the (6+) state, one
has to relate two γ rays – one from above the level, and one from below. The
experimental level scheme (Fig. 4.13) and the higher-lying (12+) and (8+) isomers
imply that one of the transitions is the 147 keV one. As the second γ transition
in the analysis, any of the 198, 688 or 1395 keV γ rays could be taken. As for the
distribution γ(147)γ(1395)(∆t) it would be difficult to check the time-zero line with
other “prompt” transitions, and the γ∆t matrix would be much dirtier, this work
used the reverse distribution γ(1395)γ(147)(∆t) (see Fig. 3.14). It provided a proper
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cleanness of the secondary γ-spectrum, as well as enough Compton background in
the energy region of 147 keV. Then, the centroids of the background (time-zero) and
the background-subtracted “147 keV”-gate were determined. An important check
was that the position of the time centroid of the other two γ lines, at 198 and
688 keV, lies on the time-zero line (see Fig. 3.14). The final result is presented on
Fig. 4.12 (Sect. 4.2.2) and discussed in Sect. 6.2.2.
688 keV
198 keV
147 keV
En
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Delta_T [ch] 
Zero-time line
Delta_T = T(gamma) – T(1395  keV)
Delta_T_vs_Gamma (gate 1395)
Figure 3.14: A 2D plot of part of the coincidence matrix γ∆t produced by requiring a γγ
coincidence where at least one of the γ rays belongs to the 1395 keV energy window,
and building the time difference of the coincident γ-ray times, similar to Fig. 3.13.
The marked regions and arrows show the energy position of previously known 98Cd
γ transitions. The zero-time line is drawn only to guide the eye.
Chapter 4
Experimental Results
4.1 Results for 100In
In this section the author presents exclusively experimental results on β-decay of
100In. As already noted the analysis of the high-resolution βγγ data was done by
Dr. C. Plettner, while Dr. L. Batist has analyzed the TAS data. These experimental
results are published by Plettner et al. in Ref. [Plet02] together with the shell-
model calculation results, which are part of this work. Therefore, it is necessary to
show not only the theoretical approach (see Sect. 5.2.1), which have been used to
assign configurations to states in 100In and 100Cd, and the calculated GT-strength
distribution, but also the experimentally observed one. In order to make conclusions
about the nuclear structure in this region, a general discussion and comparison
between experimental and theoretical results is done in Sect. 6.1.
4.1.1 High-resolution βγ spectra and β-decay half-life
Figure 4.1 displays the spectrum obtained by summing the single-hit signals from
all Ge crystals that were registered in coincidence with positrons [Plet02]. The con-
tributions of room background, which are due to random coincidences, are identified
in the spectrum. A sizeable amount of the isobaric contaminant 100Ag, and, there-
fore, transitions occurring in the daughter 100Pd, are also labelled in the figure. The
451/453 keV doublet, containing γ transitions in 100Pd and 100Cd are only partially
resolved. The experimental energies and intensities of β-delayed γ rays of 100In
observed in this work, are compiled in Table 4.1 [Plet02].
As described in Ref. [Plet02] the β-decay half-life of 100In was studied by ana-
lyzing the β-gated time spectra for each of the three strongest lines 1004, 795 and
297 keV. Their time distributions were fitted with one exponential grow-in curve.
The results are listed in the first three lines of Table 4.2. The high-resolution data
produced a weighted average for the β-decay half-life 100In g.s. of 5.5(3) s. This
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Figure 4.1: Gamma-ray spectrum [Plet02] in coincidence with positrons at mass A = 100.
The lines labelled with their energy in keV identified as β delayed γ rays of 100In are
transitions in 100Cd. The lines marked with symbols are transitions from the isobaric
contaminant decay 100Ag → 100Pd or from the room background, respectively.
result is in agreement with the value of 6.1(9) s obtained in [Szer95] from the time
analysis of the β-delayed proton spectra.
4.1.2 100In →100Cd β-decay scheme
Beta-γ-γ coincidence events were recorded on tape and sorted off-line into two-
dimensional matrices [Plet02]. The γγ coincidences were analyzed [Plet02] in the
positron-gated matrix by using the RADWARE package [Radf95].
Examples of β-gated γ-ray spectra (from [Plet02]) in coincidence with the 1004
and 795 keV γ rays are displayed in Fig. 4.2. In the upper panel, strong coincident
transitions at 297, 795 keV appear, thus defining the main de-excitation sequence.
The weak 453 keV transition de-exciting the 8+, 2549 keV isomer [Albe92, Go´rs94],
is also seen in the spectrum. This observation is due to the fact that the half-life of
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Table 4.1: Level energies (Ex), spin and parity of the initial state (Ipi), energy of the
de-excitation transition (Eγ), relative intensity (Iγ) of the γ ray normalized to the
2+ → 0+ transition, the β-intensities determined from the high-resolution measure-
ment (Iβγ), i.e. apparent feeding, and Iβ intensities from the analysis of TAS data
observed in 100In [Plet02].
Ex I
pi Eγ Iγ Iβγ Iβ
(keV) (h¯) (keV) (%) (%) (%)
1004.1(1) 2+ 1004.1(1) 100(5) 5.3(7) < 1.0
1799.0(1) 4+ 794.9(1) 88(5) 21(8) < 0.9
2046.0(2) 4+ 1041.9(2) 8.1(5) 5.3(7) < 0.9
2095.8(1) 6+ 296.8(1) 60(3) 33(3) < 3.0
2457.7(4) 6+ 362.7(1) 8.9(10) 16(1) < 1.3
411.7(3) 2.8(4)
658.2(3) 4.2(4)
2548.6(1) 8+ 452.8(1) 9.4(8) 9.4(8) < 1.3
3164.3(1) (6+) 1068.5(2) 2.9(4) 5.4(6) < 1.8
1365.3(5) 2.5(4)
3199.8(2) (8+) 1104.1(2) 6.1(5) 6.1(5) < 1.8
60(3) ns of this isomeric level is small compared to the coincidence time window of
8 µs (see Sect. 2.2.3). Peaks at 1042 and 412 keV are also visible in the 1004 keV
gate, but not in the 795 keV gate (see lower panel of Fig. 4.2). In both gates, weak
coincidences at 1068 keV and 1365 keV could be seen, their intensities amounted
approximately to 2% and 3% of that of the 1004 keV γ ray (see Table 4.1). Moreover,
the 1068 keV transition is in coincidence with the 297 and 795 keV γ rays, while
the 1365 keV is observed in coincidence with the latter transition only. Thus, a new
100Cd level at 3164 keV excitation energy has been firmly established. In addition,
Table 4.2: Half-life of 100In determined from the different activities in the high-resolution
and the total-absorption measurements[Plet02]. For TAS see also Sect.4.1.3.
Spectrum Condition T1/2 (s)
γ rays 297 gate 5.4(7)
γ rays 795 gate 4.8(4)
γ rays 1004 gate 6.2(4)
TAS γTAS and β
+, ETAS ≥ 7 MeV 6.1(2)
TAS γTAS and X(Cd), ETAS ≥ 5 MeV 5.5(7)
Delayed protons Ep ≥2 MeV 6.8(8)
Weighted-average half-life 5.9(2)
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Figure 4.2: Coincidence spectra [Plet02] with gates on the 1004 keV and 795 keV in the
βγγ matrix. Transitions in 100Cd are marked by their energies in keV.
in all 1004, 795 and 297 keV gates a new transition at 1104 keV was observed.
Based on the afore-mentioned β-γ-γ coincidences, the 100In → 100Cd decay
scheme is constructed and presented in Fig. 4.3. It includes two new non-yrast
100Cd levels and three new γ-rays compared to the data obtained previously in in-
beam experiments [Albe92, Go´rs94, Clar00]. The main E2 sequence de-exciting the
8+ isomer to the ground state and the yrare 6+ and 4+ levels at 2458 keV and 2046
keV and their subsequent decay reported in previous work cited above have also
been confirmed by our data. The new level at 3164 keV excitation energy has been
introduced on the basis of the coincidence relations discussed above. Its γ decay
restricts the spin and parity of the state to Ipi = (4− 6)+. The 1104 keV transition
was tentatively placed as de-exciting the new 3200 keV level (see Fig. 4.3). Due to
weak and ambiguous coincidence relations between the known transitions and the
newly observed 867 and 1513 keV γ-rays, the latter could not be placed in the level
scheme.
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Figure 4.3: 100In → 100Cd decay scheme obtained by analyzing βγγ coincidences [Plet02].
The “apparent feeding” (Iβγ), that one may determine by performing the γ-ray
intensity balance on the level scheme shown in Fig. 4.3, is related to direct β feeding
(Iβ) and to unobserved γ feeding following the β decay to higher-lying levels (I
high
γ ).
This is the reason why it is not straightforward to get an insight into the Iβ values
by inspecting the Iβγ data (Table 4.1) The largest Iβγ intensity was found for the
2096 keV, 6+ level and amounted to 33(3) %. This observation restricts the spin of
the parent 100In state to values of Ipi = (5−7)+. The β-feeding intensities and spin-
parity assignments of the β-decaying 100In state and of 100Cd levels are discussed in
Sect. 6.1.
4.1.3 High-efficiency TAS spectra
Despite of the silver yield suppression mode (see Sect. 2.2), the 100Ag activity was
dominating in the implanted A = 100 samples. A large amount of the isobaric con-
tamination is detrimental for the TAS(β+) spectrum depicted in the upper panel of
Fig. 4.4 where events in the region below 5 MeV are mainly due to the 100Ag and
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Figure 4.4: TAS spectra obtained in coincidence with positrons registered in the silicon
detectors (a) and (b), and Cd X-rays (c). Panel (a) presents TAS(β+) data with
and without contamination subtraction , panel (b) shows the corrected spectrum on
an expanded scale. In panel (c) the simulated spectrum is shown as a dashed line.
(from [Plet02])
100mAg decay. In order to purify the 100In TAS(β+) spectra from isobaric contami-
nation, sources abundant in 100Ag, 100mAg and 100Cd were prepared and measured
in separate experiments.
Properly normalized, the corresponding reference spectra were subtracted from
the ones enriched in 100In. A normalization for this procedure was found by de-
manding complete removal of the peaks corresponding to the X and γ rays from
the decay of the isobaric contaminants. The resulting spectrum, shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 4.5, contains only Cd X-rays. Because of the contribution from tails of
the Pd and Ag X-ray peaks under the Cd peak (see upper panel of Fig. 4.5), such
a procedure was applied not only to the X-ray and to the TAS(β+) spectra, but
also to the X-ray gated TAS(EC) spectrum. The TAS(β+) and TAS(EC) spectra
obtained after the subtraction are displayed in Fig. 4.4.
Above an absorbed energy of 7 MeV, contributions of 100Ag, 100mAg and 100Cd to
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Figure 4.5: X-ray spectrum registered by the small Ge detector inside TAS (a). Peaks
assigned to the decays of 100Ag, 100Cd and 100In, i.e. Pd, Ag and Cd X-rays,
respectively, are accordingly labelled. After contaminant subtraction, the Cd-X
rays corresponding to 100In decay are presented in (b). (from [Plet02])
the TAS(β+) were measured to be negligible. This is due to the subtraction proce-
dure on one hand, and on the other hand to the different QEC values for
100In, 100Ag
and 100Cd of 10180(370) keV, 7050(80) keV and 3870(60) keV, respectively [Audi97].
This is also borne out by the analysis of the time characteristics of TAS(β+) events.
Events with absorbed energies higher than 7 MeV yielded a half-life of 6.1(2) s (Ta-
ble 4.2), i.e. comparable to the value of 5.5(3) s obtained from the high-resolution
data, whereas the low-energy part of the spectrum yields a much longer half-life.
The origin of the latter contribution, the energy dependence of which resembles that
of 100Ag, is not fully understood. However, it can be removed from the TAS spectra
obtained for A = 100 by changing the above-mentioned normalization by about
10%, which is considered to be a reasonable variation within the uncertainty of the
normalization procedure.
A similar conclusion with respect to half-lives can be drawn from the TAS(EC)
spectrum. A half-life of 5.5(7) s (Table 4.2) was obtained for events with absorbed
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energies higher than 5 MeV, whereas the low-energy part, including the pronounced
excess of counts in the region below 4 MeV, is characterized by a considerably longer
half-life of 14(4) s. In contrast to the TAS(β+) case, the long-lived excess counts
in the TAS(EC) spectrum can not be removed by a reasonable renormalization of
the isobaric contaminants. Excluding the value of 14 s, the weighted average of
the half-life of 100In obtained in this work is 5.9(2) s (Table 4.2). This result is in
agreement with, but more accurate than, the previous value of 6.1(9) s [Szer95].
The observation of two time components in the TAS(β+)and TAS(EC) data
might be due to a long-lived isomer in 100In or 100Cd. The fraction of the events
which contribute to the longer-lived activity in the TAS(β+) spectrum is about
35 %. Therefore, this component should have been detected in the high-resolution
experiment, provided the β+ intensity of the decay of such an isomer is not highly
fragmented. In contrast to the isomer hypothesis, the time characteristics of the
1004 keV γ-line, determined in the high-resolution measurement, does not yield
any evidence for a long-lived component, even though this transition is supposed
to collect most of the β+ intensity from the decays of the ground state and of the
possible isomer of 100In. As the shape of the long-lived component in the TAS(β+)
spectrum (see Fig. 4.4 (a)) resembles very closely that of the 100Ag spectrum, it
is very likely that, due to a deficiency of the subtraction procedure, the long-lived
component represents a remainder of the 100Ag activity. All in all, we refrain from
interpreting the low-energy structures of the TAS(β+) and TAS(EC) spectra and
restrict the following discussion to their short-lived high-energy parts.
4.1.4 Beta intensity
The 100Cd levels identified in the high-resolution measurement should be observed as
peaks in the net TAS(β+) spectrum shown in Fig. 4.4(a), shifted by the simultane-
ously absorbed 1022 keV annihilation radiation, provided that the respective states
are directly populated by sizeable β+ feedings. However, the rather unstructured
TAS(β+) spectrum exhibits only one such peak that can be reliably distinguished
from statistical fluctuations. It is observed at an absorbed energy of 3120 keV,
and it corresponds to the feeding of the 6+ level, observed in the high-resolution
experiment at 2096 keV (see Fig. 4.3). The value of the TAS β+ feeding of this
level is < 3.0 % while the apparent intensity obtained in the high-resolution part,
given for comparison in Table 4.1, amounts to 33(3) %. This discrepancy shows
that the intensity balance based on the high-resolution decay scheme gives only a
qualitative insight to the β feeding. A second peak corresponding to the 1004 keV
level (see Fig. 4.3) with a feeding of 1.0(4) % could be an artefact caused by the
strong 936+1022 keV peak from 100Cd decay [Ryka89] in the total spectrum (see
Fig. 4.4). For all other 100Cd levels listed in Table 4.1, only upper limits of the β+
feeding were obtained. The total β+ feeding to all these levels is < 12%. It is worth
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noting that a similar conclusion has been drawn from a TAS study of β+/EC decay
of 104In, where despite of a much better counting statistics, the TAS(β+) spectrum
did not show any pronounced peaks in the low-energy region [Karn01].
The procedure of deriving the β intensities (Iβ) from the experimental TAS
spectra was described in detail in Refs. [Hu00, Hu99]. The observed TAS(β+) and
TAS(EC) spectra represent convolutions of the response matrix with the respective
β+ and EC intensity distributions. The decay scheme established from the high-
resolution experiment was used as a basis for constructing the TAS response matrix.
The remaining problem is that the levels established in this way do not comprise all
states involved in the βγ cascades. This is due to the strong fragmentation of the Iβ
distribution and of the subsequent γ de-excitation, as well as to the low efficiency
of the Ge detectors for γ energies higher than 3 MeV. Therefore, we used the statis-
tical level density as obtained from shell-model calculations, which are part of this
work (for details see Sects. 5.2.1 and 6.1). In order to extract the Iβ distribution,
the experimental TAS(β+) and TAS(EC) spectra were fitted by simulated spectra
varying the Iβ distribution. The TAS(β
+) spectrum was fitted for absorbed energies
up to 10 MeV. Since only the high-energy part of the TAS(EC) data can be reli-
ably assigned to the 100In decay, the fit of this spectrum was restricted to absorbed
energies above 5 MeV. The simultaneous fit of the TAS(β+) and TAS(EC) spectra
implies that the QEC value of
100In is adjusted during the least-squares procedure.
Due to the lack of statistics, only a rough estimate of 10.0(5) MeV was obtained
for this quantity. A more precise QEC evaluation is described in Sect. 4.1.5. The
simulated TAS(EC) spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.4(c), too.
The partial strength detected by the TAS in γ rays is determined to be BGT,γ =
3.0(9). The experimental and the calculated Iβ and GT distributions are shown in
Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 and discussed in Sect. 6.1.
4.1.5 Beta-delayed proton emission
The low-energy part of the spectrum registered by the bottom (BOT) Si detector
without using any selection condition contained a sizeable contribution of events
that can not be unambiguously identified as protons (see Fig. 4.6(a)).
In order to clarify this effect, we used the two-dimensional TAS(BOT) spectrum
and inspected it for different thresholds of the Si detector. We used the condition
ETAS ≤ 1.1 MeV to create the purified β+p spectrum shown in Fig. 4.6(b). Fig-
ure 4.6(c) shows the spectrum of β-delayed protons that follow EC decay of 100In
and populate the 99Ag ground state. In order to select these data, anticoincidence
with TAS signals was required. A half-life T1/2=6.8(8) s (Table 4.2) was measured
for β+p events with Ep ≥ 2 MeV.
Figure 4.7 displays the TAS spectrum obtained in coincidence with protons reg-
istered in the BOT Si detector under the condition EBOT ≥ 1.5 MeV. Since the
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Figure 4.6: Experimental BOT Si proton spectrum feeding 99Ag without TAS selection
(a), in coincidence with TAS energies ≤ 1.1 MeV (b), and in anticoincidence with
TAS (c), i.e. EC delayed protons to ground state. (from [Plet02])
annihilation peak dominates the spectrum, it is evident that the main fraction of
the delayed proton intensity goes to the 9/2+ ground state of 99Ag. Apart from the
annihilation peak, which corresponds to the β+p emission to the ground state, there
are two more peaks which can be unambiguously assigned to known levels in 99Ag.
These are the 342 keV, 7/2+ level known from β-decay studies [Kals80], and the 916
keV, 13/2+ level assigned by in-beam work [Piel88]. As far as the ECp feeding is
concerned, this is affected by the uncertainty due to the background of the proton
spectrum. This was analyzed in [Szer95], by using a delayed-proton spectrum mea-
sured with a ∆E-E technique. The background was found to be 10 % of the total
delayed proton intensity in the range of Ep ≥ 1.5 MeV. Table 4.3 lists the partial
intensities of the proton emission to states in 99Ag. The intensity is normalized to
100 βp events. The total branching ratio for β-delayed proton emission following
the 100In decay was found to be 1.6(3) %.
By using the energy distribution IECp of EC-delayed protons, and a total inten-
sity
∑
I+β of β
+p fed to the 99Ag ground state, we estimated the value of QEC − Sp
for the 100In to be 5.25(20) MeV, where Sp is the proton separation energy of
100Cd.
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Figure 4.7: TAS spectra in coincidence with protons registered in the Si bottom detector.
The estimated background from gating on positrons is shown in the shadowed area.
For comparison, the lowest excited states in 99Ag are shown. (from [Plet02])
Table 4.3: Intensities of the β-delayed proton emission to the 99Ag states
99Ag state 9/2+ 7/2+ 13/2+
I
(β+)
βp (%) 60(6) 2.8(5) 6.2(12)
I
(EC)
βp (%) 31(5) ≤ 1 ≤ 2
The QEC − Sp value was defined to fulfill the condition∑
Iβp =
∑
IECfβ/fEC , (4.1)
where fβ and fEC are the statistical Fermi functions for the β
+ and EC transitions,
whose ratio is a function of the β-decay energy. We restricted this evaluation to
proton energies larger than 2.4 MeV in order to avoid uncertainties due to a small
value fEC in the denominator. Using a proton separation energy of 4.83(19) MeV
[Audi97] a QEC value of 10.08(23) MeV was obtained. This result is in agreement
with the range of 9.3 MeV ≤ QEC ≤ 12.5 MeV, found previously [Szer95], and
with a shell-model prediction [John95] of 10.07 MeV (see Sect. 6.1).
By taking the QEC value of 10.08 MeV (see above) the delayed proton branch
results in a partial GT strength BGT,p = 0.86(15). Therefore, the total GT strength
is BGT,p +BGT,γ = 3.9(9). The experimental Iβ and GT distributions are compered
to theoretical ones in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 and discussed in Sect. 6.1.
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4.2 Results for 98Cd
In this section the experimental results from the experiment on the delayed spec-
troscopy of 98Cd are presented. The experimental data analysis (see Chapter 3) is
exclusively author’s work. In Sect. 6.2, these results are compared to shell-model
calculations and discussed.
4.2.1 Gamma-γ and particle-γ coincidences
The four known γ-ray transitions [Go´rs97] were observed in the delayed spectra and
their origin from 98Cd was again confirmed [Blaz04]. However, in the higher energy
part of the particle gated spectra a new line at 4207 keV was observed (see Figs. 3.7,
3.8 and 3.9) [Blaz04]. From the arguments presented in Sect. 3.3 and the performed
exit-channel identification method as described in Appendix A, it was deduced that
the transition occurs in a nucleus produced in an α2n exit channel. Figure 4.8 shows
the particle-gated γ-intensity ratios for the exit-channel analysis of the 4207 keV γ
transition. The α2n exit channel is easily concluded on the basis of the plots, where
the theoretical values (the bars) were calculated (see Appendix A) for the given
neutron- and α-efficiencies (see Sects. 2.4.2 and 2.4.3).
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Figure 4.8: Intensity ratios of the high-energy 4207 keV line in coincidence with different
particles gates. The segments are the theoretical values. From the left plot the
neutron multiplicity and from the right plot the α multiplicity is deduced.
Inspection of the coincidence matrices proves that this high-energy line is in de-
layed coincidence with the other four transitions belonging to 98Cd, as demonstrated
in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Spectrum gated on the 4207 keV line. The inset shows the high-energy part of
the cross coincidence spectrum created by the sum of gates on the 147, 198, 688 and
1395 keV lines with particle condition 0α0p1n, 0α0p2n, 0α0p3n, 1α0p0n, 1α0p1n,
1α0p2n and 1α0p3n and with unrestricted coincidence time window.
4.2.2 Time spectra and half-lives
As introduced in Sect. 3.4, three different methods have been employed to determine
half-life values and limits for the isomers at 6635 keV, 2428 keV and 2281 keV
excitation energy (see Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.13). The background subtraction and
the fitting procedure were optimized analyzing the decay of the Ipi = 8+ isomer in
100Cd (see Sect. 3.4.1), which yielded a half-life value of T1/2 = 61(1) ns in good
agreement with Ref. [Go´rs94].
Figure 4.10 shows the background subtracted time-delay spectrum with reference
to the beam pulse on target for the new 4207 keV γ ray, which precedes the known
Ipi = (8+) isomer. The half-life resulting from a single exponential fit is T1/2 =
230 (+40−30) ns. This value along with the strong feeding intensity (Table 4.4) explains
the long apparent half-life inferred previously in a similar experiment for the Ipi =
(8+) state [Go´rs97].
In view of this fact, the similarity of the lifetimes involved and the experimental
uncertainties it is not promising to apply the same method to the time distribution of
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Figure 4.10: Background subtracted time spectrum of the 4207 keV line with particle
gates on 0α0p1n, 0α0p2n, 0α0p3n, 1α0p0n, 1α0p1n, 1α0p2n and 1α0p3n. The fit
region is 105− 1240 ns with reference to the beam pulse on target.
the 1395 keV γ ray to infer the Ipi = (8+) half-life from a two exponential component
fit. Therefore this lifetime was determined from a γγ(t) time distribution with start
on the feeding 4207 keV line and stop by the 688 keV and/or 1395 keV γ-rays below
the Ipi = (8+) isomer. The time spectrum shown in Fig. 4.11 is virtually background
free, and from a single exponential fit a half-life T1/2 = 170(
+60
−40) ns was determined.
The additional delay in the Ipi = (6+) state (see below) will enlarge the error bars
given above only marginally. Within these error bars the value agrees well with the
result from a previous fragmentation experiment [Grzy98].
It has been stated before that from nuclear structure arguments a half-life for
the Ipi = (6+) state in the 10 − 20 ns range is expected [Go´rs97]. This is too short
for a γγ(t) delay curve analysis, since low-energy γ rays, which are subject to large
time walk, are involved. Therefore the centroid shift method [Andr82] was applied
in this case. In Fig. 4.12 the centroids of the low-energy 147 keV and 198 keV γ-ray
time distributions gated by coincidence with the 1395 keV γ ray are shown. The
time-zero line is determined from the time distribution of the Compton background,
which is known to provide a good reference [Andr82]. As expected from the decay
scheme (Fig. 4.13) the 198 keV line is prompt, while the 147 keV centroid is clearly
shifted. A limit on the half-life, T1/2 < 20 ns, is deduced from this shift at a 2σ
confidence level.
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Figure 4.11: Time delay spectrum γγ(∆t) with start on 4207 keV γ ray and stop on ”OR”
of 688 and 1395 keV γ rays. (Particle gate on 0α0p1n, 0α0p2n, 0α0p3n, 1α0p0n,
1α0p1n, 1α0p2n and 1α0p3n.)
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Figure 4.12: Time-zero line of γ ray in coincidence with the 1395 keV line. The reference
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1α0p2n and 1α0p3n.)
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4.2.3 Level Scheme
Table 4.4 summarizes the γ-ray intensities and the half-lives of the excited levels in
98Cd resulting from this work. Based on the γγ and γ-time coincidence relations
(Sects. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2), the γ-ray intensities and the half-lives (Table 4.4), the
decay scheme shown in Fig. 4.13 is proposed. It consists of one new level, one new
γ-ray transition and three new half-lives in comparison to the previously known
one [Go´rs97]. A discussion on the spin-parity assignment of the excited state at
6635 keV and a comparison to the shell-model calculation results are presented in
Sect. 6.2.1.
Table 4.4: Level energies, spin-parity assignments, half-lives, γ-ray energies and intensities
as deduced from this work.
Ex I
pi
i T1/2 Eγ Iγ I
pi
f
[keV] [ns] [keV] [%]
1395 (2+) - 1394.9(2) 100(15) 0+
2083 (4+) - 687.8(3) 105(15) (2+)
2281 (6+) <20 198.2(2) 80(15) (4+)
2428 (8+) 170(+60−40) 147.1(2) 70(15) (6
+)
6635 (12+) 230(+40−30) 4207(2) 50(35) (8
+)
0 0
(2 ) 1395
(4 ) 2083
(6 ) 2281
(8 ) 2428
(12 ) 6635
4207
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T1/2 = 230 (+ 40_ 30) ns
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Figure 4.13: Experimental level scheme of 98Cd (this work). The scale is broken between
3 and 6 MeV.
Chapter 5
Shell-Model Calculations
The term “nuclear shell model” has various meanings depending on the context. In
the simplest and extreme sense it means the set of single-particle states obtained
from a mean field potential as shown in Figs. 1.1, 1.4 and 1.5. In a broader and more
general sense it means the multitude of states which can be made by coupling many
particle and/or hole single-particle states and accounting for configuration mixing.
When referring to shell-model (SM) calculation I use the second meaning, except
where explicitly stated else.
As introduced in Sect. 1.1, the nuclear shell model is quite a powerful tool to
study and explain the nuclear structure in the regions near closed shell or doubly
closed shell nuclei. In the case of the 100Sn region this is certainly true and therefore
one is naturally driven to use the shell model in theoretical studies of this region.
Certainly most of the nuclear properties will be determined by the order of single
particle levels and their occupation. With the exception of the lightest nuclei A ≤ 12
where ”no-core shell model” calculations are possible [Navr98, Barr02], for all the
other nuclei one has to choose a model space (see Sect. 1.1) and an effective inter-
action. The effective interaction is acting between the valence orbitals to account
effectively for interactions with the non-valence orbitals in the core and the external
space beyond the valence space. In the experimental data on ground state and ex-
cited states properties the influence from all the other orbitals is naturally present,
so when the interaction is derived empirically by fitting to experimental data it is
automatically effective. On the other hand the realistic interactions of the G-matrix
approach are derived for a specific model space and are calculated to account for
the effect of the orbitals outside the model space. So the they are also effective.
When using effective interactions one has to pay attention that the operators have
to be understood as effective operators. Usually their effective strength is adjusted
by replacing the free nucleon coupling constants, i.e. for E2 transitions there is an
effective proton/neutron charge epi/eν where the difference from the free nucleon val-
ues epi = 1 e and eν = 0 e is denoted by δepi,ν and called proton/neutron polarization
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charge; for M1 transitions – effective g-factors; and for GT transition – effective
gA/gV values. Their values are obtained by an overall fit to the experimental values
for a given model space.
The drawback of the effective interactions is that they are valid only for the
model space they were derived for. This means that for every model space one has
to derive and adjust another interaction. So the larger the model space is, the larger
the applicability and the more universal the effective interaction is. On the other
hand, the pursuit for larger model space including more orbitals is hindered by the
increasing dimension of the matrices that have to be diagonalized in order to solve
the many-body problem and find the energies and the wave functions of the nuclear
excited states. Therefore one has to find a balance between a larger model space
that would better describe more properties of interest and on the other hand a small
enough model space that would make the calculations possible. If the calculations
done in the full basis of a large model space are impossible due to computer lim-
itations there are other ways to proceed. One way of solving this is to truncate
the valence space by some restriction: (i) on the number of active orbitals (vertical
truncation), (ii) the occupation of the valence orbitals (horizontal truncation) or (iii)
to restrict according to the importance of the configurations [Sina92, Otsu02]. All
these, of course, need very good understanding of the interactions and the nuclear
structure in the specific region, since the results of some truncations may seriously
deviate from the physical sense.
The task of the theory is to find the model spaces that contain the relevant
degrees of freedom for a given problem as demanded by the effective interaction.
The “safe” valence spaces are those that comprise orbitals between shell closures.
There are several typical and well established ones. Here are their notations and
characteristics (NHO is the major-shell harmonic oscillator quantum number):
• p−shell(NHO = 1), [0p3/2, 0p1/2] — the calculations in this space can describe
nuclei with 2 < N,Z < 8 and use the α-particle as inert core. Since both
orbitals have negative parity, only positive(negative) states in even(odd) nuclei
can be described;
• sd − shell(NHO = 2), [0d5/2, 1s1/2, 0d3/2] — the three orbitals have positive
parity and therefore only positive parity states can by calculated for nuclei in
the range 8 < N,Z < 20 and have 16O core;
• pf − shell(NHO = 3), [0f7/2, 1p3/2, 0f5/2, 1p1/2] — this space has 40Ca core
and naturally would cover nuclei with 20 < N,Z < 40, but the strong spin
orbit splitting brings the NHO = 4 0g9/2 orbital down and for shell model
calculations beyond N,Z = 32 this intruder orbital has to be included in the
model space.
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At the same time these valence spaces are not appropriate to study the exci-
tations of the above mentioned doubly-magic nuclei used as inert cores. For ex-
citations of the particles in a closed shell, one has to include in the model space
orbitals below and above that shell closure. This is the case for the core-excited
states in 56Ni, which core-excited spectrum is described well in the pf -shell model
space, since it contains the 0f7/2 orbital below the N = Z = 28 closed shell and the
1p3/2, 0f5/2, 1p1/2 orbitals above the closed shell.
For heavier nuclei more and more orbitals come into play. So the stress is put on
specific regions for which the model spaces and the interactions are optimized. The
nuclear structure in the region of 100Sn is the subject of this thesis and therefore
a special attention will be given to the model spaces used to describe the nuclear
structure in that region. The details are given in the next sections, where shell model
studies of two physics cases are presented. The first case is the Gamow-Teller decay
100In→ 100Cd studied by large-scale shell-model calculations (LSSM)(see Sect. 5.2.1)
which is part of this thesis, and the second case is a 98Cd core-excitation and transi-
tion strength study, which is a contribution to the experimental results for 98Cd (see
Sect. 4.2) by my collaborators from Darmstadt (ESM)(see Sect. 5.1) and Strasbourg
(LSSM)(see Sect. 5.2.2).
It is widely accepted to do SM calculations with specialized computer codes as
RITSCHIL [Zwar85], OXBASH [Brow88b], ANTOINE [Caur89, Caur99a, Caur02],
MSHELL [Mizu00], VECSSE [SchA00] and NATHAN [Caur97, Caur99b, Caur02].
More details about the SM codes OXBASH, ANTOINE and NATHAN are given in
Sect. 5.2. When the number of basis states becomes very large and especially when
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix is performed in the full basis, one speaks
about large scale(basis) shell model (LSSM/LBSM) calculations. Typically, LSSM
calculations are performed with realistic effective interactions.
The next sections use some numbers, the definitions of which are reminded again.
As already introduced in Sect. 1.1, l is the orbital angular momentum, s – the
intrinsic spin, and j = l+s – the total angular momentum quantum numbers, which
for a single independent particle in mean-field coincide with the respective quantum
numbers of the occupied orbit (sub-shell). The quantum number noted with capital
letters are used for sum quantum numbers in a given multiparticle configuration,
where S is the sum of the intrinsic spin quantum numbers, and T (different from
the kinetic energy term) is the sum of the individual isospin quantum numbers, e.g.
the total spin (S) and isospin (T ) of the configuration. The quantum number J ,
similar to I, is the total angular momentum of the configuration. It should be noted
that there is a general inconsistency with respect to J and I usage for the total spin.
Within the shell model, J is mainly used for general purposes, configurations and
intermediate coupling, while in connection with experiment and parity I is used for
the total spin of a state.
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5.1 The empirical shell model (ESM)
The empirical shell model carries its name because it uses empirical single-particle
energies and two-body interaction matrix elements, which as mentioned in Sect. 1.1
are derived from experimental data. It is generally used in a minimum model space,
i.e. single j-shell, low-j sub-shells or few-particle configurations. Usually there is no
configuration mixing, though there are good examples of ESM in piν(0p) [Cohe67],
piν(1s, 0d) [Brow88a], piν(0f7/2) [Kuts78], piν(1p1/2, 0g9/2) [Gros76, Blom85] and
piν(1p, 0f) [Richt91, Honm04] model spaces where a free fit of the shell model pa-
rameters including the non-diagonal TBME, i.e. the mixing ones, is possible. The
latter ESM parameterizations of piν(1p, 0f) comprising of 195 TBME and 8 SPE
represent the current limit of this method.
ESM has successfully been used to interpret experimental data close to doubly-
closed shells and even to extrapolate nuclear structure features between adjacent
major shells and make configuration assignments in exotic nuclei.
5.1.1 Single particle energies (SPE) and interaction
The single particle energies in this region relative to the 100Sn core have been taken
from [Graw01a] and can be read in Fig. 1.4. Thus, the neutron shell gap determined
by the SPE is 6.78 MeV. The SPE were extrapolated by a SM analysis in a large
enough model space using realistic interactions. The method of extrapolation is
described in Refs. [Graw95, Graw01b].
The empirical interaction, used here, is based on the first experimental spectrum
of 98Cd by Go´rska et. al. [Go´rs97]. This nucleus has a filled N = 50 shell and
for excited states two holes in the g9/2 orbital in the Z = 50 proton shell. On the
basis of good systematics of the N = 50 isotones it is assumed that the experi-
mentally observed states are (2+), (4+), (6+) and (8+) [Go´rs97], and represent the
pure two proton-hole spectrum with the 8+ being the maximum spin of this pig−29/2
configuration. In the ESM approach the experimental level energies have been used
to extract the pig−29/2 TBME and therefore ESM calculations reproduce exactly the
experimental spectrum. The 0+ g.s. has a mixture of the g−29/2 and p
−2
1/2 configura-
tions. To extract the additional p1/2 single particle energy and the 〈p21/2|V |p21/2〉0+
and 〈g29/2|V |p21/2〉0+ diagonal and non-diagonal TBME, information from 97Ag, 96Pd
and 95Rh was used, to fit the 98Cd spectrum. This complication has no bearing on
the calculation of core-excited states (see below) as the 0+ state does not enter in
this case. As discussed in Ref. [Go´rs97] and Sect. 6.2, the comparison of the experi-
mentally deduced B(E2) for the (8+) isomer with the theory suggested the existence
of another isomeric state lying above the 8+. This state was one of the explanations
for the measured (8+) half-life. After having reached the maximum spin of the pig−29/2
configuration, the mechanisms of constructing a higher-lying state is to break a neu-
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tron pair from below the N = 50 shell and promote one neutron above the shell
gap into the next major shell. This mechanism is called core excitation, since one
excites the closed N = 50 core. To be able to calculate such excitations with the
ESM one had to extend its model space with neutron orbitals below and above the
shell gap and extract the residual interaction. So the initial ESM parametrization
was “upgraded” [Graw02] and now it includes the pure configurations pig−29/2 and
pig−29/2νg
−1
9/2d5/2 for the proton valence space and the neutron core-excited states, re-
spectively. The pig−19/2νg
−1
9/2, pig
−1
9/2νd5/2 and νg
−1
9/2d5/2 interaction energies were taken
from 90,92Nb and 90Zr [ENDSF] using the Pandya transformation to convert pp into
ph TBME [deSh63, Cast00, Graw04]. The configuration mixing was neglected. The
calculation was done by using the m-scheme code OXBASH (see Sect. 5.2). The
results from this calculation are shown on Fig. 6.4 and discussed in Sect. 6.2.
5.1.2 Evolution of single particle energies
The shell structure is not fixed for the total Segre´ chart, but changes with mass A,
neutron excess (N −Z)/A and shell occupation. The mass dependence as discussed
in textbooks [Bohr98, Cast00] is due to the radial extension of the wave function and
characterized in relative increase in binding for high-l orbitals. On the other hand,
the neutron excess increase causes a relative upward shift of the high-l orbitals, due
to the softening of the Woods-Saxon shape of the neutron potential. This is accom-
panied by a reduced spin-orbit splitting [Doba94]. These changes depend smoothly
and weakly on the parameters A and N/Z, thus requiring extreme variations of
their values to noticeably affect the shell structure. A more drastic mechanism to
change the shell structure is the monopole shift of selected orbitals. Dufour and
Zuker showed [Dufo96] that any effective interaction can be split into two parts:
Heff = Hmonopole +HMultipole (5.1)
The Hmonopole contains all the terms that are affected by a spherical Hartree-Fock
variation, and are responsible for the global saturation properties and of the evo-
lution of the spherical single particle field. Generally, for all realistic G-matrix
interactions the HMultipole is nearly correct, while Hmonopole is wrong. Hence, the
monopole part of the G-matrices has to be empirically corrected to reproduce the
structure of the closed shell (CS) nuclei and CS±1 nuclei.
Experimentally large monopole shifts are observed in N = 29 and N = 51
isotones and Z = 29 (Cu) and Z = 51 (Sb) isotopes for the proton-neutron and the
spin-flip pairs of orbitals (νf5/2 ↔ pif7/2), (pif5/2 ↔ νg9/2), (νg7/2 ↔ pig9/2), and
(pig7/2 ↔ νh11/2), respectively [Graw03, Graw04]. The origin for these exceptional
shifts can be found in the tensor (σ × ~r) · (σ × ~r)(τ · τ) part of the in-medium NN
interaction [Otsu01, Graw04], which generates strong binding between piν spin-orbit
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partners (∆l = 0, S = 0) and (∆j = 2, ∆l = 1, S = 0) piν pairs of nucleons. Thus,
the strongest monopole shift effect can be observed for S = 0(↑↓), piν (T = 0) pairs,
plus the criterion of equal radial quantum numbers n, which assures good radial
overlap and hence best conditions for the short-range NN interaction. Figure 5.1
shows this monopole shift for the case of (νg7/2 ↔ pig9/2).
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Figure 5.1: The monopole shift in the single-particle states of the N = 51 isotones.
The filling of the pig9/2 orbital influences strongest νg7/2 (see text for details). The
experimental energies are marked with symbols, where the open ones indicate not
firmly assigned states. The lines are results of shell-model calculations.
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5.2 Large-scale shell model (LSSM)
For a given valence space the choice of the basis is only a matter of convenience, but
in practical SM calculations there are mainly two possibilities:
• the m-scheme,
• the coupled scheme.
In m-scheme the states of the basis are Slater Determinants (SD) of A particles
distributed in k individual orbitals |nljmτ〉, each having its own space coordinates
r(k). Then the many-body wave-function is constructed as:
Φa1,a2,....,aA(1, ...., A) = det{φak(r(k))} , (5.2)
which expressed in terms of second quantization looks like:
|Φa1,a2,....,aA(1, ...., A)〉 =
∏
k
a+ak |0〉 . (5.3)
The advantage of this representation is the simplicity of the calculation of the many-
particle matrix elements of Heff , because they reduce to the TBME of Heff in m-
scheme with a phase. That means that independently on the size of the matrix, the
number of the non-zero matrix elements is relatively limited and the physical states
come out of the diagonalization of 〈Φak |Heff |Φa′k〉.
Another important advantage is that based on these ideas, the Glasgow group
has introduced a very simple computer implementation of the m-scheme [Whit77].
In it, each SD is represented by an integer machine word and each bit of the machine
word is associated to a given individual state |nljmτ〉. Each bit has a value 1 or 0
depending on whether the state is occupied or empty. The action of the Hamiltonian
on such object is very simple, because the creation and annihilation operators are
transformed into elementary bit operations. Then, a two-body operator a+i a
+
j akal
will search for the word having the bits i, j, k, l in the configuration 0011 and change
it to 1100. This generates new words which have to be located on the list of all the
words by the bi-section method.
However the drawback of this scheme is that the symmetries of the Hamiltonian
are not explicit in this basis and the size of the matrices is therefore maximal:
∼ (dpi
p
) ·(dν
n
)
, where dpi/dν is the degeneracy of the proton/neutron valence space and
the p/n is the number of the active protons/neutrons in the corresponding space.
The programs OXBASH and ANTOINE, mentioned in this thesis, use the m-scheme
approach, and their limitation, as shown, is obviously the computer capabilities to
store and handle large amounts of binary data. The ANTOINE program, however,
has a superior performance due to optimization of the code with respect to some of
the advances in computers, like using large virtual memory, etc.
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The J or JT coupled basis, splits the full m-scheme matrix into boxes, whose
dimensions are smaller, where J and T are the total spin and total isospin of the
configuration, correspondingly. This is especially efficient for J = 0 states. The
states of n particles in a given j orbital are defined as |γi〉 = |(ji)niviJixi〉, where vi is
called seniority and stands for the number of unpaired nucleons in the configuration.
Then the k-shell states are obtained by successive angular momentum couplings of
the one-shell basic states [Caur99a]:
[[
[|γ1〉|γ2〉]Γ2 |γ3〉
]Γ3
...|γk〉
]Γk
. Compared to
the simplicity of the m-scheme, the calculation of the non-zero many-body matrix
elements is much more complicated and involves products of coefficients of fractional
parentage and 9j-symbols. In the case of J coupling, a strong simplification in the
calculation of those matrix elements can be achieved using the quasi-spin formalism
[Laws98], which reduces a huge factor of the computing time [Nowa96]. One of the
most advanced examples of a coupled scheme code is NATHAN developed by the
Strasbourg group.
5.2.1 Calculation of 100In GT β-decay
Figures 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 in Sect. 1.3 show the orbitals responsible for the nuclear
structure in this region and their ordering with respect to theN = Z = 50 100Sn core.
The natural model space “south-east” of 100Sn (i.e. N ≥ 50 and Z ≤ 50) consists
for neutrons of the 1d5/2, 0g7/2, 2s1/2, 1d3/2 (NHO = 4) orbitals complemented by the
NHO = 5 intruder orbital 0h11/2, while for protons the pf -shell NHO = 3 orbitals
are complemented by the 0g9/2 (NHO = 4) orbital. Another issue to consider is
if one can find the effective interaction for the chosen model space. In the case
of the 100In Gamow-Teller β-decay one certainly needs to include the pi0g9/2 and
the ν0g7/2 orbitals into the model space. Additionally the neutron ν1d5/2, which is
nearly degenerate with the ν0g7/2 orbital, and the proton pi1p1/2, which is very close
to the pi0g9/2 orbital was required. The inclusion of the 0h11/2 orbital is important
for the high-spin configurations, while ν2s1/2, 1d3/2 have their weight in low-spin
configurations.
It was possible to acquire a realistic effective interaction [HJenPC] from the Oslo
group. The interaction is derived from a bare nucleon-nucleon potential as described
in Ref. [HJen95]. It is derived for the mass region of 100Sn and therefore used in
calculations of the closest neighbours without further mass scaling. The model space
of the interaction is pi0g9/2, 1p1/2 and ν0g7/2, 1d5/2, 1d3/2, 2s1/2, 0h11/2. The TBME
are in pp formalism, which means that the calculations are performed relative to
the 88Sr core. Therefore besides the TBME one needs the single particle energies
relative to 88Sr.
As introduced in Sect. 5.1.2, for this realistic interaction one cannot rely on
the SPE resulting in its derivation, but a monopole correction is necessary. As
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a reference I have taken in the calculations the empirical SPE shown in Fig. 1.4
relative to 100Sn [Graw01a], which are: pi0g9/2 = −2.92MeV , pi1p1/2 = −3.53MeV ;
and ν0g7/2 = −11.07MeV , ν1d5/2 = −11.15MeV , ν1d3/2 = −9.50MeV , ν2s1/2 =
−9.60MeV , and ν0h11/2 = −8.60MeV . Then I have adjusted the SPE relative to
88Sr so that the single-particle(-hole) spectrum at the CS±1 neighbours of 100Sn is
reproduced. This procedure fixes the distances between (relative energies of) single
particle orbits for the proton and neutron valence spaces. The absolute values were
fixed by adjusting the calculated binding energies (B.E.) of the ground states (g.s.)
of 100Sn, 101Sn and 99In, so that the B.E. of 99In g.s. minus the B.E. of 100Sn g.s. is
equal to the SPE of pi0g9/2. Similarly, the absolute value for ν1d5/2 SPE was adjusted
from the B.E. difference of 100Sn and its one neutron-particle neighbour 101Sn. The
SPE, relative to the 88Sr core as well as all TBME, used in the calculations, are
listed in Appendix B.
The calculations were done by the OXBASH shell-model package. The calcu-
lations usually start with the program SHELL, which generates a batch command
file with all the relevant information needed to complete the calculation. It reads
the definition of the single-particle states from data file with extension ‘.SPS’, and
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Figure 5.3: The shell model GT-decay strength of the 421 individual transitions from
parent 6+ ground state in 100In to all calculated 5+, 6+ and 7+ states in 100Cd.
The sum given in the figure excludes daughter excited stated which lie beyond an
excitation energy corresponding to the experimental QEC = 10.08 (see text).
reads the SPE and TBME (see Appendix B), in JT -scheme, from a file with exten-
sion ’.INT’. Both isospin and proton/neutron formalisms are possible, but for very
large calculations the proton/neutron formalism is the preferred one. Traditionally
one calculates the wave functions of the many-body states, finds their energy and
builds the predicted level scheme. Additionally one could use the calculated wave
functions to calculate one- or two-body transition densities. These could be used
further to calculate moments B(EL), B(ML) and B(GT ) with the help of the pro-
gram TRANS, also part of the OXBASH package. For detailed user reference on
the OXBASH package read Ref. [Brow88b].
The GT decay of the parent state (6+ or 7+) in 100In has the selection rules
∆I = ±1, 0 and therefore populates: (i) 6+ → 5+, 6+, 7+ or (ii) 7+ → 6+, 7+, 8+
states in the daughter nucleus 100Cd. The g.s. of 100In in the case when the standard
empirical SPE energies, as discussed above, are used is 6+. It is the lowest state
from the multiplet pig−19/2νd
1
5/2. The lowest 7
+ state in 100In belongs to the multiplet
pig−19/2νg
1
7/2 and is a few hundreds of keV higher in energy. Both multiplets are shown
in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: The shell model GT-decay strength of the 398 individual transitions from
parent 7+ ground state in 100In to all calculated 6+, 7+ and 8+ states in 100Cd.
The sum given in the figure excludes daughter excited stated which lie beyond an
excitation energy corresponding to the experimental QEC = 10.08 (see text).
Besides the wave functions of the parent states, I have calculated the spectrum
of 100Cd with explicit diagonalization of all states (within this model space) with
spins 5+, 6+, 7+ and 8+ in order to have their wave functions. The total number
of 5+, 6+, 7+ states is 421, while for 6+, 7+, 8+ that number is 398 states. All the
calculations were done in the full basis of the model space, i.e. without any trunca-
tions. Following the OXBASH procedure I have calculated the transitions densities
for the transitions 6+ → 5+, 6+, 7+ and 7+ → 6+, 7+, 8+. Finally I have extracted
the reduced Gamow-Teller strength distributions, which are shown for both cases
on Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. The total B(GT ) strength, noted on Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, is a sum
of the individual transition strengths where the calculated daughter states lie below
the experimental QEC value of 10.08 MeV [Plet02] (see Sect. 4.1). Then to compare
with the experimentally extracted β-intensity and GT-strength distributions (see
Sect. 6.1.3), the discrete theoretical GT-strength distributions (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4)
were folded with Gaussian functions which parameters depend on the experimental
response of the Total Absorption Spectrometer. This procedure was done by my col-
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league Dr. Leonid Batist who analyzed completely the TAS data (see Sect. 4.1). The
resulting spectra folded by the detector response function are plotted on Figs. 6.2
and 6.3 together with the experimental data. They are compared and discussed in
Sect. 6.1.
In addition, the multiple calculated 5+, 6+, 7+ and 8+ excited states in 100Cd
were used for constructing the “statistical” level density, of the states fed in the GT
decay, in the TAS unfolding procedure 4.1.3. Finally, the lowest calculated yrast
and yrare states in 100Cd, shown in Fig. 6.1, were used to interpret the resolved γ
de-excitations following the β decay and spin-parity assignment of some new 100Cd
levels (see Sect. 6.1).
5.2.2 Calculation of the 98Cd spectrum
With the availability of large-scale shell model codes such as ANTOINE and NATHAN
it has become possible to perform untruncated calculations with monopole corrected
interactions in the pf -shell up to 60Zn [Mazz01, CaurPC], which makes an extension
to 100Sn including np− nh excitations a new challenge. This was possible and was
contributed by our collaborators, Frederic Nowacki and Etienne Caurier, from the
Strasbourg-Madrid shell model group.
For calculation of 100Sn core excitations we have chosen the (gds)(NHO = 4)
model space comprising the [0g9/2, 1d5/2, 0g7/2, 2s1/2, 1d3/2] orbitals above a hypo-
thetical 80Zr core and have used a realistic G-matrix based interaction as described
in [HJen95]. At this number of orbitals and valence particles/holes the computer
limitations are already strong and only in certain cases calculations in full basis
are possible. In all other cases an appropriate truncation is applied. As 80Zr in its
ground state is not spherical, single-particle energies were estimated from the global
predictions as discussed in Ref. [Dufl99]. Monopole corrections were applied to re-
produce the extrapolated single-particle/hole energies of 100Sn [Graw01a] including a
shell gap of 6.50 MeV. The higher multipoles were scaled by a factor of 1.15 yielding
a consistent description of the core-excited isomers in the region [Plet04]. Effective
E2 and E4 polarization charges of 0.5 e were used to calculate transition rates. The
convergence of the shell model with the number of ph excitations t (t is referred to
as the truncation level) included in the calculations is shown in Fig. 6.5. This figure
compares the theoretical with the experimental results and therefore is shown in the
discussion part (see Sect. 6.2). Running ahead I point out that at a truncation level
of t = 4 a near-convergence has been reached for all observables and therefore time
consuming calculations with t > 4 were not performed. The results from this SM
calculation are further on referred to as GDS. The calculated levels are compared
to the experimental ones in Fig. 6.4 and discussed in Sect. 6.2.
Chapter 6
Discussion
Beta decay and in-beam investigations following fusion-evaporation reactions pro-
vide the adequate tools for exploring the structure of nuclei near the double shell
closure at N = Z = 50. The main topics of interest which characterize this mass
region are single-particle energies and shell gaps as determined by the nuclear mean
field, residual interaction – specifically in the proton-neutron channel – and the
Gamow-Teller strength of the pig9/2 → νg7/2 transition.
6.1 The nucleus 100In
100In, representing the piν particle-hole (ph) configuration with respect to the dou-
bly magic nucleus 100Sn, is the closest-lying neighbor to this core nucleus which is
accessible to detailed βγγ spectroscopy while still having a simple ph shell-model
structure. The ph multiplets [pig−19/2νd5/2]2−7 and [pig
−1
9/2νg7/2]1−8 provide the leading
configurations which determine the ground-state spin of 100In. Values of 6+ and 7+,
respectively, are expected to become the lowest-lying members of these multiplets
(see Fig. 5.2). It is decisive for the verification of the piν residual interaction to
experimentally determine the spin of the ground state of 100In.
The following sections discuss in the light of the LSSM calculations (Sect. 5.2.1):
(i) the experimental level scheme of the daughter nucleus 100Cd; (ii) the experi-
mental Iβ and GT distributions; and address (iii) the spin-parity and configuration
assignments to the 100In ground state.
6.1.1 100Cd low-lying states
Figure 6.1 shows the experimental low-lying states of 100Cd and the lowest positive
parity states of spins 2+ − 8+ from the LSSM calculation. The first excited state
Ipi=2+ is very close to the experimental value. It has a mixed configuration, where
the valence neutrons occupy mainly the 1d5/2 orbital (47 %), while about 20 %
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of experimental 100Cd level energies with shell-model predictions.
In the first column the experimental energy levels are presented. The other columns
comprise yrast and yrare groups of theoretical states ordered according to their spin
and energy.
amplitude comes from the 0g7/2 orbital. For all the shell-model states presented in
Fig. 6.1, the proton contribution to the wave function is largely dominated by two
holes in g9/2 and two particles in the p1/2 orbitals, and the other configurations with
different occupancies playing no significant role. The 4+1 state, correctly predicted
in energy, has the same dominant structure as the 2+ state. The same is true for
the 6+1 state as well. The 4
+
2 wave function is more fragmented since the dominant
configuration is identical with that of 4+1 , but significant contributions originate from
neutrons either in d15/2d
1
3/2 or in g
1
7/2d
1
5/2 orbitals, respectively. This is the lowest state
where the pair of valence neutrons is broken and the seniority is different from zero;
the next state of this character is 6+2 . The different wave functions of the 4
+
1 and 4
+
2
states result in a lower mixing between them and leads to their closeness in spacing,
which is in agreement with the experiment. A more dramatic effect is observed for
the first two 6+ states, since their wave functions have no major overlap, and thus the
energetic spacing is calculated to be 78 keV only. In the experiment, this spacing
is much larger, which may point out that the real wave functions have a slightly
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different structure than predicted. The calculated 8+1 state, predominantly of pig
−2
9/2
character, lies somewhat lower than in experiment. The configuration assignments
agree also with previous shell-model calculations for 100Cd [Albe92], performed in
the same model space but using a set of two-body matrix elements derived from the
Sussex and Yale codes [Skou77].
The newly assigned experimental level at 3164 keV, with a tentative spin and
parity assignment of 6+, is very close to the calculated 6+3 state. The wave-function
is dominated by a 62 % ν[g07/2d
2
5/2] configuration. This is well supported by the ex-
perimentally observed decay mode of this level, which feeds the 6+1 and 4
+
1 levels, see
Fig. 4.3. The spin and parity assignment for the newly identified 100Cd state at 3200
keV was inferred from a comparison with the shell-model calculations. The struc-
ture of the 8+2 state is interpreted as having one neutron pair broken and distributed
in the g7/2d5/2 orbitals.
All in all, the LSSM calculations (see Sect. 5.2.1) employing a realistic interaction
performed as part of this thesis work, give a good description of the low-lying levels
of 100Cd.
6.1.2 Beta feeding Iβ and GT distribution
Figure 6.2 (a) shows the experimental Iβ distribution. The main part of the Iβ
distribution is characterized by a resonance occurring at excitation energies above 4
MeV, peaking at 6.4 MeV and having a FWHM value of 1 MeV. As the statistical
uncertainties of the TAS data are very large for excitation-energies below 5.5 MeV,
the corresponding Iβ are not reliable. The theoretical results are displayed in panels
(b) and (c) of Fig. 6.2. Under the assumption that the ground-state spin of 100In is
6+ (b), the theoretical Iβ distribution shows almost no direct feeding (less than 1%)
for the 6+ 2096 keV level, which is close to the experimental finding, as observed in
Fig. 4.4 (b). The centroid position of the resonance is reproduced in the calculations,
but not its width. In the calculation assuming that the ground-state spin is 7+ (panel
(c)), a considerable feeding of the 8+ level is predicted, which is in contradiction with
the experimental TAS value (see Table 4.3). The tail of the resonance towards lower
energies resembles the experimental one.
The experimental GT distribution as calculated from the Iβ distribution by stan-
dard procedures [Hu99], making use of the QEC value of 10.08(23) MeV adopted in
Sect. 4.1.5, and using the 100In half-life of 5.9(2) s (see Table 4.2 and Sect. 4.1.3), is
shown in Fig. 6.3(a). The centroid of the GT resonance is located at an excitation
energy of 6.4 MeV and has a width of approximately 1 MeV. The partial strength
detected by the TAS in γ rays is determined to be BGT,g = 3.0(9) [Plet02]. The BGT
is given in units of g2A/4pi. The uncertainty includes that of the Iβ distribution of
0.60, and that of the QEC value originating from the proton separation value (Sp)
of 0.70. Since the latter has the dominating contribution it ought to be measured
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Figure 6.2: Experimental (a) β-intensity distribution, and theoretical predictions from
the shell-model, under hypotheses of a 6+ (b) and 7+ (c) assignment for the ground
state of 100In. The experimental uncertainties are indicated as a shadowed area in
panel (a). The calculations have been folded with a Gaussian function having a
width equal to the experimental TAS resolution. (from [Plet02])
with higher precision. Similarly, the delayed proton branch results in a partial GT
strength of BGT,p=0.86(15) [Plet02]. The BGT,p uncertainty originates from the βp
counting statistics and the half-life determination, and contains a minor contribution
from the QEC − Sp value. Thus, the experimentally determined total GT strength
is BGT,γ +BGT,p = 3.9(9) [Plet02].
Total GT strengths of 15.9 and 14.4 are calculated for spins of 6+ and 7+, re-
spectively. In the approach of Ref. [Karn01] total GT strengths of 15.9 and 15.8
were calculated for spins of 6+ and 7+, respectively, whereas 3.9(9) was determined
experimentally [Plet02](see also Sect. 6.1.2). This translates into hindrance factor
values of h = 4.1(9) for 6+ and of 3.7(9) for 7+. These values should be compared to
the experimental values of 3.8(7) for 98Cd [Brow94] and to that of 4.3(6) measured
for 97Ag [Hu99]. The theoretical hindrance factor of 100Sn is 3.0 [Hu99]. Thus,
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culated in LSSM calculations for parent spin assumption 6+ (b) and 7+ (c). The
experimental uncertainties are indicated as a shadowed area in panel (a). Above
6.3 MeV energy proton contributions can be seen in panel (a).(from [Plet02])
within the large experimental uncertainties, the 100In β decay exhausts the strength
of the GT resonance predicted for 100Sn.
In the light of the shell-model results the reasons for the smooth TAS spectrum,
the weak feeding of low-lying states and the large β feeding of the GT resonance are
threefold.
(i) The low-lying 100Cd states of 2qp character νd5/2g7/2 and νg
2
7/2, can be fed by
the unpaired pig9/2 only, whereas the remaining (pig9/2)
8
0+ decay to the GT resonance
of 4qp states at high excitation energy. As far as β intensities are concerned, the
high suppression of the reduced transition rates is largely compensated by the decay-
energy selectivity of the fb+ phase-space factor.
(ii) The wave functions of the Ipi = 6+ to 8+ 100Cd daughter states as discussed
in Sect. 6.1.1 have little overlap with those of the 4qp states. As the two possible
parent configurations (pig−19/2νd5/2)6+ and (pig
−1
9/2νg7/2)7+ are rather pure the I
pi = 6+
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to 8+ 100Cd levels cannot be strongly fed in GT decay.
(iii) The dominating 4qp GT-resonance configurations (pig9/2)
8
Ipi
(νd5/2g7/2)Iν and
(pig9/2)
8
Ipi
(νg7/2)
2
Iν
under the assumption of Ipi = 6+ or 7+, respectively, for the ground
state of 100In, are connected to the 2qp states by strong M1 transitions. This can
be concluded from the largely different magnetic moments of the 2qp and 4qp states
[Albe92].
6.1.3 Spin-parity of the 100In ground state
Besides the direct result from the LSSM calculation of the 100In spectrum (this work)
predicting that the 6+ is lowest in energy, there are several other ways of inspecting
the data that could help to infer the spin and parity of the 100In ground state.
Firstly, the relative β-delayed proton emission feeding levels of different spins is
a quantity sensitive to the spin of the decaying nucleus. Hence an analysis of experi-
mentally measured feeding may provide information about the ground state spin and
parity of 100In. On the basis of the statistical approach discussed in Ref. [Horn72],
we calculated the relative intensities of the EC-delayed proton emission to 99Ag
states, assuming spin and parity values of 6+ or 7+ for the 100In ground-state. Table
6.1 presents the experimental and the calculated proton intensities.
Secondly, one may compare the experimental β-intensity and GT distribution
with the theoretical calculations as already started in Sect. 6.1.2. The experimental
GT distribution Fig. 6.3 (a) is compared to shell-model predictions in Figs. 6.3 (b,c).
The calculated distributions are normalized to a total strength calculated with a free-
nucleon GT operator. The position and width of the experimental resonance are
reproduced very well in the case of the calculation assuming 6+ for 100In g.s. The
small upward shift in position can be attributed to the neglect of excitations of the
100Sn core. It has been pointed out earlier [Hu99] that a small renormalization of
the proton-neutron interaction strength can account for this shift.
Table 6.1: Comparison of calculated and experimental ECp intensities for the lowest-lying
9/2+ 7/2+ and 13/2+ 99Ag states.
100In 99Ag states
ground state 9/2+ 7/2+ 13/2+
5+ 720 120 22
6+ 610 51 50
7+ 320 28 70
8+ 180 4.4 76
EXP 570(60) 27(5) 62(12)
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Finally we should admit, that the presented experimental data do not permit
us to draw any firm conclusion with respect to the ground-state spin of 100In. The
LSSM calculations described in Sect. 5.2.1 were used to make predictions concerning
the pig−19/2νd
1
5/2 and pig
−1
9/2νg
1
7/2 multiplet energies in
100In, as displayed in Fig. 5.2.
It is observed that the calculation favors a ground-state spin of 6. The 7+ state,
originating from the pig−19/2νg
1
7/2 multiplet, is located at an excitation energy of 250
keV. Both states have rather pure wave functions with 94% and 70% in the leading
configurations for Ipi = 6+ and 7+, respectively. The assignment of 6+ is supported
also by the EC-delayed proton analysis and favoured by the Iβ and GT-strength
distribution analysis. The systematics of the neighbouring In isotopes also support
the 6+ being the 100In g.s. The latest results for 102In [Karn04] and 104In [Sewe95]
show that the closest even light In isotopes also have 6+ ground states.
6.2 The nucleus 98Cd
The nucleus 100Sn has been used as an inert core in numerous shell-model calcu-
lations (see [Graw01a] for a recent review) and derivations of realistic interactions
[Sina92, HJen95, Andr96]. From the striking similarity of its single-particle struc-
ture to 56Ni [Graw01a], one major shell below, it can be inferred, however, that
its ground state contains a similar percentage of multiple ph excitations as 56Ni
[Otsu98, Nowa02]. On the other hand, particle-hole shell-model calculations in min-
imum model spaces using empirical interactions were performed for N ≤ 50 nuclei to
account for core-excited states [Muto84] and Gamow-Teller β decay [John01, Bati03].
These two extreme approaches are used to enlighten the experimental data on core-
excited states and electromagnetic transition rates in 98Cd.
6.2.1 Level energies and shell gap
The decay scheme shown on Fig. 4.13 in Sect. 4.2 is plotted again on Fig. 6.4,
this time in full scale and together with the 98Cd ESM (Sect. 5.1.1) and LSSM
(Sect. 5.2.2) calculations.
The SM calculations (see Fig. 6.4) and the following considerations imply that
the high-energy γ ray is the primary E4 isomeric transition. An odd-parity assign-
ment is discarded on the following grounds: (i) Excitations to the h11/2 orbit are
expected to be at least 2.5 MeV above those to the d5/2 and g7/2 orbitals [Graw01a];
(ii) the coupling of a possible low-lying Ipi = 3− state in 100Sn [Go´rs98a] to the 8+
isomer would decay back by a non-isomeric high-energy E3 transition. On the other
hand the E1 transition of a 12+ state to such an 11− state would be highly configu-
ration hindered due to particle- and l-forbiddance. Alternatives for the spin-parity
assignment to the new isomer and its γ decay require the existence of a non-observed
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Figure 6.4: Experimental level scheme of 98Cd in comparison to empirical shell model
results in the pure configuration pig−29/2νg
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9/2d5/2 (ESM) and in the full piν(gds) model
space at truncation level t = 4 (GDS).
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highly converted primary E2 transition. The close structural analogy between 100Sn
and 56Ni [Graw02, Graw99] would suggest a 12+ → 10+ → 8+ sequence as inferred
from the analogous 10+ → 8+ → 6+ cascade in 54Fe with an E2/E4 branching ratio
of 54 : 1 [ENDSF, Rafa83]. From the present spectra (Figs. 3.8, 3.9 and 4.9) the
branching of a second high-energy γ-ray within ±100 keV of the 4207 keV transition
can be restricted to be < 10 %. The dominance of the E2 branch in 54Fe after proper
scaling with mass A (radius dependence of EL operator), transition energies (E2L+1γ )
and internal conversion reduces to less than 1 : 1 in 98Cd assuming an 80 keV lower
observational limit for the E2 transition. Based on the assumption of an unchanged
relative reduced E4 and E2 strength between 56Ni and 100Sn, this is at variance with
the experimental observation of one dominating transition. Therefore the hypothet-
ical 10+ would lie either less than 80 keV below the 12+ state, or above, leaving an
E4 assignment for the observed 4207 keV transition. A second alternative consistent
with the observed γ decay, a 14+ → 12+ → 8+ sequence, is unique for 100Sn and
has no counterpart in 54Fe. Due to the near-degeneracy of the d5/2 and g7/2 neutron
orbits [Graw01a] the Ipi = 14+ state of configuration pi(g9/2)8+νg
−1
9/2g7/2 can come
very close to the Ipi = 12+ state involving the d5/2 orbital. The corresponding 12
+
state in 54Fe cannot be isomeric as the νp3/2 − f5/2 splitting is 1.03 MeV in 56Ni
[Graw01a]. In conclusion E4 character was inferred for the 4207 keV primary γ ray
originating from an Ipi = (12+) state. From the present data, however, the existence
of a 10+ and/or 14+ state close below and/or above the Ipi = (12+) isomer cannot
be excluded.
In Fig. 6.4 the experimental decay scheme of the Ipi = (12+) and (8+) isomers is
compared to the results of the LSSM calculation at t = 4 (GDS) and the empirical
ESM approach. The two-proton hole valence levels of predominant (68 %) pig−29/2,
Ipi = 0+− 8+, which serve in the ESM approach as input, are excellently accounted
for by the GDS calculation.
The excitation energy of the core excited Ipi=12+ isomer is determined by the
100Sn neutron shell gap, which in the GDS calculation is adopted to be identical
to the proton gap as can be inferred from a comparison to 56Ni [Graw02], and
by the interaction energy in the leading configurations pig−29/2νg
−1
9/2(d5/2,g7/2). The
latter is dominated by the strongly binding pig−29/2 νg
−1
9/2 interaction energy, which
is approximately equal to the pig−29/2 pairing energy (see e.g. [Graw99]). Therefore
the excitation energy of the isomer is a direct measure of the 100Sn shell gap. This
is corroborated by the analogous situation in 56Ni, namely the Ipi=10+ isomer in
54Fe at Ex = 6527 keV [Rafa83] as compared to an average 6.410 MeV shell gap for
protons and neutrons [Graw99]. In the present shell-model approaches shell gaps
of 6.50 MeV (GDS) and 6.78 MeV (ESM) were adopted. From a comparison to
the experimental core-excitation energy as documented in the 12+ → 8+ transition
energy values of 6.47 MeV (GDS) and 6.46 MeV (ESM) are inferred to match theory
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and experiment. Therefore an average value of 6.46(15) MeV is adopted for the
shell gap with the error stemming from systematic model and interaction dependent
uncertainties including a contribution by an unobserved low-energy γ-ray transition
(see Sects. 4.2.3 and 6.2.2). The value is in good agreement with previously quoted
values and uncertainties [Graw95, Lipo02] but much less affected by systematic
ambiguities.
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Figure 6.5: Convergence of selected observables with truncation level t in the GDS cal-
culation. Note the broken energy scale between 2 and 6 MeV.
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Table 6.2: Experimental and shell model E2 and E4 strengths in Weisskopf units (for E2:
1 W.u. = 26.84 e2fm4 and for E4: 1 W.u. = 12830 e2fm8). Polarization charges of
0.5 e were used for the E2 and E4 operator, respectively.
Ipii → Ipif Eγ σL GDS EXP
[keV] [W.u.] [W.u.]
6+ → 4+ 198 E2 5.14 >3
8+ → 6+ 147 E2 2.03 1.3(4)
1.1(2)1
12+ → 8+ 4207 E4 0.41 3.4(7)
14+ → 12+ <80 E2 0.20 >4.92
12+ → 10+ <80 E2 0.69 >4.93
10+ → 8+ - E2 0.013 -
1 From ref. [Grzy98]
2 Estimate in case of the alternative decay sequence 14+ → 12+ → 8+
3 Estimate in case of the alternative decay sequence 12+ → 10+ → 8+
The level sequence in the GDS calculation suggests the existence of an Ipi = 14+
E6 yrast trap, which is stable in its position for t > 1 (Fig. 6.5). Inspection of the
wave functions reveal a leading configuration pig−29/2νg
−1
9/2g7/2 for this state in contrast
to the pig−29/2νg
−1
9/2d5/2 configuration for the I
pi = 12+ state. This explains the devi-
ating sequence in the ESM estimate, which excludes the νg7/2 orbit. On the other
hand the results for 101Sn for all levels of truncation reproduce the extrapolated
νd5/2 − g7/2 splitting, which is inferred from the experimental 103Sn single-particle
states [Gros76, Clar00]. The existence of an Ipi = 14+ yrast trap cannot be ex-
cluded by the evidence from the present experiment. An E6 γ-ray branch would
not compete with β-decay and, moreover, due to the long half-life (0.1− 1 s) would
exceed the maximum observational time range limit of 1.2 µs covered in the present
experiment. A possible 12+ → 14+ branch would escape observation due to high
internal conversion and the weak E2 transition strength (see Sect. 6.2.2).
6.2.2 Electromagnetic transitions
In Table 6.2 E2 and E4 transition strengths as calculated in the GDS approach at
t = 4 are listed and compared to experiment. For the high-spin isomer besides the
most likely 12+ assignment and E4 isomerism the options of highly-converted E2
transitions 12+ → 10+ respective 14+ → 12+ are listed with lower limits based on the
observational limit of Eγ > 80 keV. In spite of the large experimental uncertainties
in the present work it seems that the GDS calculation with standard polarization
charges 0.5 e overestimates the 8+ → 6+ E2 strength. This is even more apparent in
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comparison to a previous measurement of much higher statistical precision [Grzy98],
which in view of the present work may, however, be subject to systematic errors due
to the unknown feeding by the core-excited isomer. Therefore, from the present
work an upper limit δepi < 0.4 e for the proton polarization charge is inferred. The
B(E2) value quoted in Ref. [Grzy98] would correspond to the more stringent limit
of δepi < 0.2 e. The neutron contributions were corrected for by assuming the LSSM
values with eν = 0.5 e. This has to be compared to the I
pi = 6+ isomer in the
nucleus 102Sn, with two neutrons outside the 100Sn core. An E2 transition strength
has been measured to be B(E2; 6+ → 4+) = 116+70−30 e2fm4 [Lipo98], from which
with the GDS value 85 e2fm4 at truncation level t = 4 a neutron polarization charge
δeν = 0.6(1) e is deduced. This supersedes the value of Ref. [Graw02] (SDG) which
was obtained at t = 3. These effective charges are in remarkable agreement with core
polarization calculations, that predict a large isovector effect [Enge00, Corr00]. On
the other hand the simple formula quoted in Ref. [Hama01] with reduced isovector
strength, yielding δepi = 0.33 e and δeν = 0.65 e, accounts for the experimental
values. The E2 core polarization is made up from two contributions, a high-energy
part due to ∆N = 2 ph-excitations to the next harmonic oscillator (HO) shell
with the same parity, i.e. the giant quadrupole resonance (GQR), and a soft part
due to ph excitations within the valence HO shell, which can be calculated in the
LSSM approach. Therefore, assuming convergence of the LSSM calculations, the
extracted experimental limits and values reflect the GQR tail contribution to the
effective charge and can be directly compared to the quoted theoretical predictions
[Enge00, Corr00, Hama01].
Very often effective charges are routinely extracted by assuming minimum model
space valence configurations. These normally much larger empirical polarization
charges contain the soft ph excitations and are very much dependent on the purity
of the assumed valence configuration. On the theory side these values should be
compared to RPA results based on Skyrme Hartree-Fock calculations [Hama97].
The LSSM results on E2 strengths open an interesting insight into the microscopic
nature of ph excitations and empirical effective charges. In a single-j shell ESM
approach all E2 matrix elements are proportional to each other. For the pig−29/2
configuration in 98Cd this results e.g. in the relation B(E2; 8 → 6) : B(E2; 6 →
4) : Q2(8) = 1 : 2.50 : 38.3, where Q is the spectroscopic quadrupole moment.
The LSSM results preserve these ratios at all levels of truncation within ∼1 %. This
supports the idea of valence nucleons “dressed” by ph excitations and the concept of
an effective charge. Whether this holds for more than three valence particles/holes
in the shell, when seniority mixing is possible, remains an open question.
Another interesting result can be inferred from the comparison of the t = 0 and
t = 4 B(E2; Imax → Imax − 2) values for the proton and neutron valence nuclei
98Cd (Imax = 8) and
102Sn (Imax = 6), commonly believed to have rather pure
configurations outside the 100Sn closed shells [Go´rs97, Lipo98], which in the LSSM
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calculations are well converged at t = 4. The apparent empirical polarization charges
as extracted from the theoretical B(E2) values are δepi = 0.86 e and δeν = 1.70 e.
The large isovector effect is due to the empirical fact that valence protons (neutrons)
are mainly polarized by neutron (proton) core excitation as can be inferred from
inspection of the corresponding wave functions. The experimental values for the
empirical effective polarization charge as deduced from the present work and Ref.
[Lipo98], assuming pure proton hole and neutron particle valence configurations, are
δepi = 0.45(
+20
−25) e and δeν = 2.0(
+5
−3) e, respectively.
Shell-model predictions of E4 transition rates are hampered by the fact that
little is known about the effective operator, i.e. the polarization charges. The GDS
calculation underestimates the enhanced experimental value at least by a factor 6,
if E2 charges are used (Table 6.2). Though full convergence may not have been
reached at t = 4 in this case (Fig. 6.5), one can hardly expect more than a fac-
tor of two increase. Increase of the polarization charges within reasonable limits
may account for another factor of two, which is still a factor of 1.5 − 2.0 smaller
than the experimental value. The aforementioned analogous E4 strength in 54Fe
B(E4; 10+ → 6+) = 0.79(8) W.u. [ENDSF] is calculated to be 0.83 W.u. using
the KB3 interaction [CaurPC] and 1.81 Wu with FPD6 [Richt91]. Both values are
found to be converged at t = 6. It is well known though that in the (p, f) shell E4
strengths are strongly interaction dependent [Caur02], and thus provide a sensitive
test ground.
The alternative E2 scenarios for the core-excited isomerism as discussed and
discarded in Sect. 6.2.1 are clearly at variance with the shell model results as they
underestimate the lower experimental limits by a great margin (Table 6.2) against
the trend observed for the 8+ → 6+ transition.
6.3 Nuclear structure of 100Sn: consequences for
132Sn
This work also contributes to the understanding of nuclear matter synthesis in astro-
physics network calculations. The abundance of stable elements is often shown on
graphs together with the theoretical predictions of models including all kinds of as-
trophysical scenarios, like proton-, neutron-capture, rapid- or slow-capture process,
α-, β-decay and fission. The simulated element abundances have so far failed to re-
produce (explain) the abundance of elements in several mass regions. One of them
is the region of A < 130. According to the theory, the rapid neutron-capture process
or the so called r-process taking place on the neutron-rich side is responsible for
producing these elements. Though it may seem that this work, dedicated to nuclear
structure of the proton-rich side (100Sn), has nothing to do with the neutron-rich
side (132Sn), this is not true. There are some very important consequences for the
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Figure 6.6: Evolution of single neutron particle at N = 50 (a) and hole at N = 82 (b)
energies for Z = 38, 40 → 50. Measured and extrapolated values are indicated by
filled and open circles, correspondingly. (from [Graw04a])
structure of neutron-rich nuclei which can be concluded from the present work.
The most important consequence for the region of 132Sn is drawn from the strong
monopole shift of some pairs of j orbitals (see Sect. 5.1.2 and Refs. [deSh63, Caur94,
Graw04]). Grawe showed in [Graw04, Graw04a] that SPE at a closed shell (CS)
and the next lower closed shell (CS ′) are related by
²CSj = ²
CS′
j +
∑
j′
(2j′ + 1− δjj′)V mjj′ (6.1)
where j, j′ specify in short notation radial, orbital angular momentum, spin and
isospin quantum numbers of the nucleons and the sum runs over all orbitals in the
major shell. The term V mjj′ is the monopole part of the residual interaction for the
specific multiplet, and the Kronecker symbol takes care of the Pauli principle for
identical nucleons.
Using the monopole shift observed on the proton rich-side as shown on Fig. 6.6 (a)
Grawe has extrapolated the monopole effect for specific multiplets on the neutron-
rich side (Fig. 6.6 (b)) [Graw04a]. As shown on Fig. 5.1 and repeated in Fig. 6.6 (a)
the evolution of neutron orbitals and especially of νg7/2 is determined by the filling
of pig9/2. Figure 6.6 (b) shows the evolution of the neutron single hole energies at
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the N = 82 shell gap around 132Sn. Starting with experimental points at 132Sn,
an extrapolation towards 122Zr is made [Graw04a]. The slopes generated by the
SPE driving interactions pig9/2νj on plot (b) are the same as for plot (a) [HJenPC],
except for an A−1/3 scaling. The application of this symmetry gives further nuclear
structure characteristics of the exotic neutron rich region. As seen on Fig. 6.6 (b)
the shell gap at N = 82 remains at 122Zr.
Figure 6.6 (b) has an interesting consequence for the r-process. From the astro-
physical point of view the GT transition νg7/2 → pig9/2 is very important. When
we add neutrons during the r-process and approach the region of 122Zr, the GT
decay is delayed until νg7/2 starts to be filled with neutrons about 10− 12 neutrons
below N = 82 [Graw04a]. The delayed decay means that the β-decay half-lives
are increased in the region of N < 82 (Z ∼ 40), which helps for catching another
neutron before β decaying and getting closer to N = 82. On the other hand, the
filled νg7/2 around N ∼ 82 at the Fermi surface and the empty pig9/2 (Z ∼ 40)
resulting also in the large effective decay energy, accelerate the GT decay, which
decreases the β-decay half-lives and nuclei decay before catching another neutron.
It should be noted that the half-life scales with the decay energy as E−5β . In this way
the abundance of elements with A ∼ 120 is increased. Then the r-process “climbs
up” the table of isotopes to nuclei with higher Z approaching Z = 50, i.e. 132Sn.
This means that the pig9/2 orbital is being filled, which again slows down the GT
decay. On the other hand at 132Sn (N = 82), the neutron capture is hindered by the
neutron shell gap, thus overcompensating the slow GT decay and again producing
an increase in the element abundance intensity, this time due to another effect.
These qualitative considerations do not include the full set of the r-process pa-
rameters, but compared to the standard r-process simulation with the order of j
orbitals fixed, they represent an important step. Thus, the standard theoretical
approach enriched by the monopole shift of the νg7/2 is able to give an explanation
to the abundance intensities in A < 130 masses [Graw04a].
In Fig. 6.7 the ph transformation is shown for the pig9/2νd5/2 pp multiplet in
92Nb towards the ph nucleus 96Nb . The excellent agreement with the experimental
96Nb levels proves the doubly-magic features of both 90,96Zr at Z = 40, N = 50
and N = 56, respectively. Actually this is the method for the extraction of TBME
for the “upgraded” ESM of the 98Cd discussed in Sect. 5.1.1. Note that in this
configuration the levels in 100In (ph) and 104In (hh) should be identical to 96Nb
(ph) and 92Nb (pp ≡ hh), respectively. This is not observed in experiment as the
neutron d5/2 orbit, energetically isolated at Z = 40, is highly distorted by the almost
degenerate g7/2 at Z = 50 (see Figs. 1.4, 5.1 and 6.6 (a)).
In the region of 132Sn, N = 82 and the neutron orbitals 1d5/2, 0g7/2, 2s1/2, 1d3/2
and 0h11/2, which are empty at
100Sn, are now fully occupied. By analogy with the
example from Fig. 6.7 one can understand that the one-neutron hole spectrum of
N = 81 isotones, should exhibit strong correlation with the one-neutron particle
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Figure 6.7: Particle-hole conjugated spectra for 92,96Nb pig9/2νd5/2. (from [Graw04])
spectrum of N = 51 isotones. Thus, transforming the one-neutron particle spectra
(N = 51) of nuclei in direction Z = 40 → 50 (i.e. 91Zr → 101Sn), one can obtain
the one-neutron hole spectra (N = 81) in the reverse direction of Z = 50→ 40 (i.e.
131Sn→ 121Zr) which are really very exotic nuclei and are up to now experimentally
unreachable. One should only take care, of course, to know which are the relevant
multiplets together with their residual interaction, which can be inferred either from
studies close to stability or the proton-rich side. To have an insight on the valence
orbitals in the region below 132Sn one can, again, use Fig. 6.6 (b).
Chapter 7
Summary
The main scientific contributions of this thesis work are the following:
1. Shell-model calculation of the 100In → 100Cd GT β-decay, using 88Sr as a core
and empirically tuned realistic effective interaction, yields good agreement
with the experimental energies. The LSSM calculation for 100In is used for
comparison of the B(GT) strength distribution and for a conclusion about the
GT-strength hindrance factor. On the basis of the calculated distribution,
the assignment Ipi = (6+) of the ground state of the parent nucleus 100In is
favoured.
2. In the experimental study of delayed γ rays of 98Cd, a core-excited spin-gap
isomer is identified and tentatively assigned as an Ipi = (12+) state. Utilizing
three different methods, half-lives are determined for the levels: Ipi = (12+)
T1/2 = 230(
+40
−30) ns, I
pi = (8+) T1/2 = 170(
+60
−40) ns and I
pi = (6+) T1/2 < 20 ns.
3. The estimated half-lives of levels in 98Cd are discussed within the framework of
empirical and large-scale shell-model calculations. The LSSM calculation for
98Cd of the Strasbourg group including up to 4p4h excitations of the 100Sn core
is found to excellently account for the experimental observations. The com-
parison of the experimental and theoretical B(E2, 8+ → 6+) yields conclusion
for the proton polarization charge δepi < 0.4e in the region of
100Sn.
4. The 100Sn shell gap is inferred from a comparison of the experimental and
shell-model excitation energy of the Ipi = (12+) isomer. The estimate of the
100Sn shell gap gives a value of 6.46(15) MeV.
5. These results gave the possibility to test and adjust the realistic interaction for
the gds model space. And as a consequence of this, the optimized calculations
yield predictions for a 14+ isomer in 98Cd and a 6+ isomer in 100Sn.
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Chapter 8
Outlook: Future experiments and
technical development
As direct consequences of this work, there are several ideas and challenges for future
experiments.
First, and probably the easiest to measure with the existing facilities and detector
arrays, is to verify the predicted Ipi = 14+ E6 isomer in 98Cd. The E6 γ transition,
should have much longer partial half-life than the more probable β-, βp, or even
p-decay. One should anticipate the population of high-spin states in the daughter
nuclei. These states are most often known already from in-beam measurements and
thus the presence of their γ cascades would be easy to check. For example, the GT-
decay of the Ipi = 14+ in 98Cd should populate states of minimum spin Ipi = 13+
in 98Ag, which are well known [Cede98]. One has to provide the high-spin popu-
lated 98Cd species under low-contamination background, and have an efficient β-γγ
measurement. This is actually what is already done in many β-decay experiments
with fusion-evaporation production and ISOL separation of the residues. However,
it is not excluded that the high-spin state could be populated in a fragmentation of
a more distant primary or secondary nucleus and then in-flight tracked, separated,
implanted and measured precisely.
Second, and probably most interesting, is to discover the possible Ipi = 6+ E2
isomer in 100Sn. Certainly, this is a task for an in-beam delayed γ-spectroscopy
experiment. Since the stable target/beam fusion-evaporation reactions in combi-
nation with contemporary detector arrays are unable to address this issue, some
development is required. From the reaction point of view, most promising for the
nearest future are the fragmentation reaction facilities like GSI-FRS, GANIL-LISE3
and the corresponding implantation detection set-ups, which are also under devel-
opment. The culmination of the fragmentation research is planned for international
facilities like the future GSI Super-FRS, combined with many-orders improved beam
intensity of the future SIS100/300 within the FAIR project. According to the de-
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sign report and the letters of intent, this would extent the experimentally accessible
nuclei in both directions from the β-stability line. Thus, not only the study of cur-
rently exotic cases would be possible, but an access to the entire rp-process path,
as well as most of the r-process synthesis path nuclei would be available. Here,
one can see the connection with the 100In GT-decay studies, which are part of the
systematic study of the GT-decay in the whole chart of nuclides, with an ultimate
goal of precisely modelling the capture/decay rates during synthesis processes and
understanding the current abundances of the elements.
Besides the accelerator and fragment separator developments, one should men-
tion the current projects about the future of the ISOL technique. Here projects like
EURISOL and RIA have great plans for high-intense radioactive secondary beams,
which could give the practical application of unstable beam fusion-evaporation re-
action techniques. So far, facilities like CERN-ISOLDE with the post-accelerator
REX, in Switzerland, and the TRIUMF-ISAAC facility in Canada, continue their
developments for experiments using radioactive beams and post-accelerating them
to energies above the Coulomb barrier.
There are even ideas to merge the alternative techniques of stopping and ex-
traction in ISOL and the in-flight fragment separation. The nuclei, produced and
separated in-flight in a magnetic spectrometer are easily trackable, but have high
momentum-spread and lower intensities than in the case of ISOL techniques. The
proposed stopping of the fragmentation residues in a gas-cell and the additional
extraction and post-acceleration of the species could thus have the advantages of
both major techniques. The properties and operation of the gas-cells are subject to
extended studies and developments, since many future facilities include the gas-cell
option in their design.
Finally, the experiment is dependent not only on the possibility and the produc-
tion intensity of the studied nuclei, but to an equal degree to the detectors measuring
the experimental observables. It is worth mentioning that the γ-spectroscopy com-
munities, on both sides of the Atlantic, are planning and starting the next generation
multi-detector γ-ray arrays. The respective projects in Europe and the US are named
AGATA and GRETA. The major step is that the Compton escape-suppressed spec-
trometers are substituted by highly-segmented position-sensitive detectors building
a nearly complete 4pi shell around the target. The main idea is to measure all the
γ-rays and their scattering sub-events and applying a complete γ-ray tracking to
restore the energy and interaction point of the original γ rays. These arrays would
be extremely versatile allowing to work in the regimes of high count rate, high multi-
plicity and high γ-efficiency. The γ-ray tracking method is the result of a consequent
advancement of the present-day add-back method which was used in the analysis of
this thesis work.
These future accelerator facilities and detector arrays, their performance and
possibilities to study the nuclear structure, are really spectacular. The whole nuclear
119
physics is facing exciting times, when both the experience of the years and the
enthusiasm of the youth, as well as theory and experiment, should work closely
together for the benefit of all.
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Appendix A
Fold analysis of evaporated
particles for exit channel
identification
Fusion-evaporation reactions provide a possibility to study the nuclear structure
at high-spin and high-excitation energy. In the case of the proton rich nuclei the
emission of charged particles is not negligible and it is highly desirable to measure
the multiplicity of the emitted particles to identify unknown exit channels. Particle
detection probability distributions and exact detector efficiencies are needed for
designing ancillary detectors and for prediction of experimental results for different
multiplicity exit channels. Both types of problems could be addressed by following
fold analysis of evaporated particles.
There is a general article on the formalism of multiplicity measurements in
Ref. [Werf78], but the current fold analysis is based on the modified multiplicity
distribution formula of Ref. [Albe88]:
PNp(M ) =
(
N
p
) p∑
n=1
(−)n+p
(
p
n
)
[1 − (N − n)Ωε]M
×[1− f (N − n)(Ωε)∗]M (A.1)
It gives the probability for an array of N identical detectors to register p (fold)
of M (particle multiplicity) emitted particles of one kind. Each of the detectors
has efficiency Ωε primary radiation. There is also a scattered radiation efficiency
(Ωε)*, which is used only for neutrons. For charged particles it is equal to zero, as
charged particles fully stop in the volume of the detector they hit. Ω denotes the
fraction of 4pi taken by a single detector, ε is intrinsic efficiency and f is the average
scattering factor weighted with the secondary efficiency (Ωε)∗, which according to
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equation(A.1) is the relevant number to judge the scattering probability of an array.
Required conditions for the application of the method are as follows:
• Independence of the efficiency on the reaction exit channel. That is, the ef-
ficiencies should be independent from the excitation energy of the compound
nucleus and the number and kind of evaporated particles.
• Independent particle detection. That is, particles of all kinds, should be de-
tected independently, which is not true for protons and α-particles. Never-
theless, the above theoretical approach, when applied to experimental data, is
accurate enough for definite determination of the reaction exit channel.
• All detectors of the array should have identical efficiency and see the same
portion of evaporated particles. This is generally not true, as due to the
center of mass motion the particles have pronounced forward peaked angular
distribution in the lab system. To overcome this, one can use parameters like
Neffective and (Ωε)effective, and fit them to satisfy the experimental data.
For low multiplicity events, N does not affect the multiplicity resolution con-
siderably if N is larger than M [Mura85]. That is, the probability PNp has very
small dependence on N (for M -small and N > M). For example, the number of the
evaporated neutrons in reactions near the proton drip line, as in the 100Sn region, is
small and the above is satisfied.
Of course, there are different efficiencies for protons, α and neutrons, e.g. (Ωε)α,
(Ωε)p, (Ωε)n. The different efficiencies are then determined from the intensity ratios
of the γ transitions in known reaction exit channels. Therefore ratios are taken
for intensities with different gate condition. For example: I(1n1pγγ)/I(0n1pγγ)
for neutrons, and I(1n2pγγ)/I(1n1pγγ) or I(1α3pγγ)/I(0α3pγγ) for protons and α
particles respectively.
One can easily see from the equation(A.1) that ratios of the kind I(pγγ)/I(γγ) in
the case of Mp=1 are equal to (NΩε)p, which is actually the total efficiency of the
proton detectors. The same is true for α particles and neutrons.
Detectors are never 100% effective. That is why, in each spectrum gated with
x detected neutrons, all nuclei produced in exit channels with at least x evaporated
neutrons will be present. Similarly for charged particle gated spectra, with a re-
quired fold of a given particle, there are always present nuclei produced in exit
channels where more particles were evaporated, but some were not detected. There
are two possible approaches to determine multiplicity. One way is to take ratios
for gamma spectra gated with x+ (x and more) particles. The other approach is
to take ratios for γ-rays detected in coincidence with exactly x particles. Thus,
I(1nγ)/I(0nγ) could mean that both intensities are for (x and more) neutrons, or
exactly x neutrons. It is only a matter of choice, which one is used, because they
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both give the multiplicity information, but one should be careful to be consistent in
the theoretical and experimental ratios, that are compared.
A first application is to calculate the multiplicity distribution, when M , N ,
(Ωε) and (Ωε)∗ are known. Then theoretical values for the ratios, compared to
the experimental ratios, are used for exit channel identification. One calculates the
ratio of the intensities that correspond to a given gamma line in coincidence with
different number and kind of particles. Then one compares it to the theoretical ratio
and identifies the particle multiplicity. When it is done for all kinds of evaporated
particles, one identifies n, p and α multiplicities and thus selects to which nucleus
(exit channel) belongs the γ-peak.
The second application is to deduce the real or effective (NΩε)n,p,α from ex-
perimental ratios which belong to well known exit channels. This can be done by
applying numerical methods for calculation of the equation (A.1) and fitting pro-
cedures for the (NΩε) and (NΩε)∗ parameters. In fact, this is often the way of
determining the efficiencies of the ancillary detector arrays, which are used then
to calculate the theoretical values and identify the exit channels of unknown γ-ray
lines.
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Appendix B
Single particle energies and
two-body matrix elements
(TBME) used in the LSSM
calculations of 100In GT decay
SPE and TBME file SR88MHJ.INT
This is the file SR88MHJ.INT used in the OXBASH calculations, which sets the
SPE and the TBME in this model space in proton-neutron formalism. The first line
and any subsequent line starting with “!” are not read by the program, and used
for comments. There is a list of the orbitals included in the model space. Each
orbital is given an index number. The second line starts with a dummy number,
which could be e.g. the total number of TBME, followed by the SPE relative to the
88Sr core for all the orbitals included in the model space. Then comes a list of the
matrix elements in the form K1, K2, K3, K4, J, T, V where Ki is the orbital index
number. The TBME [HJenPC] at the end of each line are given in MeV. The input
is always read in “free” format.
! 1)P1g9/2 2)P2p1/2 3)N1g7/2 4)N2d5/2 5)N2d3/2 6)N3s1/2 7)N1h11/2
0 -1.934, -2.684, -2.802, -5.820, -3.935, -4.717, -3.884
1 1 1 1 0 1 -1.79370
1 1 1 1 2 1 -0.76120
1 1 1 1 4 1 -0.23920
1 1 1 1 6 1 -0.00810
1 1 1 1 8 1 0.20190
1 1 2 2 0 1 0.90990
1 1 2 2 0 0 0.90990
1 2 1 2 4 1 0.20430
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1 2 1 2 5 1 -0.25850
1 3 1 3 1 1 -2.46060
1 3 1 3 1 0 -2.46060
1 3 1 3 2 1 -1.65150
1 3 1 3 2 0 -1.65150
1 3 1 3 3 1 -0.66140
1 3 1 3 3 0 -0.66140
1 3 1 3 4 1 -0.81080
1 3 1 3 4 0 -0.81080
1 3 1 3 5 1 -0.24680
1 3 1 3 5 0 -0.24680
1 3 1 3 6 1 -0.66080
1 3 1 3 6 0 -0.66080
1 3 1 3 7 1 -0.01390
1 3 1 3 7 0 -0.01390
1 3 1 3 8 1 -1.20370
1 3 1 3 8 0 -1.20370
1 3 1 4 2 1 -0.53030
1 3 1 4 2 0 -0.53030
1 3 1 4 3 1 0.08620
1 3 1 4 3 0 0.08620
1 3 1 4 4 1 -0.12760
1 3 1 4 4 0 -0.12760
1 3 1 4 5 1 0.11900
1 3 1 4 5 0 0.11900
1 3 1 4 6 1 -0.06200
1 3 1 4 6 0 -0.06200
1 3 1 4 7 1 0.18580
1 3 1 4 7 0 0.18580
1 3 1 5 3 1 -0.34980
1 3 1 5 3 0 -0.34980
1 3 1 5 4 1 -0.41660
1 3 1 5 4 0 -0.41660
1 3 1 5 5 1 -0.15310
1 3 1 5 5 0 -0.15310
1 3 1 5 6 1 -0.43290
1 3 1 5 6 0 -0.43290
1 3 1 6 4 1 -0.20950
1 3 1 6 4 0 -0.20950
1 3 1 6 5 1 0.08840
1 3 1 6 5 0 0.08840
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1 3 2 7 5 1 0.28430
1 3 2 7 5 0 0.28430
1 3 2 7 6 1 -0.24390
1 3 2 7 6 0 -0.24390
1 4 1 4 2 1 -0.81840
1 4 1 4 2 0 -0.81840
1 4 1 4 3 1 -0.28270
1 4 1 4 3 0 -0.28270
1 4 1 4 4 1 -0.11560
1 4 1 4 4 0 -0.11560
1 4 1 4 5 1 -0.25960
1 4 1 4 5 0 -0.25960
1 4 1 4 6 1 -0.02830
1 4 1 4 6 0 -0.02830
1 4 1 4 7 1 -0.79090
1 4 1 4 7 0 -0.79090
1 4 1 5 3 1 0.56700
1 4 1 5 3 0 0.56700
1 4 1 5 4 1 -0.16020
1 4 1 5 4 0 -0.16020
1 4 1 5 5 1 0.28840
1 4 1 5 5 0 0.28840
1 4 1 5 6 1 -0.19480
1 4 1 5 6 0 -0.19480
1 4 1 6 4 1 -0.29020
1 4 1 6 4 0 -0.29020
1 4 1 6 5 1 -0.44410
1 4 1 6 5 0 -0.44410
1 4 2 7 5 1 -0.41920
1 4 2 7 5 0 -0.41920
1 4 2 7 6 1 0.08190
1 4 2 7 6 0 0.08190
1 5 1 5 3 1 -0.94290
1 5 1 5 3 0 -0.94290
1 5 1 5 4 1 -0.36670
1 5 1 5 4 0 -0.36670
1 5 1 5 5 1 -0.10730
1 5 1 5 5 0 -0.10730
1 5 1 5 6 1 -0.55490
1 5 1 5 6 0 -0.55490
1 5 1 6 4 1 -0.35220
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1 5 1 6 4 0 -0.35220
1 5 1 6 5 1 0.33690
1 5 1 6 5 0 0.33690
1 5 2 7 5 1 0.32470
1 5 2 7 5 0 0.32470
1 5 2 7 6 1 -0.14170
1 5 2 7 6 0 -0.14170
1 6 1 6 4 1 -0.25000
1 6 1 6 4 0 -0.25000
1 6 1 6 5 1 -0.44490
1 6 1 6 5 0 -0.44490
1 6 2 7 5 1 -0.45570
1 6 2 7 5 0 -0.45570
1 7 1 7 1 1 -1.01310
1 7 1 7 1 0 -1.01310
1 7 1 7 2 1 -0.69820
1 7 1 7 2 0 -0.69820
1 7 1 7 3 1 -0.26240
1 7 1 7 3 0 -0.26240
1 7 1 7 4 1 -0.23240
1 7 1 7 4 0 -0.23240
1 7 1 7 5 1 -0.08700
1 7 1 7 5 0 -0.08700
1 7 1 7 6 1 -0.22440
1 7 1 7 6 0 -0.22440
1 7 1 7 7 1 -0.04740
1 7 1 7 7 0 -0.04740
1 7 1 7 8 1 -0.66200
1 7 1 7 8 0 -0.66200
1 7 1 7 9 1 0.04700
1 7 1 7 9 0 0.04700
1 7 1 7 10 1 -0.95000
1 7 1 7 10 0 -0.95000
1 7 2 3 3 1 0.28080
1 7 2 3 3 0 0.28080
1 7 2 3 4 1 -0.13350
1 7 2 3 4 0 -0.13350
1 7 2 4 2 1 0.33220
1 7 2 4 2 0 0.33220
1 7 2 4 3 1 -0.21920
1 7 2 4 3 0 -0.21920
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1 7 2 5 1 1 0.25320
1 7 2 5 1 0 0.25320
1 7 2 5 2 1 -0.20390
1 7 2 5 2 0 -0.20390
1 7 2 6 1 1 -0.39930
1 7 2 6 1 0 -0.39930
2 2 2 2 0 1 -0.34340
2 3 2 3 3 1 -0.28120
2 3 2 3 3 0 -0.28120
2 3 2 3 4 1 -0.51490
2 3 2 3 4 0 -0.51490
2 3 2 4 3 1 -0.05020
2 3 2 4 3 0 -0.05020
2 4 2 4 2 1 -0.94130
2 4 2 4 2 0 -0.94130
2 4 2 4 3 1 -0.72540
2 4 2 4 3 0 -0.72540
2 4 2 5 2 1 -0.16700
2 4 2 5 2 0 -0.16700
2 6 2 6 0 1 -0.70210
2 6 2 6 0 0 -0.70210
2 6 2 6 1 1 -0.64060
2 6 2 6 1 0 -0.64060
2 5 2 6 1 0 -0.10660
2 5 2 6 1 1 -0.10660
2 5 2 5 1 1 -0.18760
2 5 2 5 1 0 -0.18760
2 5 2 5 2 1 -0.68050
2 5 2 5 2 0 -0.68050
2 7 1 3 5 1 0.28430
2 7 1 3 5 0 0.28430
2 7 1 3 6 1 -0.24390
2 7 1 3 6 0 -0.24390
2 7 1 4 5 1 -0.41920
2 7 1 4 5 0 -0.41920
2 7 1 4 6 1 0.08190
2 7 1 4 6 0 0.08190
2 7 1 5 5 1 0.32470
2 7 1 5 5 0 0.32470
2 7 1 5 6 1 -0.14170
2 7 1 5 6 0 -0.14170
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2 7 1 6 5 1 -0.45570
2 7 1 6 5 0 -0.45570
2 7 2 7 5 1 -0.59220
2 7 2 7 5 0 -0.59220
2 7 2 7 6 1 -0.36350
2 7 2 7 6 0 -0.36350
3 3 3 3 0 1 -1.51650
3 3 3 3 2 1 -0.36250
3 3 3 3 4 1 0.00370
3 3 3 3 6 1 0.26250
3 3 3 4 2 1 -0.02710
3 3 3 4 4 1 0.13090
3 3 3 4 6 1 0.14760
3 3 3 5 2 1 -0.34670
3 3 3 5 4 1 -0.10610
3 3 3 6 4 1 0.10490
3 3 4 4 0 1 -0.64730
3 3 4 4 2 1 -0.09480
3 3 4 4 4 1 -0.09110
3 3 4 5 2 1 -0.13700
3 3 4 5 4 1 -0.16570
3 3 4 6 2 1 -0.21150
3 3 5 5 0 1 -0.50900
3 3 5 5 2 1 -0.09550
3 3 5 6 2 1 0.12320
3 3 6 6 0 1 -0.30670
3 3 7 7 0 1 1.50470
3 3 7 7 2 1 0.19340
3 3 7 7 4 1 0.13900
3 3 7 7 6 1 0.12280
3 4 3 3 2 1 -0.02710
3 4 3 3 4 1 0.13090
3 4 3 3 6 1 0.14760
3 4 3 4 1 1 -0.31430
3 4 3 4 2 1 -0.03930
3 4 3 4 3 1 0.03580
3 4 3 4 4 1 0.01030
3 4 3 4 5 1 0.10420
3 4 3 4 6 1 -0.40230
3 4 3 5 2 1 0.27280
3 4 3 5 3 1 0.00040
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3 4 3 5 4 1 0.21270
3 4 3 5 5 1 -0.08700
3 4 3 6 3 1 -0.12530
3 4 3 6 4 1 -0.26550
3 4 4 4 2 1 0.07220
3 4 4 4 4 1 0.07360
3 4 4 5 1 1 -0.02400
3 4 4 5 2 1 0.06410
3 4 4 5 3 1 0.00390
3 4 4 5 4 1 0.12380
3 4 4 6 2 1 0.09260
3 4 4 6 3 1 -0.02710
3 4 5 5 2 1 0.04470
3 4 5 6 1 1 -0.04710
3 4 5 6 2 1 -0.04390
3 4 7 7 2 1 -0.28720
3 4 7 7 4 1 -0.15380
3 4 7 7 6 1 -0.26490
3 5 3 3 2 1 -0.34670
3 5 3 3 4 1 -0.10610
3 5 3 4 2 1 0.27280
3 5 3 4 3 1 0.00040
3 5 3 4 4 1 0.21270
3 5 3 4 5 1 -0.08700
3 5 3 5 2 1 -0.52450
3 5 3 5 3 1 0.04180
3 5 3 5 4 1 0.04170
3 5 3 5 5 1 -0.01090
3 5 3 6 3 1 -0.10220
3 5 3 6 4 1 0.24480
3 5 4 4 2 1 -0.17230
3 5 4 4 4 1 -0.05020
3 5 4 5 2 1 -0.21770
3 5 4 5 3 1 -0.04760
3 5 4 5 4 1 -0.15940
3 5 4 6 2 1 -0.22940
3 5 4 6 3 1 -0.04380
3 5 5 5 2 1 -0.20970
3 5 5 6 2 1 0.22960
3 5 7 7 2 1 0.45670
3 5 7 7 4 1 0.14470
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3 6 3 3 4 1 0.10490
3 6 3 4 3 1 -0.12530
3 6 3 4 4 1 -0.26550
3 6 3 5 3 1 -0.10220
3 6 3 5 4 1 0.24480
3 6 3 6 3 1 0.00370
3 6 3 6 4 1 -0.14980
3 6 4 4 4 1 0.07630
3 6 4 5 3 1 0.01700
3 6 4 5 4 1 0.19330
3 6 4 6 3 1 0.04060
3 6 7 7 4 1 -0.22310
3 7 3 7 2 1 -0.62420
3 7 3 7 3 1 -0.29270
3 7 3 7 4 1 0.03280
3 7 3 7 5 1 -0.08320
3 7 3 7 6 1 0.02150
3 7 3 7 7 1 -0.17010
3 7 3 7 8 1 0.10140
3 7 3 7 9 1 0.05820
3 7 4 7 3 1 0.18180
3 7 4 7 4 1 0.10120
3 7 4 7 5 1 0.04030
3 7 4 7 6 1 0.07950
3 7 4 7 7 1 0.14370
3 7 4 7 8 1 0.07790
3 7 5 7 4 1 -0.07590
3 7 5 7 5 1 -0.15710
3 7 5 7 6 1 -0.00540
3 7 5 7 7 1 -0.23510
3 7 6 7 5 1 0.08730
3 7 6 7 6 1 0.04790
4 4 3 4 2 1 0.07220
4 4 3 4 4 1 0.07360
4 4 3 5 2 1 -0.17230
4 4 3 5 4 1 -0.05020
4 4 3 6 4 1 0.07630
4 4 4 4 0 1 -0.81330
4 4 4 4 2 1 -0.26840
4 4 4 4 4 1 -0.03450
4 4 4 5 2 1 -0.12510
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4 4 4 5 4 1 -0.32820
4 4 4 6 2 1 -0.27760
4 4 5 5 0 1 -1.12280
4 4 5 5 2 1 -0.22460
4 4 5 6 2 1 0.23820
4 4 6 6 0 1 -0.40370
4 4 7 7 0 1 0.98760
4 4 7 7 2 1 0.37940
4 4 7 7 4 1 0.19170
4 5 3 3 2 1 -0.13700
4 5 3 3 4 1 -0.16570
4 5 3 4 1 1 -0.02400
4 5 3 4 2 1 0.06410
4 5 3 4 3 1 0.00390
4 5 3 4 4 1 0.12380
4 5 3 5 2 1 -0.21770
4 5 3 5 3 1 -0.04760
4 5 3 5 4 1 -0.15940
4 5 3 6 3 1 0.01700
4 5 3 6 4 1 0.19330
4 5 4 4 2 1 -0.12510
4 5 4 4 4 1 -0.32820
4 5 4 5 1 1 0.00680
4 5 4 5 2 1 -0.05260
4 5 4 5 3 1 0.06000
4 5 4 5 4 1 -0.51170
4 5 4 6 2 1 -0.13720
4 5 4 6 3 1 -0.05570
4 5 5 5 2 1 -0.26150
4 5 5 6 1 1 -0.03140
4 5 5 6 2 1 0.25260
4 5 7 7 2 1 0.00980
4 5 7 7 4 1 0.22000
4 6 3 3 2 1 -0.21150
4 6 3 4 2 1 0.09260
4 6 3 4 3 1 -0.02710
4 6 3 5 2 1 -0.22940
4 6 3 5 3 1 -0.04380
4 6 3 6 3 1 0.04060
4 6 4 4 2 1 -0.27760
4 6 4 5 2 1 -0.13720
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4 6 4 5 3 1 -0.05570
4 6 4 6 2 1 -0.38770
4 6 4 6 3 1 -0.01400
4 6 5 5 2 1 -0.25960
4 6 5 6 2 1 0.47590
4 6 7 7 2 1 0.26610
4 7 3 7 3 1 0.18180
4 7 3 7 4 1 0.10120
4 7 3 7 5 1 0.04030
4 7 3 7 6 1 0.07950
4 7 3 7 7 1 0.14370
4 7 4 7 3 1 -0.71260
4 7 4 7 4 1 -0.06770
4 7 4 7 5 1 -0.21850
4 7 4 7 6 1 0.08990
4 7 4 7 7 1 -0.04110
4 7 4 7 8 1 0.15690
4 7 5 7 4 1 -0.15140
4 7 5 7 5 1 0.15890
4 7 5 7 6 1 0.01600
4 7 5 7 7 1 0.30430
4 7 6 7 5 1 -0.30980
4 7 6 7 6 1 -0.08580
5 5 3 3 0 1 -0.50900
5 5 3 3 2 1 -0.09550
5 5 3 4 2 1 0.04470
5 5 3 5 2 1 -0.20970
5 5 4 5 2 1 -0.26150
5 5 4 6 2 1 -0.25960
5 5 5 5 0 1 -0.46620
5 5 5 5 2 1 0.00830
5 5 5 6 2 1 0.16410
5 5 6 6 0 1 -0.38920
5 5 7 7 0 1 0.68790
5 5 7 7 2 1 0.09360
5 6 3 3 2 1 0.12320
5 6 3 4 1 1 -0.04710
5 6 3 4 2 1 -0.04390
5 6 3 5 2 1 0.22960
5 6 4 4 2 1 0.23820
5 6 4 5 1 1 -0.03140
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5 6 4 5 2 1 0.25260
5 6 4 6 2 1 0.47590
5 6 5 5 2 1 0.16410
5 6 5 6 1 1 0.04630
5 6 5 6 2 1 -0.19910
5 6 7 7 2 1 -0.26860
5 7 3 7 4 1 -0.07590
5 7 3 7 5 1 -0.15710
5 7 3 7 6 1 -0.00540
5 7 3 7 7 1 -0.23510
5 7 4 7 4 1 -0.15140
5 7 4 7 5 1 0.15890
5 7 4 7 6 1 0.01600
5 7 4 7 7 1 0.30430
5 7 5 7 4 1 -0.14880
5 7 5 7 5 1 -0.04850
5 7 5 7 6 1 0.10040
5 7 5 7 7 1 -0.39820
5 7 6 7 5 1 0.25090
5 7 6 7 6 1 -0.02660
6 6 6 6 0 1 -0.70300
6 6 7 7 0 1 0.47610
6 7 3 7 5 1 0.08730
6 7 3 7 6 1 0.04790
6 7 4 7 5 1 -0.30980
6 7 4 7 6 1 -0.08580
6 7 5 7 5 1 0.25090
6 7 5 7 6 1 -0.02660
6 7 6 7 5 1 -0.25520
6 7 6 7 6 1 0.06660
7 7 3 4 2 1 -0.28720
7 7 3 4 4 1 -0.15380
7 7 3 4 6 1 -0.26490
7 7 3 5 2 1 0.45670
7 7 3 5 4 1 0.14470
7 7 3 6 4 1 -0.22310
7 7 4 5 2 1 0.00980
7 7 4 5 4 1 0.22000
7 7 4 6 2 1 0.26610
7 7 5 6 2 1 -0.26860
7 7 7 7 0 1 -1.24350
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7 7 7 7 2 1 -0.70340
7 7 7 7 4 1 -0.26650
7 7 7 7 6 1 -0.12150
7 7 7 7 8 1 -0.03060
7 7 7 7 10 1 0.15140
M-scheme file SR88MHJ.SPS
The next file needed for the OXBASH calculations is SR88MHJ.SPS. In it, the m-
scheme of this model space is defined (in this case in proton-neutron formalism).
The numbers in the first line have the following meaning: 44 = number of m states,
7 = number of j orbitals, 10 = number of m states in first orbit, 2 = number of
m states in second orbit and so on until after 12, then 2 = number of major shells
(always 2 in piν formalism), 2 = number of j orbits in first major shell, 5 = number
of j orbits in second major shell, 88 = A of core, and 38 = Z of core. The second
line defines the j-orbits names in A9 format. The following lines have the format:
dummy and n, l, 2*J , 2*Jz, 2*Tz values.
44 7 10 2 8 6 4 2 12 2 2 5 88 38
P1g9/2 P2p1/2 N1g7/2 N2d5/2 N2d3/2 N3s1/2 N1h11/2
1 1 4 9 -9 -1
2 1 4 9 -7 -1
3 1 4 9 -5 -1
4 1 4 9 -3 -1
5 1 4 9 -1 -1
6 1 4 9 1 -1
7 1 4 9 3 -1
8 1 4 9 5 -1
9 1 4 9 7 -1
10 1 4 9 9 -1
11 2 1 1 -1 -1
12 2 1 1 1 -1
1 1 4 7 -7 1
2 1 4 7 -5 1
3 1 4 7 -3 1
4 1 4 7 -1 1
5 1 4 7 1 1
6 1 4 7 3 1
7 1 4 7 5 1
8 1 4 7 7 1
9 2 2 5 -5 1
10 2 2 5 -3 1
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11 2 2 5 -1 1
12 2 2 5 1 1
13 2 2 5 3 1
14 2 2 5 5 1
15 2 2 3 -3 1
16 2 2 3 -1 1
17 2 2 3 1 1
18 2 2 3 3 1
19 3 0 1 -1 1
20 3 0 1 1 1
21 1 5 11 -11 1
22 1 5 11 -9 1
23 1 5 11 -7 1
24 1 5 11 -5 1
25 1 5 11 -3 1
26 1 5 11 -1 1
27 1 5 11 1 1
28 1 5 11 3 1
29 1 5 11 5 1
30 1 5 11 7 1
31 1 5 11 9 1
32 1 5 11 11 1
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